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Preface

This book describes Sweden's Social Democratic Workers Party, “Socialdemokratiska Arbetar Partiet” (SAP), its ideology and long-term plan from a different point of view, not usually spoken. It will not deal with the daily politics they embrace but what describes as ”the Plan” actually mirrors how they rule our society and have been ruling most of the 20th century. The book origins from a series of articles from a blog called ”The unaffected mind” under the heading ”Social democrats rotten history” -
”Socialdemokraternas ruttna historia”, written by MetalHeadViking - MHV. My personal background and knowledge lead to a serious interest to tell SAP's real history. However, I hesitated for a long time considering the enormous amount of work involved, writing it from scratch, until I one day stumbled into MHV's blog. This series of articles inspired me to mix them with my own writings. The book hereby have two authors, based on MHV's blog writings. Each chapter ends with references which also leads back to the original article.

Two authors means two different experiences, knowledge base including personalities which the scrutinizing reader soon will detect. Sometimes this caused issues since I am not a Christian which MHV appears to be. However I am a descendant of Doggerland, a totally different story which wont be told about in this book.

Furthermore its stated if the political person discussed, is a Zionist or jew, to determine weather this group entitles a lesser/larger intentional influence proportionally. Sweden is a country built by Swedes, i.e., there should not be other groups but Svear and Götar (Swedes and
Geats) – with origin from old Nordic tribes – in the Swedish parishes.

In the text there's certain words underlined, which means its linked to a reference. Since NGOs and foundations like the Swedish EXPO – founded 1995 with the purpose to ”enlighten the public on racism and xenophobia through newspaper production and newspaper publishing” - along with leftists, google, youtube censoring internet constantly, some links might lead nowhere.

For corrections and tips, please mail to sap@syntes.be.

You can’t publish this book yourself until I pass away. Then it is also free to publish the Swedish version. But anyone can translate it to any other language for distribution and sales.

The book has a web page where all updates are available:

http://syntes.be/SAP

Mikael Möller
Chapter 1

Introduction

Its important to cast a light over SAP's history and their plan. This text maps the actual background of this party, its true ideology and where its headed. This is most relevant in order to understand whats happening in Sweden today.

There is still a romantic view on socialism as well as SAP in Sweden. This book aims to once and for all tear apart the viewpoint of this romanticized and very unpleasant movement.

As you will see, the understanding of the Swedish social democracy is relevant in order to understand other ideologies in Sweden, such as
Swedish communism, Swedish Nazism, as well as the Swedish environmental movement. Other political parties (C, KD, M, L, SD, MP and V) have also been formed in the same direction – most Swedes can't see much difference themselves between these political parties.

Once you really understand SAP's history it's easier to look through the political troll factory and its participants. They're more or less controlled by the same forces. Whom they are will be addressed here.

Social democrat's history is rotten since it can't be scrutinized in broad daylight. So much is hidden, like the Estonia case or if we look further back in time: The murder of Ivar Krüger.

Krüger was a financial genius, who borrowed money to countries in order for them to rebuild infrastructure after WW1. Stalin didn't like this since he was trying to incorporate France and Germany into his sphere of interests through the Communist Parties in these countries. The murder was orchestrated by Stalin with support from bankers in the west. J.P Morgan hated Krüger since he took several businesses from him – like a loan to France of USD 70 000
Morgan offered it to 8 % interest while Krüger offered it for 7 % interest.

Jacob Wallenberg and the jew Albert Herschel-Bonnier [Nikola Rostropovich, “Sanningen bakom Kreugerkraschen, så fälldes en svensk gigant”] were very quick after the murder, to plunder all of Ivar Krüger's assets. Wallenberg, the banker, is connected with the Jewish banking family Sachs through marriage.

In Swedish schools they never talk about the greatest Swede in modern time. We have to ask ourselves – why?

2.1 Introduction

It's important to understand that communism, socialism, capitalism, fascism, Nazism – invective for NSDAP – are all deployed out of a certain group within Freemasonry, a Jewish group which in itself contains the satanic group Illuminati.

Illuminati's main recruiting is among Jewish Freemasons, i.e. those who confess to Jewry. Jews
is not a specific people or ethnic group. They're a religious, criminal sect. Their goal is a revolution to conquer God and become world rulers. This is something they always brag about – it's well known.

Illuminati have existed since at least 1797. John Robinson wrote a book which described this subgroup and its subversive activity with William Wyndham, Secretary of war. It was published 1797.

John Robison was an acknowledged scientist and researcher. A physicist and mathematician as well a professor at the University of Edinburgh. If you search on their website you'll get a lot of info about him, such as this:

http://ourhistory.is.ed.ac.uk/index.php/John_Robison_(1739-1805)

The subgroup Illuminati worship Lucifer as their God, Satan himself. Their faith in Lucifer urges them to act like one of their most prime ancestors - Nimrod - who built Babel's tower – in order to try to become a God himself.

The idea about “Nationernas förbund,” 1920-
1940 – the League of Nations – a New World Order (or Jew World Order as its also called today), origin from this time in history. Through UN they would become Gods – just like Lucifer wished for.

Its through Illuminati and Freemasons all ”modern”ideas about the flawless perfect human have arisen. Perfect, flawless humans should live in a perfect, flawless society - a world community. In this perfect flawless world, there is no poverty, no problems, no illness, no homeless, no uneducated, no hungry people. No free-thinkers!

This ”liberty” which is offered by Freemasons is a false liberty which neglects that man is a fallen being, as described in the bible. They want to destroy the word of God just because its Gods words that is the obstacle between the present and their perfect socialistic world where the global state is in charge to make it all into perfection. They want humans to turn to the state instead of God. It is what “Novus Ordo Seclorum” (A new Order of the Ages) from the reversed side of the Great Seal of United States and the back of the US one dollar bill since 1935 is all about. That is
why Freemasons introduced the information era, with the purpose to launch secularism (separation between the state and the church) which eventually will lead to a total overtake by the state over Gods domain.

The illuminated (enlightened) Freemasons in Europe refused to admit God in their new constitutions – the corporation, United States became the only exception. In the original USA, humans indispensable rights for life and property came directly from God. Enlightened Freemasons in Europe refused to admit God as ruler – this was later spread to the rest of the world. They meant your rights were given you by the state. The state would guarantee you the right to a home, health care, food and education.

This implies, that if the right tyrant came to power, he could take it all away from you, since you're all dependent on the state for your education, your health, your food and your home.
2.2 The background

The Bavarian Illuminati, founded by Jesuit and Jewish convert Adam Weishaupt, was discovered and revealed by the Bavarian police. Unfortunately it was already too late. Their messages had already been spread. Most important though, Club Breton had already been started, later named “Club des Jacobins” – the Jacobins – which together with other Freemasons in France would be the fundamental pillars of the French revolution.

The remaining Jacobins left France after the French revolution. They later formed yet another pure Freemason order – called The covenants of the righteous with the Jewish Jesuit Moses Hess as their leader. Hess later recruited the Jew Karl Marx into his order as well as to become a Freemason. Its from here our survey takes off.

2.2.1 When socialism first came to Sweden.

Its important to know that unions origin from Freemasonry and other secret societies. The
traditional guild system, from medieval times became invaluable for them. We recommend Craft, Bob James, Trade of mystery 2002.

Freemasons used the guild system to spread their labor union movement. Of all guilds, the tailor guild became the one of most importance, especially in Sweden.

Tailors in Sweden had been traveling as journeymen through centuries while creating an extensive network of contacts. That is how the products got developed and new trainees were involved into their profession. Friedrich Engels said: Tailors formed a central force within the union.

Swedish tailors got in touch with the ”labor movements” rhetoric during their journeys through the continent. One of the most important persons to introduce socialism in Sweden was, in the 1840s, tailor Sven Trädgårdh – born Mattisson.

In an interesting article named; “De första kommunisterna” - The first communists – published at the forum of Mao, there's a lot of things being revealed about Sven Trädgårdh. The article is a pointer of how the communists view
themselves and how they work. They write about the Covenants of the Righteous that they …

... formed a distinct relationship between the open and the secret work within the group. Engels explains it, ”In London as in Switzerland, even though in lesser grade, they took advantage of the society- and the freedom of assembly. On February 7th 1840, the still existing German labor party – “Tyska arbetarbildningsföreningen” - was founded. This society was a base for recruiting new members. Since communists, who usually were the one most active and talented members within the society, it wasn't strange their leaders were under total control of the federation which had several different lodges in London. Same obvious tactics were applied in Switzerland and other places. Everywhere a labor union was started, they were used in the same way. In places unions were forbidden, they created choir assemblies, sports clubs etc.” … ”the extent of the reestablished
federations development was considerable”.

Note how these communists mention ”lodges” as if its totally irrelevant. Anyway, what they, Engels and the communists, actually admit to is: Socialism and its message is spread through their lodges! The article continues:

The federation was most important, the secret communist groups were in charge, while the broader organizations shown to the public were used to enroll potential members. Lenin once described it: ”This change within the clandestine part of the organizations setup has nothing to do with efforts to adjust them to the legal movement. Its something completely different! These legal organizations are the pillars which carry out our ideas to the masses, i e we modify how to impact. Meanwhile the clandestine way will continue its impact as planned”.

The duality which Lenin explains and which
the authors of the article finds necessary for their final communist revolution is classic for Freemasons in order to reach their goal. They present a shallow explanation toward the public but keep the true purpose of the organization for the chosen ones in charge. This is how illuminated Freemasons been able to fool common Freemasons. One message for the ones kept ”outside” and one for the ones ”inside”. This dualism can also be found among Jewry, Catholics and Islam, It shown particularly in the masonry Symbols.

This also explains why Freemasons detest people who tries to reveal them and their fraud.

1844, Sven Trädgårdh, Olof Renhult and Johan Ellmin created the first communist group in Stockholm, Sweden. As leader for the apprentice exclusion, Olof Renhult had very good connections with other groups – lodges – abroad. He was very familiar how to proceed and organize everything. Sven Trädgårdh, later became well known for his rhetoric and as a skilled agitator. Johan Ellmin, a doctor, became very valuable – especially during violent riots. The first communist meetings took place in
Ellmins home.

The group – cell formation – *Bildningscellen* grew as time passed until Ellmin no longer could host them. They had to move across the square – into “Röda rummet” (the Red Room) at *Börsen*.

At this time, Pehr Götrek (born Anders Petter Godlund) became a member of the - *Bildningscellen*. Pehr Götrek, probably became the first left activist in Sweden. He started to write texts during the 1820s which cherished socialism. He was a vegetarian and is still a great source of inspiration for Anarcho-Syndicalists. Götrek was known as a Utopian and he translated the Communist manifesto into Swedish Even though he felt inspired by Freemasonry and their socialistic messages, he insisted being a christian but this man obviously never touched a bible. If so, he would never had let himself be so interested how their work was carried out through the lodge as their cover for the Covenants of the Righteous. Previously he worked as a informant for the Wallenberg clan. An article posted at the forum of Mao indicates it was Trägårdh who enrolled Götrek into the Swedish cell formation - *Bildningscellen*. 
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1846, three journeymen – tailors – arrived to Stockholm. They were Carl Rudolf Löwstedt, Carl Daniel Forsell and Lars Gustav Stolbin. They arrived from the continent and a extensive, active contact with the Covenants of the Righteous in Europe. In Hamburg, Paris, London and other cities, the Scandinavian started their own ”assemblies” which had a close connection with other communistic ”cell formations”/lodges. They were all controlled by the Covenants of the Righteous:

Approximately 40 Scandinavians were members of the Scandinavian assembly who was connected to the Covenant of the Righteous and probably as many had been members of the Communistic correspondent committees. About 30 of them were also members of the German labor party – “Tyska arbetarbildningsföreningen.”

Carl Rudolf Lövstedt were in contact with Freemason Michail Bakunin in Paris, while Carl Daniel Forsell along with Lars Gustav Stolbin
had been clearly instructed by Freemasons in London and the Covenant of the Righteous.

When foreign journeymen left England they brought clear instructions with them how to build the organizations in their homelands. That is how they spread and that is how Stolbin and Forsell got their tasks.

When the three (Löwstedt, Forsell and Stolbin) went back to Sweden/Stockholm they joined the local ”cell formation” - Bildningscellen. By now it was infiltrated and sabotaged by conservatives according to the communists themselves. The infiltrators were conservative under covers who had heard of the socialists subversive methods from the continent and used them to sabotage their group. It didn't take long for the three agents, sent by the Federation/Covenants of the Righteous to realize what was going on. They started up the Scandinavian assembly in Stockholm along with some others who had problems within the original group/cell formation - Bildningscellen.
Löwstedt and Forsell then went on and started to spread the socialistic message all over the country.

While traveling in Sweden, a priest named Nils Ignell attacked the communists in 1847. He pointed out how communism was an anti pole to Christianity. This made Pehr Götrek very upset. At this time the critics of communism moved their positions forward. Stolbin was pointed out as an foreign agent.

By now, Götrek and other involved realized why the Federation/Covenants of the Righteous applied the hypocrisy of Freemasons duality. Even though the ones in the ”inner circle” knew they were revolutionary communists, they didn't want to appear as such toward the ones outside. Simply, they didn't want to be revealed!

Since the communists didn't want the Scandinavian assembly to be known as communistic with risk to be prohibited, Götrek wrote a reply to the attacks from Ignell in “Eskilstuna Allehanda”: ”There is rumors going on regarding the establishment of a assembly, where
communistic propaganda is said to play a significant role ... The real circumstances are as follow – a Scandinavian association have been established. The founders are young craftsmen, masters and journeymen, whom all have been abroad. They were members of associations, labor unions, to establish fraternity and the growth of enlightenment among these classes ... these young men, members of the Scandinavian assemblies in Paris, London, Copenhagen, Hamburg with several other locations, met by coincidence in our capital, where an already established association needed to be held together and fortified for one until now missing association in our capital, Stockholm. Its foundation have now been established by these world experienced young men, who should be considered as an elite-corps among workers in Stockholm, Some of them have knowledge about communism and knows how to appreciate this -ism at its best – there's no doubt about it but the society statutes show no communistic tendencies. These statutes
have also come to our authorities knowledge”. ...

"Among strange rumors, spread in newspaper articles, which purpose is to thwart and break apart this group, its then unreasonably as if three or four people of the society members whom also are members of the cell formation -”Bildningscellen” - to be this foundations most zealous friends”.

By now the Stockholm formation had formed both a clandestine and one open organization. Just as Freemasons duality advocates. The inner circle was in constant touch with the Covenants of the Righteous.

The Stockholm formation often had ”agents” visiting them from London. They brought certain missions or instructions to the group. Forsell and Stolbin, along with some other swedes, also traveled to London to meet up with fellow members within the Covenants of the Righteous at their congresses. During these meetings its made clear for the participants of how the network actually work.
The statutes determines the organization must be clandestine in order for different cells/groups to be unknown to each other. All members must use assumed names. The smallest units consists of three to twelve members – if more - they must divide. Several units belonging to same area had one board. This board was lead by the federation, which was elected by the board where the central board was located, in this case, London.

When Sven Trädgårdh was active within the Stockholm cell, he remained active within the now more moderate-socialist ”Bildningscellen”. He also joined other liberal associations where he influenced with his rhetoric skills.

He actually succeeded to affect the left liberals in the country significantly. Among those we find Nils Samuel von Koch a liberal politician, belonging to the nobility and chancellor of justice, as well as Samuel Johan Hierta, manufacturer and founder of the left newspaper Aftonbladet.

1848 was a year when several riots and revolutions took place in Europe. In Paris we saw the so called February revolution – who brought the monarchs fall and the call for the second
republic. This year, the Communists manifest by Marx/Engels, was published in February. Riots in France spread to Berlin and other federal states, to Hungary, Italy and Denmark. They resulted in different types of reforms – democratically or with a national focus. In mid-March the disturbances reached Stockholm.7

These disturbances/riots were thoroughly orchestrated from London by the Federation/Covenants of the Righteous. Stockholm were no exception. It was at this point the leftists, who often threw stones at their opponents, made their entry into the political history in Sweden. They often used masks, just like today's leftists do and aimed particularly toward certain conservative politicians. Note how they were orchestrated in this quote:8

When by passers asked why they didn't crush the windows of another reactionary individual, living next door, they replied; its not included in our instructions.

Trädgårdh held a improvised speech for people passing by:
"I'm only a poor worker, standing here, in the face of heaven. They're shooting our brothers and their blood fills up the gutters. We demand justice and revenge.

This speech aroused the masses who erupted in terrible and wild cheering until they were dispersed by the local right wing guards. Sven Trädgårdh was one of the top agitators, which consequently brought on an examination of the communistic cells:

*Only days after the uprising was crushed, the first arrests started. Soon most of the members of the communist cell had been taken into question. The process which followed against communists marks an end for the communistic federal activities in Sweden.*

In time, the Covenants Righteous went underground and eventually they dissolved as an organization. The remains would resurrect with
Freemason Karl Marx as a central figure later on. Together with other communists, socialists, atheists and satanic Freemasons another organization were established. On the ”inside” it was a lodge, but on the ”outside” it was a coordinating international trade union.

Even though the dissolution of the Covenants of the Righteous meant less activity within its original ”cells”, all structures and networks still remained. The communists later took advantage of this. It didn't mean that certain socialists did the same. The ones in Sweden was of course no exception. During the 1870s it was Ferdinand Laurell who became the main person for this task. He met the Freemason and trade union boss, Jewish Samuel Gompers.

Laurell became Gompers ”mentor” (The Socialist Party of America, Jack Ross) and taught him a lot about the trade union and socialism. That is how, through Gompers, Europe's socialist ideals spread to the USA. Laurell was probably as well a Freemason. We must remind you – it was Samuel Gompers who made sure the masses of socialism celebrate the Luciferian feast on May 1st.
2.2.2 First Internationale and how SAP – Sveriges socialdemokratiska arbetarparti was founded

During 1871 it happened again. This time it was an uprising which was openly supported by Freemasons of the Paris community. More than 10 000 Freemasons defended the insurgents actions.

The Paris community of year 1871 became a great inspiration source to another Swedish tailor, named August Palm. He is considered the ancestor/creator of Socialdemokraterna – the Social Democrats. Palm was in Germany when he heard the calls for socialism from the Paris community 1871.

He joined the German section of Freemasons First International. Its important to understand that Karl Marx (belonged to the Belgian lodge Le Socialist), Michail Banukin belonged to the Italian lodge (Il Progresso Sociale) and Pierre-Joseph Proudhon belonged to the French lodge (Grand Orient de France) along with several other
central individuals within the First Internationale, all were Freemasons. Here are some quotes from Bill Stills book The New World Order: The Ancient Plan of Secret Societies.

Although the name ”Internationale” made the group appear to be an international labor union convention, it really was a Masonic mix of elitist socialists, communists, atheists and Satanists ...

In fact, the Internationale can hardly be viewed as anything but Illuminati Masonry in a new disguise. French historian E.E. Fribourg wrote in 1871: ”The Internationale everywhere found support in Freemasonry” ...

According to Webster, the Internationale became nothing more than ”the outer shell that covered a ramification of conspiracies”.

There are more quotes but I'll share an interview with Jüri Lina in three episodes. They
can be found at youtube but they remove everything of interest so I'll give you a link to click and some footnotes.

Video 1: Göteborg 101212-1  
Video 2: Göteborg 101212-2  
Video 3: Göteborg 101212-3

The most well known portrait of August Palm is the one below. Note Palms right hand.

![August Palm portrait](image)

Do you notice something particular? Just as many Freemasons, he's hiding his right hand in this picture. That means he's a Freemason who worship the God of Freemasonry, Jah-Bul-On. To hide a hand like that means he's under bondage of
Jah-Bul-On. Freemason Albert Pike, of the Scottish Rite, said this about the hidden hand:

*Jah-Bul-On is a symbol of the infinite and eternal God head. A mongrel word who's name has been for two thousands year an appellation of the devil.*

Jah-Bul-On is of Saturn, protected by the equilateral triangle (666), the false prophet and anti-Christ! This means there's no doubt what kind of message August Palm brought back to Sweden.

After a long time with trouble and agitation from Palm, he got deported from Germany in 1877. Palm moved to Denmark at this point. Except the inspiration he got from the German socialists he also became inspired by the danish socialist Louis Pio. He also had masonic bands and was one of the founders of the danish section of the First Internationale. The Danish immigration critic, Mikael Jalving have also written a book, criticizing Freemasonry, “Magt og Ret – Et opgør med Godheden”. He includes
Freemasons in the Nordic countries.

In 1881, after some time of agitation, Palm eventually left Denmark and returned back home to Sweden. He continued to agitate his cause here and got help from Good Templars, who started the Workers club in Gothenburg. He even got help from former networking people that previously belonged to the communistic network. Palm was persistent to spread the socialist (the Freemason) messages all over Sweden. A short time in prison didn't stop him.

August Palm founded, together with a few Freemasons “Sveriges Socialdemokratiska ArbetarParti” – Swedish Social Democrats, in 1889. The creation of this political party had been impossible without Palms persistent efforts. In 1896, they're elected into the parliament and Jewish Freemason, Hjalmar Branting becomes their first member of the Swedish parliament. The very same year, Branting launched tailor Claes Tholin as chairman for the party and he became SAPs first party leader. He, just like Fredrik Sterky learned about labor unions (and socialism) in Denmark. SAP's members had very good contact with socialists – and the Freemasonry
lodge in Denmark.

Fredrik Sterky was elected first chairman for *Landsorganisationen* - LO – in Sweden in 1898, which was the cohesive organization for labor unions in Sweden – just as August Palm had advocated.

### 2.2.3 International contacts

Since August Palm still had contacts internationally - some through the First Internationale – he got a mission in 1900 on behalf of socialists in London to make an "agitator" trip to USA. He describes his journey in his book *Snapshots from a trip to USA* published 1901.

*In Minnesota he met the democratic governor John Lind, born in Småland, who emigrated to USA together with his parents at the age of 13. John Lind, came to power thanks to a temporarily leftist breakthrough in Minnesota. He was the first none-republican governor in 40 years. Lind*
would later on work with the Jesuit-trained (Jesuiterna och Illuminati har en gemensam ledare i pÅven. Sefrredrag av till exempel Walter Veith, sydafrikan och professor i zo-ologi.) democratic president Woodrow Wilson who carried through the treacherous Federal Reserve Act 1913.

During conversations between August Palm and John Lind an extremely elitist world view revealed from both of them. Palm cherished Lind when he raised the tax along with introduction of regulations, but Lind never gained much popularity among other swedes in Minnesota. Swedish Protestant priests who already moved from Sweden knew about the leftists and what liberals and socialists actually wanted. Thanks to these priests the swedes in Minnesota became faithful to the conservative voting block. This was strongly rejected by Palm – the socialist and Lind – the left liberal.

That the priests in the Swedish free
assemblies, thanks to the influence they exert on the Swedish rural population in Minnesota as well as in other states, did everything to prevent Lind's reelection, must sadly be noted …

Regarding the priests and their harmful influence through their resistance toward all national reforms, Lind declared that that native American priests were different and no threat since they were educated in a different way, with open minds, accepting the need of social reforms and never afraid to talk about it in front of their church visitors. The Swedish ”priests” however – as Lind named these notorious colporteurs - are not well educated – and behave like the common, intolerant and fanatic with no interest to preserve and develop our culture.

These ”public reforms” might not have been as public as Palm would like them to be. Thank God for the brave priests, who like Nils Ignell warned about the dangers of socialism and communism! Its not strange that socialists always detested Christianity. Sadly there is no priest in Sweden today with that kind of stamina.
2.3 Conclusion

The root of social democracy origin from Freemasonry – nothing else. The ones that are knowledgeable on the subjects as religion, history and the relation between the state and the individual, know what they stand for. The “freedom” that is offered by the state is nothing but to become a slave for a small group of elitist socialists who promise you to find gold at the end of the rainbow, but never keeps their promises. The most important knowledge is the ”inside” and ”outside” principle since it applies on all levels in our society. Even though the ones who are considered to be on the ”inside” at a certain level are divided into this duality. Some will always be more ”inside” compared to others.

Reference:

http://detopaverkadesinnet.blogspot.se/2012/09/socialdemokraternas-ruttna-historia-del.html
The pursuit of a progressive globalization

Freemasons created SAP – “Socialdemokratiska Arbetar Partiet.” It is then consequential that SAP works according to Freemasons goal toward a New World Order – NWO – or Jew World Order – JWO, which happened long before the Bilderberg group and other Round Table groups started their pursuit
after WW2.

It's clear as crystal from the following globalist quotes by Hjalmar Branting:

*No nation is so great as to be able to afford, in the long run, to remain outside an increasingly universal League of Nations.*

It's important to understand that Illuminati, who wants to replace the old world order with its own, exploits the old one as "tyrannic". Thus you could very easily recruit elite-students at top-universities. It was never explained that NWO or JWO meant same tyranny, but now only with different tyrants.

The political orientation for Illuminati was to yet another time try to build Babel's tower. The big difference between the old and new order is the false illusions all masses live with – they're supposed to think they're free – but they're slaves. In the old order everyone knew they were slaves and minions. Today it's even worse since we're as much enslaved in the new world order without realizing it.

As parliamentarianism grew, the old elite
seemingly lost influence and power – but no! Elitists adjusted to the new circumstances while the masses thought they had influence over their lives and future.

Priesthood have always – through Rome – ruled over the crown and its finances – just think of the tithe, except during a period in countries who were Protestants. After medieval age of enlightenment, the crown was overshadowed by the financial world. The social transformation went on as planned. Immorality had always been Rome's purpose hence it came from Babylon.

Priesthood kept their positions within the education field but instead of being "religious" they called themselves "secular-humanists", i.e. Luciferians. Instead of wearing the black cloth as old Jesuit-priests did, they changed to white as the scientists. Old superstitions was replaced with new ones – it was a conscious agenda to program the masses. Nowadays you're always on your way somewhere … FORWARD. Where is never explained. Yet the progressive follow, as the rats follow the rat catcher in Hamlet. They in turn look down on everyone who doesn't agree or stay hesitant and name them as reactionary
3.1 Social democrats in the parliament

It's natural for the elite to start the fight for democracy at this point. Strange for a country like Sweden. We used to fight for our relatives and family, then for our king. We never went out in battle to get the right to vote since it was the elite who spontaneously offered it after some time in power. Socialists were very keen to make sure that as many as possible could vote. It was a must and a natural process to reach the Marxist dream:

*Democracy is the first step toward socialism.*

*Karl Marx*

Practically, democracy means that ignorant people comes into power. You do not have to show knowledge or lore to get your voting card. To drive a car you have to take a test and get your...
license but you do not need a voting license in order to vote. Hence democracy its same as a dictatorship. The one or they who have best the resources can fool the masses most will become dictator. Women's liberation, as well as men's battle to vote was completely unnecessary. It was part of the plan. Here is a lecture about socialism and Fabian socialism:

Video: Goals of Socialism and Fabian socialism

The question about peace and disarmament was of great meaning for all socialists. In order to obtain world peace one have to disarm the masses and enslave them as well. Through their Marxist world government – UN – this is a ongoing matter.

As help they have their own police and army. An army and police the individual have no possibility to defend against.

Its from the questions of peace the idea of a world government arise in modern time. In addition to the coordination of regulations and other collectivization of the country, SAP had an international agenda. Old contacts were still there
for the social democrats but now it was all about the Second Internationale.

When social democrats entered our government, in 1896, they were the first organized socialist party ever. Earlier there were only conservatives and liberal members, not belonging to any organized party, like the social democrats. Liberals managed, six years later, in 1902 to create their own party, named Landsföreningen, De frisinnade. This lead in turn to a party for conservatives in 1904 – Det allmänna valmansförbundet. Since then, party politics have been the force to get through the desired policy. SAP's sole presence in the government affected parliamentarianism and how the Swedish politic would turn out even though it took some time before SAP got influence in how our society changed.

3.2 Second Internationale

In 1907, Hjalmar Branting was elected party leader. Together with Erik Palmstierna and Carl Lindhagen, Branting was the prime Freemason
within SAP. It became more obvious now that Branting was a Freemason with a special task – the international mission. He was very keen to participate in all meetings held at the Second International.

First International was a distinct Freemason lodge. This was not the case during the Second International even though they dominated during the latter one. Ideology as well as goals were the same. However ”the useful idiots” - the anarchists had been ruled out.

The agenda of the Second International was to push for ”the international labor force” - peace and disarmament. The common goals were to abolish rigid capitalism, individualism and nationalism.

They spoke about the necessity of an international authority who could act as an ”arbitrator”. Hjalmar Branting meant it should be a mandatory act whenever there was a conflict to connect with this arbitrator. Second International also advocated a anti-military ”enlightenment” of the youth – i.e indoctrination. Right from the start, the so called ”peace movements” made strong impact on the political leftists at the turn of
During the union crisis between Sweden and Norway, social democrats made sure to get a monopoly on the peace movement. From an international perspective, they wanted to have both Norway and Sweden under the same banner. They decided it would be better for the Norwegian working class not to have "the Swedish upperclass" oppression in the Swedish-dominated union.

During 1911-1912 there were a string of international crisis in Morocco, Tripolis, Persia and Balkan who could develop into war. The Second International mobilized then to create a controlled peace settlement. November 17th 1912, came special directions to all worker movements in Habsburg, Italy, Albania, Russia, Germany, France, England and other countries to try to force a military disarmament. Marxists do not want workers to defend their country but instead set up a defense for the International – NWO and abolish their countries.

As you know, this Marxist recipe failed. However, one didn't want to learn from this failure and meant it was capitalism and
nationalism who caused WWI.

The only solution was to build an international authority with international laws in order to control specific countries. The end of the bloody WW1, lead to a ”solution” that in a more legit way could bring out the mission - the League of Nations. Hjalmar Branting made sure Sweden took part in this progressive global project. He would even receive the Nobel peace price for his efforts to create the embryo for a world government.

The Leagues of Nations appeared at a point that was of great advantage for social democrats and Branting. Second International had been dissolved while communists and socialists couldn't agree upon of how to achieve the Marxist goals. Communism relied on the revolution while socialists believed in the long term reformation through democracy. To paraphrase Ronald Reagan: The difference between communists and socialists are that communists are in a hurry.

3.3 Social democrats treason
The League of Nations basically had the same goals as Second International … they talked about sanctions and military actions toward those who ”violated peace”. Almost same mafia methods are being used today by NATO and UN – United Nations. Same demands for disarmament for the violators are required today as back then.

Out of a Swedish perspective, Branting was a major failure. Last chance to get back Åland and Österbotten, which still had a majority of Swedish population failed as well.

Hjalmar Branting and other social democrats got a lot of critics from all conservatives since they knew they worked for foreign interests – which was true.

Branting was also a great admirer of Woodrow Wilson when he participated in meetings at the League of Nations. Wilson was the first president who consciously called USA for a ”democracy”, even though it is a constitutional republic – even a limited corporation. Hjalmar Branting called Wilson a ”working-class pioneer”.

During the fall of 1920, Branting wrote a essay in the magazine Revue de Genéve;
Le utopie de quelques précurseurs, les résolutions des conférences socialistes, encore impuissantes contre la politique des milieux dirigeants, se transformèrent grâce aux quatorze points de Wilson en un programme pratique, soutenu par une grande puissance.

in which he cherish Wilson since he understand how well the League of Nations and socialism match.

This year Branting talked to the parliament and meant that all members must give up their national sovereignty to the League of Nations. He ended the message:

*Its worth this sacrifice considering the goal, honor and rights this League represent.*

This is called treason today, to urge a country to give up its sovereignty, a significant trade mark for social democracy.
Luckily, there was a resistance movement in USA, who after Wilson's retirement managed to pull their country out of the League. After their secession, the League fell apart. For now all plans failed for a world government. As a consequence after this failure, Council on Foreign Relations – CFR – was founded in order to prevent all resistance next time they planned for a world government. So far CFR's work have been working excellent.

### 3.4 Branting – the socialist

Like many other leading socialists, Branting belonged to the upper class and his family was wealthy. His father, Gabriel Branting was a professor and his mother, a daughter to the secretary of state, Carl Petter af Georgii. A false nobility which probably originated from Jewish ancestry. He went to school at Beskowska and was classmate to our king to be, Gustav V.

Hjalmars mother Emerentia ”Emma” Maria Charlotta af Georgii was the granddaughter of lower governor – Evert Georgii. She married in
1939, got divorced in 1869 and remarried the same man in 1873.

Their son Hjalmar Branting later became the first Zionist in Sweden. He said – quote -

*A zionist is a person who wants to military occupy Palestine, and with military force create a Jewish state there.*

All documentation of this can be found at the Jewish Agency in Jerusalem in an archive for Poale Zion – workers for Zion – which later was named Poale L'Israel and Mapai. There are 22 binders with all Swedish-Zionist correspondence between 1906-19. They prove one of the federations world offices was located in Stockholm between 1917-1919.

In this archive you'll also find a Stockholm manifest from 1917 about a independent, free Jewish state in old Palestine. Hjalmar Branting was the first one to sign it!

Thus its not the **Balfour declaration** as most people think, to support in writing an independent Jewish state in Palestine! Its the Swedish socialist
Hjalmar Branting, the father of social democracy and the welfare in Sweden. This happened at the end of October 1917, a couple of weeks prior to the English Prime Ministers never fulfilled promise to the world Jews.

The one telling this unknown episode is the rabbi Morton Narrowe living in Stockholm. He continues:

_I heard about these peculiar facts from Israel Prime Minister, Salmann Shazar, when I recently visited him in Jerusalem. He told me I could find all documents at the Jewish Agency in Jerusalem, at Poale zion, i.e. the origin for the workingclass party in Israel as well as one of the most important components to build the free Israel._

_Its exactly right. I found 22 binders with Swedish-zionist correspondence between 1916-1919, along with the Stockholm peace manifest of 1917 – for a free independent Jewish state in old Palestine and with Hjalmar Branting as the first signatory._
As one of the founders of SAP and later as party leader, he mainly showed interest in foreign affairs while other members dealt with domestic policies.

Branting spent time for meetings and conversations held at the Second International where Jewish Rosa Luxembourg, Jewish Vladimir Lenin and Jewish L Martov (Julius Martov) carried out the debate. In 1932, Nikolai Svitkov revealed that both Lenin an Martov were Freemasons as well. If Rosa Luxemburg was a Freemason is not sure. However its known that her society, the Spartans, were named by Adam Weishaupt. Members of the Bavarian Illuminate section, had impersonations from the Roman empire. Weishaupt's under cover was Spartacus.

Though the single individual who had most influence on Branting was the french socialist Jean Jaurés. Branting never missed an opportunity to celebrate him in his writings and used to call him:

*The most brilliant genius in the International.*
Even though Grand Orient de France – GOFD – does the same today, Jean Juarés never belong to Freemasonry. He was appreciated mostly by them since he actually stood over them as a person. Juarés went to a Jesuit school, Lycée Lous-le-Grand. A school which is described by Elie Beamont 1862 as follows:

*The jesuit college of Paris, has for a long time a state nursery, the most fertile in great men.*

Without any doubts its a correct description. Many of the main personalities during the era of enlightenment in France have been attending this particular Jesuit school.

### 3.4.1 Branting and Bonnier

It's a known fact that most of his time abroad, Branting spent a lot of time among Jews and Freemasons. How did it look in his homeland? Tor Bonnier married Greta Lindberg, a goyim.
Her parents were the famous theater people, August and Augusta Lindberg. Tor Bonnie's son, Albert Bonnier Jr. describes in his memoirs, personally in 1985, how Hjalmar Branting and his wife Anna Branting were ”old friends to the Lindberg family” and often visited them.

What about Branting's Jewish ancestry? Let's trace the Georgii family and have a look at the Georgii family tree:

This dynasty have, with no further proof but name similarity, considered to be descended from a Venetian dogeātt (dogedynasti) named Giorgi. The first ancestor moved to Sweden and was born in Hamburg. It has appeared from research in city archives of Hamburg, done by Dr. Hagedorn, who found out that the only person there named Peter Eberhard during 1629-1695 was Peter Eberhard Jürgens, baptized 17th of April in 1686 in S:t Katherine congregation. His parents were fish manufacturer Nikolas Jürgens and Anna Margareta Stolz. It's therefore very likely that he is identical to the pharmacist
Peter Eberhard Georgii.

The mother has been connected to this particular Peter Eberhard Georgii.

3.4.2 Brantings connections to Aschberg

Olof Aschberg (Obadja Asch 1877-1960), more known as ”the red banker” is the grandfather to the well known TV-profile in Sweden, Robert Aschberg. Olof Aschberg was a receiver of the Jewish communists after the Jewish coup d'etat in 1917. Its the biggest ”money laundry” in world history and it was done with the help of the Swedish social democrats. Olof Aschberg was the founder of the “Nya Banken” (the New Bank) which had close ties to social democrats. The smuggling activities of Russian gold to Sweden lead to a blacklisting in western countries in 1918 and was abolished in 1920.

“Svensk-Ryska Banken” (Swedish-Russian Bank was also founded by Aschberg in 1917 along with Branting's son, Georg Branting and his
sister, Sonja Branting-Westerståhl. The Jews looted the Russian treasury, looted and burned down Russian churches and monastery on valuables among very valuable icons. The leader of the Jewish coup d'etat, the jew Lenin said inter alia, ”… the more representatives of the reactionary priesthood we manage to shoot, the better”.

The Jews murdered 180 000 priests during the years after 1918.

Olof Aschberg smuggled approximately 500 tons of gold and crown jewels to Sweden. The gold was melted down and was given the Swedish hallmark which made it impossible to trace its origin. Thus it was possible to sell broad and exchanged into western currencies. This smuggling business made it possible for Aschberg to start “Ryska Handelsbanken” in 1921 through which he gave credits for Swedish trade with Soviet union. The year after he became manager at Soviet union's first international bank, Ruskombank.

Olof Aschberg also sold the Russian crown jewels around Europe's auctions. The most famous one is called ”the Aschberg diamond”,
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one of the largest diamonds in the world from the collection of Russian crown jewels. It later came into Olof Aschberg's ownership in 1934 and later sold it to a private buyer. Olof Aschberg have also donated big collections in 1933 and 1952 of 275 icons from the looted and burned Russian churches, to Nationalmuseum in Stockholm. They really should be returned.

3.5 Social democrats in power

Socialists and liberals managed to introduced mob rule in Sweden when Freemason Arvid Lindman became Prime Minister and in fact betrayed the Swedish right winged in 1909. Mob rules impact on the citizens was they were cheated to actually believe they could affect their future. Something that efficiently attenuated all dissatisfaction. Still, in modern time we can see how humans in countries with dictatorship try to fight against the tyranny. Especially in the third world where democracy not yet passed through. Many wonder why swedes doesn't act the same when the state oppresses its own population. The
reason for this is that democracy pacifies the swede.

The elite within a democracy cheat the population to believe they actually are able to affect, even though its someone else somewhere else who decide over the agenda. A country with dictatorship is more honest since the people knows they're enslaved. In a democracy, the population seem locked up in their faith, they can affect the future simply by voting each 4th year.

Its a pure fraud indeed. Its even important to understand it was the country elite who were most keen to apply mob rule. Even among women you could see the female elite who were the most devoted. This is proved by the extremely low amount of voters during early 20th century. The main part of the Swedish population were not consciously devoted to the ”democracy” presented by the elite.

First public election was held in 1911. Arvid Lindman lost his position as Prime Minister of Sweden. At this time there were only three political parties represented in the Swedish government. There were social democrats (socialists) to the left, the libertarian (liberals) in
the middle and “allmänna valmansförbundet” (conservatives) to the right.

Conservatives were the big losers. Surprised? The big winners during this election were the socialists. Surprised? They made great progress and got their breakthrough – after promises of gold at the end of the rainbow. Sounds familiar? Liberals, though, became in most power due to their strong and stable pivotal position.

The liberal Karl Staff took over as Prime Minister after the election. Cooperation between socialists and conservative seemed almost impossible. That is why the liberals became in such power. They could talk to both other parties.

It was a very turbulent time, with both domestic crisis and internationally with WWI. During this time the country was lead by Hjalmar Hammarsköld. In 1914 there was two elections where conservatives became successful. As always when a polarization occur, liberals lost both to leftists and the right. Outside the government grew a new organization, Bondeförbundet – farmers association. They formed their own party based mainly of farmers from the countryside and started to challenge the
big established parties. Within SAP one could see a continuing friction between communists and socialists.

In 1917, Karl Swarts took over as Prime Minister and lead the country into the election later that year. It was the same year the Bolsheviks took power in Moscow. Branting rejected this Jewish coup. He was convinced that the New World Order eventually would happen but through long term political reforms – not through revolutions. Hereby we can see how Branting clearly favored Markow and the Mensjeviks thinking regarding the coup.

Branting's negative attitude toward Lenin's coup made all communists within SAP very angry and upset. They decided to leave the party and founded a communist party, "Sveriges socialdemokratiska vänsterparti," which favored the Bolsheviks and participated in founding Comintern (the communist international) in 1919. Another question creating aggravation was Branting's obvious support for the white against the red in the Finnish civil war. The election in 1917 meant a rewriting on the political map of Sweden. Suddenly there were five parties
represented in the government after the two newcomers made a parliamentary breakthrough. It was once again the liberals who took a pivotal position.

With support from social democrat Hjalmar Branting, the liberal Nils Edén became Prime Minister. For the first time social democrats became part of a coalition and thereby achieved a larger possibility to run their own agenda.

It was just a matter of time before social democrats stabbed the liberals in their backs which eventually lead to the fall of Edén's government. Branting got the mission to form a minority government. In 1920 social democrats got majority and had their own Prime Minister for the first time. A young Per Albin Hansson, 52, became ”minister of defense” and started to dismantle the Swedish defense, which was heavily criticized by the right wing.

There isn't any other obvious evidence that social democrats didn't put any priority for the Swedish independence and national sovereignty.

The conservative went strong forward in 1920s election, but social democrats were still the largest party. Nils Edén however was not
interested in another coalition with them. This status quo finally made Branting to resign and Louis de Geer Jr became Prime Minister. Ahead of the election in 1921 when voting rights expanded to include women, Oscar von Sydow was Prime Minister.

The election in 1921 was a big advancement for social democrats and Branting could once again form government. Both the bourgeois as well as social democrats felt that Branting spent more time in Geneva than in Stockholm. This of course had a reason; His mission for NF (Nationernas Förbund) and a New World Order. In 1923 though, Branting had to rush home from the international meetings when wage negotiations between LO and SAF (Svenska Arbetsgivareföreningen, today Svenskt Näringsliv) broke out into battle. This fight eventually lead to a political crisis which forced Branting to resign as Prime Minister. Ernst Trygger (conservative) led the country ahead of the election in 1924.

This election faced a major split within liberals as well as the communists. Bondeförbundet kept a relatively strong position while the conservative
moved their position forward but it was SAP who became the big winner of the election. Branting could, for the third time form government. There were no coalitions this time either but another minority government.

At this time, Hjalmar Branting was severely ill and it just got worse and worse. Rickard Sandler (SAP) took over as Prime Minister shortly before Branting passed away. With support from the liberals, the final castration of the Swedish defense was carried on.

A new conflict between the actors for the labor market raised a new political crises. With no agreement in sight, Sandler's government resigned spontaneously. Carl-Gustav Ekman and the liberals formed a minority government until next election.

The election in 1924 is known as the "cossack election". The reason for this was social democrats heavy movement toward the left during Per Albin Hansson's management. Hansson himself, had no issues to cooperate with the communists. Something heavily criticized by the right wing. The election turned out to be very polarized. Both left and right wing had aggressive
campaigns against each other. What's notable is; the Swedish right wing actually dared to stand up for their traditional, conservative values and the right to proprietorship.

They defended family values and one of their posters implied Swedish women might be taken advantage of as slaves by swarthy, black-bearded men if the leftist came into power.

Author MM: With 2018 statistics of rape as a result of mass migration, this shows a clear understanding where politics of social democrats will lead.

The conservatives went forward and Arvid Lindman (right-wing politician) became Prime Minister of Sweden.

The big international financial crisis hit Sweden when Lindman's government didn't manage to handle this big financial crises which affected both Swedish farmers as well as Swedish industrial workers. Lindman's government resigned in 1930 and was replaced by Carl-Gustav Ekman and the liberals new government.
3.6 The Swedish Fabians

A group which acted behind the scene and pushed strongly for progressive questions during this time were the think tank, “Centralförbundet för Socialt Arbete” (CSA). This organization started in 1903 and were strongly affected by the British labor party think tank The Fabian Society. They were Fabians and had a shield (had a shield with a wolf in sheep clothing. They took a clear distance from communism and proclaimed the Fabian method – inspired by the roman Fabius Maximus. The general who patiently tired out the enemy, Hannibal. Through this method came victory to the socialists over their opponents. With long term goals society slowly changed, not notable for the masses, they actually were directed toward the socialistic dream – a world government. A government which controlled and nursed the individual from cradle to grave. This method is also called small steps of tyranny.

Well known Fabian socialists during this time were the globalists, H.G. Wells, George Bernhard Shaw and Bertrand Russel. By just studying these...
three individuals one realizes that this a socialistic elite is obsessed by control. They looked forward to a world government where the proletariat is governed by a ”benevolent” and ”friendly” dictatorship. Here are some important clips which expose The Fabian Society:

Video 1: Fabians & Leninism 1
Video 2: Fabians & Leninism-del 11

This think tank is one of many British organizations, like Milner Group which partially financed Hitler, and Cecil Rhodes scholarship fund, which created the first concentration camp in modern time. That is were they kept thousands and thousands of Boers imprisoned. Its correct, these first concentration camps had white labor slaves in South Africa.

These British organizations eventually formed the modern Round Table Groups. They have their roots in the British East Indian company and their mission was to make sure the London-Cooperation (even called New Jerusalem) kept its dominant position as an economical great power. Something one have succeeded quite excellent.
Erik Palmstierna and Carl Lindhagen were two well known social democrats who were members of CSA. Many "broad-minded" liberals also joined the organization. Their main focus was, like the Second International, to disarm defense and introduce mob rule. Many women from the left elite and union leaders were also involved in CSA. They were particularly active in expanding mob rule to also include females. It's interesting to study this organization's different individuals, from elite families and find out how they're all connected to each other somehow.

ABF (Arbetarnas Bildnings Förbund) was founded in 1906, through Folkhögskolan Brunnsvik by LO and the social democrats. ABF handled the indoctrination for CSA in Sweden. Following organizations, Svenska Näringsliv, LO, SACO (Sveriges Akademikers CentralOrganisation) TCO (Tjänstemännens CentralOrganisation) and others are all members, working under CSA even now. CSA have also had big influence, not only the Swedish socialists but also the liberals.
3.7 Conclusion

Despite social democrats short time in power in early 1900s, they managed to put their marks to where the politics were headed in Sweden. Especially Branting who favored the globalist agenda – to make NF get more and more power over separate nations.

Beyond this they managed to push through a major disarmament of the Swedish defense. This of course shaped a very weak position at the time of World War II.

Branting assigned a ”board of socialization” lead by Rickard Sandler, in order to plan how a socialization of the country could happen. This board came up with suggestions of monopolization of certain areas within the society.

At the same time, Branting appointed an investigation about ”economical democracy” lead by the Keynesian Ernst Wigforss and how to rule the country through planned economy – instead of capitalism. The discussion continued within the party from 1920 and onward. In SAP one
could see a clear left wing who wanted to restrict proprietorship and a right wing (functionalists) who wanted to keep capitalism but restrain it in a way, making it possible for the state to regulate it in the wanted direction.

Within SAP, we find a very early and obvious wish to push the country in a modern socialistic direction. Even though social democrats, with Branting as leader, didn't succeed to get as far, they managed enough regulations and reforms to form a foundation for coming generations more left radical ideas: the New World Order – a state which controls the individual from cradle to grave.

What's most important to understand is the built in treason toward a country where this ideology reigns – it didn't suddenly appear with Olof Palme. Social democrats have always been the extended arm of globalists in Sweden.
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Chapter 4

International goals

So far we've been discussing social democracy before they became a dominating party in our country. Their foundation and roots came out of Freemasonry and foreign contacts through international globalist institutions. When the
party had been established as a political governmental power, they could start to build the socialistic transformation from a traditional country with responsible citizens to a progressive country with helpless citizens.

Ask yourself if its really in the interest of the elite to ”help” the poor and weak. Or might there be a different reason to why the elite choose to introduce a welfare state:

*The good home doesn't know any privileged or any left behind, no sweethearts/pets and no stepchildren.*

This is what Per Albin Hansson said in 1928 when the concept of *Folkhemmet*, was launched by the social democrats. Looking in the mirror, we all know that there was and still are up to this day, sweethearts/pets and stepchildren. Even though all scandals of neglect, brothel hanks, not to mention pure criminal actions, their hegemony have been so strong, it forced the Swedish right-wing toward the left. It finally got to give up to
get into power and accept the welfare state.

4.1 How the Swedish people was fooled

The concept of “Folkhemmet” was first mentioned in the 1910s by the right-wing politician Johan Rudolf Kjellén. Its important to understand that Kjellén was very influenced by the German debate which was strongly infected. Even though “Folkhemmet” had its conservative traits to start with it was eventually synonymous with a more pure socialistic idea. In Germany, they talked about “Volkgemeinschaft” (national community) Even though this idea was circulated among conservatives, it would get better used by socialists and fascists – but with their own varieties of ”folkhemmet”, i.e the welfare state.

The welfare state was the primary trend during the years between the world wars, among socialists. It was nothing unique what was happening in Sweden. This phenomena happened practically all over the world. Churches had to back off regarding their influence. They should no longer care for sick people, poor ones nor the
weak ones as well as educating the inquisitive. All solidarity among humans had to vanish. Now it was the responsibility of the state.

The state should provide education, healthcare – even if it had to be forced upon some. The state was the one who pursued taxes, in order to finance the new responsibilities through their new institutions, bureaucracy and authorities. There were no escape. The socialistic solidarity is, as we all know, not voluntary.

Joseph Stalin, Adolf Hitler, Franklin D. Roosevelt and Per Albin Hansson expanded the role of the state in society. It was no coincidence but a well planned strategy from the elite. Control through collectivization in society gave the state economic control over its citizen. In order to implement this scheme a real nice ”package” had to be created. The population had to be lured into socialism (welfare state=NWO). The economic debate was also laid out in this direction. Once Federal Reserve Bank (USAs privately owned central bank) was a reality it became a lot easier for the elite to take over the discussions regarding the abolition of the gold hallmark. This ended the last fire wall against socialism.
Socialists, no matter they called themselves communists, fascists or social democrats, all had a vision of a ”new human being”. They are and have always had this vision as they walk toward ”freedom”. A freedom where they represent the states monopoly of violence and against nature.

Its obviously interesting that leaders in both states with dictatorship and democracy are force to sell the concept welfare state as something origin from the people.

NSDAP in Germany could not openly show they were socialists, instead they promoted a traditional vision toward the masses, while keeping the more Marxist visions within the inner circle. This video explains it very well:

Video: **Karl Marx – racist and ancestor of genocide**

Where ever socialism didn't lead to mass murder, it lead to misery alternatively a soft version of dictatorship. Sweden would be no exception. Just like NSDAP, Per Albin Hansson and the social democrats had to push for the welfare state, or socialists version of
"Folkhemmet”, through traditionalism. They had to play down the Marxist traits in order broaden the base of voters. Something the orthodox within the movement criticized. Arthur Engberg and Ivar Vennerström were two of the strongest critics, which also had a lot to do with the internal fights within SAP – between the left wing (socialists) and the right wing (functionalists).

Social democrats right wing managed to convince Per Albin Hansson during the 1920s about this tactics to broaden the base of voters. One of the main figures within this group were Nils Karleby. Hanssons social democrats had no intention to run toward the Marxist dream society as the communists wished for nor walk calm as the socialists wanted. No, it was more like crawling there, just as the functionalists advocated.

4.2 Toward socialism and an economy based on debts

Arvid Lindman won the ”kosackvalet” in 1928 and were able to form the last majority,
conservative Swedish government. This government period was very turbulent. In 1928 Sweden suffered from the big financial crisis, which lead to saving bank crashes. Both Swedish farming and Swedish industrial sector suffered. Lindman's minister of finance, Nils Wohlin got fired. It didn't help. Lindman's actions were completely wrong out of a right-wind perspective, though it wasn't the right who had monopoly about the problems – it was the left.

Internationally, the left had demonized the gold hallmark and our country followed. Already during 1920s arise discussions about abolishing the gold hallmark among left economists and politic elite. Socialists as well as liberals agreed upon abolishing the hallmark and favored the paper hallmark in order to be able to produce paper bills with no restrictions. The left saw this as something very positive who wanted to build the welfare state at any cost (NWO).

In 1930 Lindman's government had so much pressure they had to resign. His stand-in was the liberal Carl Gustav Ekman. During WWI most countries experimented to abandon the golden hallmark. This lead to expansive monetary
politics both among central banks as well among politicians.

To abolish the gold hallmark fit perfect as a glove for the left economical expansion. Sweden was not only to spend all taxpayers money but should also through loans get in debt for new expenses. Sweden, with the leftists govern bring the country from a gold based economy to an economy based on debts i.e. “from golden hallmark to inflation.”

This is the headline being used by scientist Lars Jonung when he wrote in his thesis Debate of economy in 2000. (Very interesting reading for those curious about the Swedish monetary political events during the twentieth century.)

Many countries abolished the gold hallmark after the demonetization process by the establishment. Shortly after The Bank of England abolished the gold hallmark, The Swedish National bank followed. This happened during Carl Gustav Ekman's time of government. From the 27th of September in 1931, swedes could no longer ask for gold from their National Bank. All of Sweden's economy have since then been based on paper bills.
An economy based on debt doesn't mean constant inflation, it also mean corruption. Carl Gustav Ekman and his liberal government was exposed in what is the worst corruption scam ever but very few swedes have ever heard of it. Its most carefully erased from school books. Both our National Bank and the government were involved in the Krüger deal. A scandal which eventually lead to Prime Minister Carl Gustav Ekmans resign in 1932. Felix Hamrin became Prime Minister until the coming election same year. The damage was already that big which made the liberals loose the election.

What was the Krüger deal about? One of Ivar Krügers business ideas was to give loans to countries with low interest, France for example. This winded up international bankers as well as Stalin who tried to gain influence over France through the french communist party. Krüger was murdered in Paris and Marcus Wallenberg along with Tor Bonnier stole most of Krügers assets. History have shown that his companies were solid and himself ”clean as a whistle” as a business entrepreneur.

With conservatives failure as well as the
liberals scandals fresh in mind it was an easy win for the socialists in 1932s election. A great victory for SAP, who got more than 40 % of the votes. Social democrats had no resistant what so ever and it was easy for the to propagate the welfare state or as they preferred to call it – “Folkhemmet”. While in England, Ernst Wigforss got strong impressions from Keynesianism and in Sweden from School of Stockholm.

All pieces in the puzzle fell into place now. People felt as if they had been screwed?? and SAP could finally start to build their socialistic society.

One need to have the understanding from what occurred, and remember that the Fabians within “Centralförbundet för Socialt Arbete” (CSA) had strong influence, not only among the socialists but also the liberals. School of Stockholm – Stockholmsskolan had during the 1920s its primary influence over SAP and the liberals. “De Frisinnade” (later called Folkpartiet). Since then the liberals can be considered as a part of the left wing in Sweden.
4.3 The method to rule by dividing

Per Albin Hanssons career in social democrats started with *Verdandi*, an assembly order, in 1901. They previously had been part of *Godtemplarna* (IOGT), same assembly order who helped August Palm during 1880s, before SAP was formed. *Verdandi* though took clear distance of Christianity. Instead all socialistic ideas from the working class was accepted. They were mainly active within the sobriety movement. Up until 1903, Hansson was a member of different extreme radical youth organisations. Before ending up in SAPs youth society. After being chairman in this youth society, he wrote articles in several extreme left newspapers. He clearly distanced himself from anarchists, as other socialists, but he had no issues to associate with communists. However, he had problems when communists with Zeth Höglund as leader, took over the youth society in 1909. This started a conflict within social democrats that eventually lead to a communist break-out from the party. Meanwhile, Hansson elbowed his way up within
the hierarchy of social democracy. During 1915-1916 Per Albin Hansson worked in City of London (see appendix) as a correspondent. His contacts from Second International made this possible. It also made him make even more good contacts with socialists and Marxists in London.

In 1917 Hansson became a member of the parliament and part of Nils Edéns liberal government, but Hansson was a radical – more radical than his own party. That is how we understand it was him who can be held responsible for the final collapse of the liberal government. When social democrats came into power, Hansson became minister of defense, which caused worries for conservatives as well as royalists. During the 1920s, like all socialists, he managed a great disarmament of the Swedish defense. Most of it happened during Rickard Sandler's time of government. He and the social democratic government was forced to resign in 1926 when social conflicts couldn't get solved.

Social democrats minister of finance was supposed to take over after Branting, but he was severely ill and died shortly after Branting. Sandler was handed the Prime Minister position
and after his governments resign Per Albin Hansson was elected as party leader of social democrats – not completely uncontroversial.

During *kosackvalet* in 1928, Hansson showed how radical he could be. With no shame, he chose to openly get close to SKP (Sveriges kommunistiska parti) and advocated an obvious and pure Marxist position. The election turned out a success for the conservatives.

As the chameleon he was, Hansson listened to social democratic right wing (the functionalists). Ernst Wigforss, one of them, spent time in England and was impressed by the early Keynesianism. Even though Hansson didn't have much thoughts about the right wing within the party he played along with this tactical political game ahead of the coming election. Strongly affected by the School of Stockholm and Keynesianism, with the abolishment of the hallmark as well as hardly no opposition what so ever, it was a piece of cake for him to offer the fraud to the Swedish people and win the election in 1932.

Per Albin Hansson thus had to lead a minority social democratic government. Bondeförbundets
leader Olof Olsson from Kullingstorp was sceptic toward the socialists and refused to take part in a government with Per Albin Hansson. Instead he lured the farmers into what's called party bargaining – certain topics were agreed upon in a "crisis package" in 1933.

Social democrats offered regulated prices for milk, eggs, grains and butter. They also offered special loans to butchers. After strong pressure, Bondeförbundet caved in which meant SAP could push through considerable reforms.

The public sector extended heavily with 90,000 employees of the state. New regulations on the labor market was implemented. New customs toward a cooperative farming politic seemed to favor the government more than the farmers.

In 1934, an internal fight within Bondeförbundet was settled when Axel Phersson-Bramstorp, with small margins, replaced Olof Olsson as party leader. Phersson-Bramstorp was more open to negotiate with social democrats.

1930s social democrats had, like Mussolini's Italian fascist government an obvious modern vision. This particular vision turned out to be a smooth way to be used by functionalists in order
to centralize more power to the state and of course the party. As during the 1920s many new investigations started to find out how to transform Sweden into a pure socialistic country. Many academics with connections to the School of Stockholm advocated these investigations. No matter they were about health care, residential, social, school, working labor politics, several at the same time were conducted. Their policy was to expand the role of the state within our society. Gustav Möller was outstanding in this task.

The state created more fees and spent more and more – no restraints on the spending pockets at all. Except defense of course. In 1935, one of the right wings investigations regarding defense politics was finished and it was time to make a decision. An increase for defense spendings was important for Bondeförbundet – so they didn't agree with SAPs disarmament intentions. Liberals, now called Folkpartiet agreed with farmers and conservatives. Tough negotiations lead to a counter proposal from Hansson; the bourgeois would have to accept further spending. However they refused and Hanssons first government had to resign. During summer 1936,
Bondeförbundet's Phersson-Bramstorp formed a temporarily government until next election. He was reluctant to this since he realized he would not be able to have much impact on politics under such short time.

During 1936s election the bourgeois failed to put shine on how SAP was about to socialize Sweden. (There were no Tea-party movement in Sweden). Social democrats praised themselves to have mute the economical crisis. The resign of Hansson's government seemed very odd for the voters. Social democrats managed to increase further and reached approximately 45%.

Per Albin Hansson though were not interested in leading yet another minority government. He needed parliament majority to avoid past issues. Theoretically he could have turned to the communists, but there was a point in neutralizing his resistance.

He chose to invite Phersson-Bramstorphs farmers into a coalition. This was a surprise for the bourgeois but a genius move from social democrats. Phersson-Bramstorp accepted. Bondeförbundet's Janne Nilsson became minister of defense and Hansson had eliminated all
resistance about the issues from the passed about defense. Social democrats earlier suggestion, which the bourgeoisie in passed refused was now passed.

With a heavily weakened opposition it was easy for Hansson to socialize Sweden. The state offer higher welfare, more health care, more authorities as well as regulations for limited corporations. Expenses increased and Hansson continued his promises about the gold at the end of the rainbow.

This resulted in the Saltsjöbadsavtalet in 1938. 1930s started a long process where the public sector expanded successively. Most obvious to prove this was the Hansson Care which was about maternity care. What's there to object about this?

Remaining infant mortality decreased and the population liked this of course. The major problem though is the abolishing of knowledge among the female Swedish population. A knowledge that was passed from mother to daughter throughout generations about maternity care. Before Hansson Care they were practically independent with certain risks of course, but females 100 years ago were not as helpless as
they are today. If they had kept this knowledge – a knowledge which could have been developed. Now they're totally dependent on access to maternity wards/clinics. This is just one example how to belittle knowledge among the people in order to create new bureaucracy.

Hansson Care have affected all Swedish females negatively by erasing the previous knowledge surrounding maternity and infant care. What in the passed was the responsibility of the family and females became the responsibility of the state. Thus previous female domains was removed and valued as nothing. Social democracy hereby show a huge contempt toward the female. With this said and nothing mentioned about the extended costs for this solution and its bureaucracy, which shall administrate common sense.

More details regarding Hansson Care can be read in the report “Barnen i det felbyggda folkhemmet” by Ingvar Nilssons & Wadeskogs in 1997 where its explained in a very pedagogical way.

Gunnar Myrdal, from School of Stockholm, turned out to be of significant meaning for
Hansson Care. Myrdal openly advocated eugenics.

According to Myrdal and his wife, the female radical Alva Myrdal, thought it was legit to sterilize humans they thought were “asocial” or according to their beliefs morally “deficient”.

They actually went further compared to German national socialists and the current eugenics. They wanted to decide if people could fit into a society in order to determine if they should be sterilized or not. Regardless ethnicity!

Although their book “Kris i befolkningsfrågan” (1934), Crisis in the population issue, criticized Malthusianism, they had no problems implementing same unpleasant elite eugenics.

Just as others from the School of Stockholm and social democrats in general, husband and wife were strongly affected by the elite in City of London. Its no coincident the Myrdal's advocated what only decades later is the pronounced goal of the global elite members of the Round Table. Its important to point out this was an international project and not a national one.

Its no coincidence today's socialist
international have their main office in Maritime House, Old Town, Clapham, of the Rothschild City of London. That is from where the social democrats are being ruled!

4.4 Treason & oppression

During the summer of 1939, there was a great deal of pressure on the government. Countries on the continent prepared for war – but not us. Sweden had a very weak position in case of an attack from the super powers. Prime Minister Per Albin Hansson, who's personal agenda was disarmament of the Swedish defense could no longer use Bondeförbundet as an alibi. It was an uneasy situation, yet Prime Minister Hansson, dammit, proclaimed the Swedish defense to be good, just days before the outbreak of WW II in his famous speech. Sweden had nothing to defend themselves with when WWII started – not toward Germany or Soviet Union.

However, this didn't matter. Sweden did send 41,000,000 SEK in 1941 to Germany. Ernst Wigforss personally agreed to these transactions,
a man who made his name famous as an opponent to German nationalism.

Due to the Swedish vulnerability, deliberately or not, we whose to support the German nationalists as long as their luck in war lasted. A consequence was the establishment of 14 and more concentration camps, or intern camps as they were called in Sweden. They were filled with dissidents during February of 1940. At first it was anti-Nazis, anti-fascists, communists and other left oriented dissidents. A total deception since all left oriented dissidents were released when the Germans started to loose the war and refilled with people who sympathized with the Germans and other right oriented dissidents, without trials. Even captured German soldiers who later were released to Soviet Union and a certain death. Baltutlämningen The final camp was closed down in 1948. No one knows for sure what happened in the camps between 1940-1948. There are suspicions of executions of some of the interns.

These camps were administrated by a young member of the parliament, named Tage Erlander. Erlander writes in his memoirs he first knew
about them in 1943 when he first visited them. Niclas Sennertegs research shows however that Erlander was very well informed about what was going on in these camps. He found out that some responsible for the camps got fired by Erlander if they were ”too kind” toward the interns.

Whats not well known is Per Albin Hanssons interest in occultism – very interesting. Its not known when Hansson started with occultism but its possible he developed this interest while in Verdandi.

Instead of turning to God or either of the two families he had (he was a bigamist) he turned toward a horoscope interpreter. Heres a quote from “Svensk historia dag för dag” by Monica Sundberg & Anders Pontén. Hanssons diary 8th of May 1941:

Today a letter from a horoscope interpreter with predictions about the current situation. May 26th Mars is part of Pisces sign. 16th of May military crisis start. May 21st Sun in Gemini – crisis increase. May 26th New moon, the king recommends defense action,probably air
protection. June 2nd State of emergency. June 9th Full moon – offensive maximized, then war danger decreased for Sweden ...

Hansson, just like other socialists turned toward occultism – a very common thing among Freemasons.

Many of Hanssons relations in the movement were strained especially with Ernst Wigforss. He preferred to play poker with people among the elite whom he spent his free time with, something the ”grass roots” in the party criticized him for. The ones of us, who understand Hansson's agenda, a NWO, his actions made completely sense.

As war approached in 1939, the government was replaced in December with a coalition government with Per Albin Hansson as the leader. All parties were represented except the communists.

Prior to the election in 1940, an agreement was made to keep a low profile, due to the war. It was easy for Per Albin Hansson as the ”country father” to score high during these years. Social
democrats got 58 %, their best result so far and the best result a political party ever had in our country – ever. Not many changes happened during the war. The government was totally worthless since most decisions were made by the coalition but practically social democrats had full control. Sometimes they pulled out a crisis out of their sleeves, like in summer 1941 to show Hansson was a responsible man of the state who could cooperate with other politicians.

Even though the coalition continued after the election in 1944, everyone knew the war was coming to an end. This election was about how Sweden would be like after the war. Right wing leader Gösta Bagge, challenged the social democrat dominance by warning about the socialistic society carried out by Hansson. He called it ”a society of the soft spine”. Bagge gladly would like to see a cooperation between his party and Folkpartiet, but members of Folkpartiet were not that interested. Instead it was Axel Phersson-Bramstorp from *Bondeförbundet* who started to cooperate with the right wing considering the poor experience with social democrats in the passed.
When the war ended – many around Europe did sympathize with the left after they resisted the German nationalists. Sweden was no exception. SKP had their best election so far. 10.3 % beat all previous records. SAP backed down to figures known from times post WW II. They got 46,7 %. Right wing failed their campaign and got more and more isolated in the Swedish politics.

Summer of 1945 they dissolved the coalition government and social democrats once again had full control. Minister of foreign affairs, Östen Undén, turned out to be one of Sweden's and social democrats top globalists ever. He was very active in League of Nations and took initiative to the Swedish participation in the newly formed UN (United Nations).

Undén designated Soviet Union as a ”legal society” and attacked, like all social democrats, constantly USA and western countries (capitalism). During the fall of 1946, Undén began advocate for a Swedish membership in the UN.

Same fall, Per Albin Hansson died of heart attack. Östen Undén had to take over as Prime Minister and party leader for a couple of days
until a new one could be appointed for social democrats. Gustav Möller was the natural successor but Ernst Wigforss and others wanted a rejuvenation of the party. That is how parliament member Tage Erlander was chosen to become their new leader – the man who was in charge of the Swedish concentration camps. He was the new socialist leader as well as ”father of the land”! Wigforss always had a connection with Tage Erlander through the left extreme and radical cultural assembly Den Yngre Gubben (DYG). It was then natural for Wigforss to suggest Erlander as leader for social democrats rejuvenation – a suggestion which went through. The power in Sweden, would for some time, be concentrated to members of DYG as well as SAP and FP – Folkpartiet.

When Erlander took over the role as Sweden's Prime Minister, Östen Undén – another DYG member went back to how work as minister of foreign affairs. In November 1946, Undén inaugurated another European country to UN. Undén talked french during the Swedish admission speech, to mark he disliked the present
Americans (capitalists).

Sweden have in fact, since 1946, freely with no referendum, given up its sovereignty to UN, Jewish bankers and other globalists NWO. After being members of UN, our country have implemented many regulations and contracts with no public insight at all. One example is the Marrakesh Political Declaration and the Barcelona Declaration.

This video shows a young woman with a brain which is still working, showing a simple introduction of these awful documents, Marrakesh.

Popularity voted have had no influence what so ever and the elite have been allowed to effectively dictate ours and other countries missions. Forget about the EU-membership. At that time there was a referendum at least. Our membership in UN have caused our country more damage – even though its not as obvious yet. Sweden and the unions we have participated in are all ruled from behind the scene by the global elite network called UN. The UN is the embryo for their coming NWO.

Next time anyone claims the sovereignty was
lost 1994 when Sweden entered EU – remind them it was already lost in 1946 when Sweden entered UN.

4.5 Conclusion

It’s important to understand, the Swedish socialization was just a small part in a much bigger project – planned and executed by globalists. Different society project in various countries which globalists used as experimental areas. The time between the wars is relevant out of a historical context in order to study the epoch when globalists initiated plan management, art of social engineering and central planning. This was the start of a long period when the elite started to manipulate the masses.

It’s also important to remember that the League of Nations advocated disarmament. Per Albin Hansson had a lot of help and didn't push it through by himself. Even though his work for this mission in the parliament was persistent it would not have been possible without the leagues of Nations as an authority.
Sweden always was a "progressive" and "proficient" to obey the elite in League of Nations and later UN. Sweden is set as a good example, one of the few, by the global elite. In Sweden there a "soft" oppression which is favored by the elite. Its very costly and ineffective to create hard and regulated society á la 1984, something the elite avoids. Aldoious Huxley's Brave New World, a novel where the population enslaves themselves and even defends the system, is to prefer.

This is what happened to the Swedish welfare state. Its a system which have enslaved the population in a process called small steps of tyranny. Its possible to maintain this fraud since theres enough fools among the population. Many have already invested so much of their emotions and pride into this system which enslaves them. To even think the thought to abandon it is more destructive and unfortunately unimaginable for these poor souls.

Per Albin Hansson was successful with his ambitions because he was very pragmatic. He managed to establish his party as a 40 % dominating party which simply disrupted and
ruled over the non-socialist. This was the start of the tiny, tiny baby steps toward the socialist dream.

Both Hansson as well as Erlander turned out to have personal interests way left of their own party policy. Even the fragmented, neutralized and frail bourgeoisie gave social democrats an obvious advantage. Same thing happened in Europe which after fascism descended back into socialism.
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Chapter 5

Socialistic agenda

We have now gone through how social democrats initiated the long term work of how the welfare state was built and how it made the individual smaller and the state bigger/stronger. We have also discussed how they established themselves as a political great power in Sweden. Social democrats were able to start their social structure this way.

Per Albin Hansson succeeded to take SAP through the first dominating years – thanks to a very weak resistance. The election in 1932 was very good since there were hardly any opposition at all. 1936s election however was yet another
failure after Bondeförbundets wasted summer parliament. 1940 there was a W W going on and the people gathered around Per Albin Hansson and SAP. In 1944, when W W II was ending, the right wing had chance to shatter the social democratic hegemony. Instead there was a forceful left movement all across Europe which included Sweden.

SAP, under Per Albin Hanssons leadership, just got started before his passing. It was mainly Tage Erlander who seriously began socialism (tyranny). Swedish socialism built a ”soft” oppression, with the Brave New World-model compared to other countries where tyranny was built with violence á la 1984-model. The Swedish method with this soft socialist oppression was acknowledge by UN and other globalists. The social system in Sweden (the Swedish model/the Nordic model) was something to strive for. Mainly how it was able to fool the citizens, which according to Aldous Huxley (member in Fabian society) was a lot more effective compared to George Orwell's 1984-model.

During the coming decades, Sweden was transformed from a puritan, christian,
conservative rural nation to a urban, progressive country without roots. This would not have been possible without SAP.

5.1 Planned economy and DYG-gangsta.

Högerpartiet, right wing got more and more isolated after the election 1944. Bondeförbundet tried to cooperate with as many different parties as possible. Folkpartietet was a left party but didn't get much success except challenging social democrats.

As a new party leader for Folkpartiet, Bertil Ohlin soon realized this fact. During his time at the university in Lund, he belonged to the radical student society, DYG, where also Ernst Wigforss and Tage Erlander participated. During the years to come DYG-gangsta dominated Swedish policy. Ohlin, as well as Wigforss and Myrdal were also Keynesians through School of Stockholm. So FP and SAP are two sides of the same coin. There's no essential difference between the two parties.

Yet Ohlin was criticizing social democrats a lot. Herbert Tingsten at Dagens Nyheter – DN –
took an obvious stand point for FP. Ohlins FP dominated SAPs opposition this way through media.

Gustav Möller, party leader for SAP, was favorite to take over after Per Albin Hansson, as Prime Minister. Instead Ernst Wigforss made sure his friend from DYG-gangsta, Tage Erlander was to shoulder this role. Even though Tage Erlander politically was far left, Ernst Wigforss managed to get through his message about functionalism. This way, Tage Erlander became a more pragmatic Prime Minister.

After WW II SAP continued to expand the state through their 27 point programs.

1946 a general healthcare program was established. It involved free healthcare, subsidized drugs and sickness benefits. Child benefits was applied in 1947. Rental regulations from WW II was retained. More and more bureaucracies were established. These programs meant greatly increased expenditure.

During WII a depression similar to the one between the great wars, had been feared.

The Eugenicist and Keynesian, Gunnar Myrdal warned about this in his book: “Warning
för fredsoptimism,” 1944. SAP adapted Sweden for these warnings by the Keynesian manner to waste away the country from the ”coming crisis”. However, a recession never happened.

The result was a strong inflation, which lead to a currency crisis in 1947. Soon this crisis would lead to a lot of discord within SAP. Gunnar Myrdal and Ernst Wigforss were opponents in this matter, which lead to even more Keynesian experiments and started special regulations for products like coffee, tea and cocoa. Similar regulations followed for gasoline and oil in 1948. Wigforss also managed to introduce major increases in corporate tax, property tax and the decision to make taxes progressive.

In a sudden moment of common sense, CEO of the Swedish national bank, realized it might be a good idea to fight inflation instead of printing new bills. His suggestion to increase interest rates got him sacked in 1948. The Swedish krona, SEK, followed the english pound, GBP, and were heavily devalued in 1949. Swedes purchasing ability/power deteriorates markedly since most goods during a short period of time got far more expensive.
If one compare SAPs and Fps party program ahead of the election in 1948, they're almost identical. During this time media managed to lure the reader to believe they were opposite poles. The major debate was about weather Sweden should introduce planned economy or not. Strange considering Ohlin advocated same Keynesian economical experiment as SAP but in a slight different way. Their version also contained heavily state engagement in the economy.

On the one hand, we had SAP and left media – on the other hand FP and Herbert Tingsten. The left accused FP to be financed by ”big capitalists”. The most incisive was the story about ”boliden gold”. According to this accusation, a social democrat claimed FP had received 3 000 000 SEK. After some investigations it was proven to be a false rumor. This unveiling drowned while news about the murder of Folke Bernadotte by the Jews spread as a prairie fire.

Tingsten on the other hand attacked SAP through DN. He called their domination to be a misgovernment. He criticized the disastrous economic policy and the trade deal with Soviet
union. There were also suspicions of Gunnar Myrdal to take personal advantage of trade regulations made by the government. On election day 1949, Herbert Tingsten urges people to vote for FP.

FP were successful and increased forward but still not close to SAP who ended up at same levels as last election, approximately 46 %. Högerpartiet, Bondeförbundet and most of all the communists in SKP lost many votes.

Another victory for social democrats in this false media lead election. The question is if the development had been any different if FP had won the election. With identical politics and Bertil Ohlins background as Keynesian and DYG-member, its more likely it didn't play any major role. Coalition between FP and SAP, was the only way for FP to have majority for their suggestions – unless Bondepartiet or Högern supported them.

### 5.2 The new Christo phobic school

The bible have had a big influence on
languages and how they've developed in traditional Protestant countries since 16th century/1500s. None the least in Sweden, Germany and Great Britain.

During the 1800s public schools were introduced in most western countries, including Sweden. At this time, both the bible and the Christian faith had a central role in society. Christianity had, of historical reasons, had a special position in Swedish schools. The bible was the first book most swedes got in contact with and learned how to read through. It was natural that even children learned how to read the bible up until 1940s.

During 1930-1940s several investigations were completed that SAP ordered earlier. They culminated in 1946s school commission. SAPs Stellan Arvidsson lead this commission.

Except being known as an aggressive Christophobia, he is also known as a Stasi-agent, through the work of Birgitta Almgren. He was also a student in Lund and active member in the socialistic society Clarté

where Tage Erlander was chairman during some time.
During his studies in Germany in 1920s he nourished his contacts. After Hitler got in power he avoided Germany after being evicted. He was active social democrat in Hudiksvall before he was selected to lead 1946s school commission.

It was also in this commission he met his girlfriend Birgitta Stenholm. Together they got dedicated in the society Sweden-DDR – Stellan Arvidsson was the chairman. Its nothing controversial, they both were active and influential social democrats – even though the anticommunist stand point SAP had.

Stellan Arvidssons idols were Karl Marx and Thomas Thorild. Thorild was also a member of the Rosicrucian order which during late 1700s was strongly influenced by early theological mystics based in London. Thorild also acknowledged the French revolution lead by Freemasons. Through ABF – “Arbetarnas Bildnings Förbund” – he also published many articles about DDR.

Arvidsson had a vey large, personal hate toward Christianity and saw it as his personal crusade to cleanse the school system of the Christian faith. Instead of it, a social-atheistic

Psalms and prayer would soon be totally eliminated within this new ”atheistic education”. Still its not enough for Arvidsson. To remove God from the public wasn't enough for him. He questioned parents to foster their own children in their homes according to Christian values. He meant it should belong to the public, according to the values of the state. Today we live in a society where Arvidssons hate have been fully implemented.

Yet Arvidsson had resistance when 2,000,000 names were collected in order to keep Christianity special position within the Swedish educational system. Birgitta Almgren also reveals interesting details how Arvidsson's close cooperation with DDR was, which meant how Sweden adapted its policies for education according to the East German model.

In stasis-archives it reveals the fact that Arvidsson gave high priority for school politics
as a important tool to re-educate the swedes into an atheistic fosterage.

Birgitta Stenholm on the other hand scrutinized many schoolbooks and got several assignments from the Educational department, Lärarutbildningskommitén, (LUK) and Skolöverstyrelsen. In this position, as commissioner of education she reported school books which in her point of view weren't ”neutral” enough of how they described DDR. She and Stellan Arvidsson received several medals and tributes from DDR for their accomplishments in Sweden.

During 1900s Sweden initiated Sweden a comprehensive cooperation with DDR through educational seminars, study trips for teachers and other leaders within the school system as well as exchange between authorities and authors of schoolbooks. While Stellan Arvidsson cooperated with DDR university system, Stenholm had diligent contacts with the Ministry of education. Together they lead a network which implemented wanted changes within the Swedish school system.

Another relevant individual to be mentioned
here is Alva Myrdal, who took part in 1946s school commission. During the 1950s, she became manager of UNESCOs social science department.

Already in 1972, 600 teacher had been drilled in DDR. Note that also Lena Hjelm, minister of education during the 1980s, was a strong supporter of the cooperation between DDR and Sweden. She participated in many meetings with Stellan Arvidsson and DDRs minister of education, Margot Honecker. Keep in mind as well that Lena Hjelm, during the 80s was a delegate in the Swedish UNESCO council.

The result of Arvidsson's and 1946s school commission reforms prolonged the hours spent in school as well as making high school free of charge. A reform of lethargy were part of UNESCOs agenda to stupidize the pupils. Of course paid by tax payers even though it took some time for it to become obvious.

It took until the 1960s before teachers at KTH – Royal Technic Academy – noticed that student knew less when they were accepted. The last nail in the knowledge based coffin turned out to be the removal of verbal hearings for students when they
graduated from high school. Ever since 1970s we notice a decrease in students knowledge at university and college levels.

Im recalling my last examination in statistics at Stockholm University. There were a group of 15 people, studying Political science, and none of them got approved. Second try, one of my students managed approval, based on a very kind evaluation. The rest I handed over to the principal to deal with. I never approved of students who never opened their books. Since our institution got money according to the amount of approvals I simply handed the problem over to the principal.

This is what happens when socialists are in the lead no matter what ethics is available to the public – social democrats, right wings, moderats ...

When Stellan Arvidsson was awarded a honorary doctors degree at the University of Rostock, 1969, he said:

> Future historians must explain how a socialistic school reform could take place in a capitalistic country ... How come a school system in the socialistic DDR and
the capitalistic Sweden have so much in common?

They motivated this honorary degree with ”a socialistic school reform had been possible to be implemented in the capitalistic Sweden”.

It's also interesting to find former chairman of the Humanist society, controlled by UNESCO, Carl-Johan Kleborg, how he views Stellan Arvidsson as a hero. In their member journal Humanisten, tributes hailed over this traitor and Stasi-agent. In the magazine Världen idag - The world today, Kleborg even said he would use parts of Arvidsson's last book when planning his own funeral.

5.3 Tage Erlander

If not Tage Erlander intervened, none of the reforms Arvidsson directed would have been implemented. They both were members of the socialistic society Clarté in Lund. It was more or less the DYG-gangsta from Lund which during mid-1900s secretly lead Sweden toward a more
radical socialistic direction. Tage Erlander married Aina (born Andersson) who was a woman with a very privilege background.

Erlander came to Lund from his home county Värmland to study chemistry and physics. After taking part in left-extreme DYG he abandoned these subjects for social science. In 1932 he got elected to become a member of the social-democratic parliament when Per Albin Hansson got his first electoral victory. He was an expert in the Ministry of Social affairs and was appointed secretary of the state in 1938. During this time he was responsible for all concentration camps in Sweden which is described in chapter 3. In 1944 Erlander was appointed as consultative minister (Deputy minister of Social affairs). He became Minister of Ecclesiastics in 1945 and appointed Arvidsson as leader of 1946s school commission as mentioned before. According to Erlander himself, he viewed the school reforms along with ATP-reform (General Supplementary Pension) as the most significant during his time as politician.

The first one broke down common knowledge and the second security. It appears as if social democrats primary goal was to stupidize
education and steal the regular pensions from the elderly. Don't forget the small steps of tyranny and Erlander's true purpose becomes crystal clear of how he wanted the Swedes to be uneducated.

Erlander advocated the concept of ”the strong society”. What he actually meant was ”the communist society”. This concept explains SAPs (i.e., Ernst Wigforss) functionalist politics: Expand the public sector until all resistance is crushed.

Business and private enterprise was burdened under both economical and political regulations, all done according to the small steps of tyranny. The growing welfare state and the increasing public sector was to expect increased expectations from a deceived population which just wanted more and more from the state. Many more small steps would eventually lead to a communistic society – or with a modern expression – NWO – the New World Order.

5.4 Social democrats foul play

After WWII, Sweden, now controlled totally by socialists, began an extensive, more or less
known to the public, collaboration with communist republic DDR. At the same time they conducted secret cooperations with Great Britain and USA. Sweden never joined NATO but participated with other anglo Saxon powers. To rebuild the Swedish defense, after Per Albin Hansons disarmament, can be noticed as one of the results of these collaborations. This rebuild was excused to get a defense to keep our neutrality. This meant a rather strong switch but social democrats, got all parties to agree except the communists. Not only it meant a rearmament process but also a significant modernization of our defense.

In 1948, Sweden started daring military surveys and flight exercises which violated Soviet union territory. A lot of the equipment used had been bought from USA. The purpose of these operations was to gather information of the Soviet unions airborne defense capacity. Sweden developed their own reconnaissance equipment in 1949 and intensified the surveys over Soviet union. NATO carried out their own surveys. Soviet union sot down one of NATOs planes in 1950. So far this didn't happen to Sweden.
Swedish violations increased even though Sweden was caught to violate Soviet airspace in 1951. Along with intensified surveys toward Soviet union, they warned Sweden, same fate would happen to one of their planes as NATOs the year before. This lead to a public excuse from Sweden. Finally, in 1952, Soviet union have had enough and shot down the Swedish plane Tp 79. This was unknown to the swedes – the plane simply disappeared (lousy intelligence service!). A SAR plane, Tp 47, was sent to look for the lost Tp 79, but they also got shot at by the soviets and forced the Tp 47 to a emergency landing (already then Soviet union knew how to separate military planes from civilian ones). Of course they denied both cases even though Sweden rescue teams found a lifeboat with bullet holes from Tp 79. It would take four years until Nikita Chrusjtjov finally admit to Erlander they were behind shooting down of the Swedish Tp 79 as well until the Soviet union dissolved to admit this in public.

During this particular crisis Swedish media never mentioned Tp 79 was a military plane out on a mission while violation Soviets airspace. Instead they served their readers this was an
innocent navigation flight for training purposes. The attitude toward Soviet union was of course very critical as well toward the social democrats when they didn't bring the shootings to UN or international courts.

The same year, 1952, Fritiof Ehnbom was convicted to lifetime in prison for espionage for Soviet union.

After the election victory social democrats had the intention to create distance between the communists, SKP, and the party. Cooperation with FP wasn't possible since the election period had been quite spiteful. Left was Bondeförbundet who always were ready for different options. Socialists and farmers started negotiations about some kind of coalition. No agreements were met. Negotiations collapsed with previous bad experiences in mind for Bondeförbundet under Axel Pehrsson-Bramstorps reign. Farmers Gunnar Hedlund, took office as new party leader in 1949.

In 1951, Erlander tried again to negotiate with farmers. If this didn't work out they'd turn to FP instead. Hedlund feared his party would be as isolated as Högerpartiet and SKP and considered
a coalition with social democrats. Erlander was happy when his new coalition government took over since all conflicts would finally end which had been going on ever since he became Prime Minister.

At the end of 1940s, SAP initiated to build their own intelligence service – toward communists. This had to do with their new ”anti-communist” policy which would culminate with the so called IB-affären. Through IB (officially formed in 1965) SAP kept opinion records of union members and got reports of whom might be potential communists.

It's important to understand why this happened. This ”struggle” against communists wasn't a struggle toward communism as an ideology, but more likely to get rid of their main competitor within the unions, i.e SKP.

In 1951, social democrats joined the newly formed Socialistic International based in City of London.

After the Second International collapsed it took a few years before the socialistic parties connected again in their strive toward global socialism. Yet up today in modern days, SAP is
controlled by City of London.

The election in 1952 was about the cold war and subsidies toward farmers. They were implemented by Bondeförbundet and SAP together. The happy days were short lived. Bondeförbundet was accused by FP and Högerpartiet for making estate owners rich on tax payers hard earned money.

SAP got approximately same percentage as before the election. Bondeförbundet lost and Högerpartiet and FP gained some. SKP lost even more. The power of reigning was never threatened since SAP, thanks to Bondeförbundet kept ruling with the same government.

5.5 Urbanization agenda

This time, the farmers coalition with SAP faced an even bigger disaster. They agreed over and over again to all regulations and reforms which transformed Sweden, during the 50s from a distinctive rural nation to an urbanized nation of the state. Bondeförbundet diminished their own potential voters on purpose with this process!
The economic Rehn-Meidner-model was the start of the death for rural areas. Two Keynesian LO-economics, Gustav Meidner and Gösta Rehn introduced this model in 1951. Just as when they choosing to leave the hallmark for gold, LO and SAF (at this time, Swedish business associations) got along very well.

Except increased redistributions policies and a more progressive tax system was the introduction of the solidarity wage policy. In one single move LO got more power than ever before since this model resulted in regulations for smaller corporations to pay same wages as in the urban areas, big cities.

Wage agreements were implemented all over the country and all collective agreements centralized.

Once again, unions and big enterprises worked together to crush the smaller corporations – especially in rural areas.

Suddenly unemployment sky rocketed in rural areas. All available positions were to be found in the big cities. A new kind of bureaucracy (arbetsmarknadsstyrelsen) was created to force people to leave the country side and move to big
city areas. Suddenly a huge housing shortage appeared, like a letter in your mailbox. Everything was thoughtful orchestrated and customary tactics applied. Create a crisis – then come up with a solution.

Parallel with this treason, social democrats worked intensely, from 1952 and on, to merge all small communities into bigger ones. SAP found it troubling with many small communities which all were lead to meet the local resident needs – this was a problem when it comes to democracy!

The community reform in 1952, this challenge with smaller communities would eventually dissolve. Once again an example of the mall steps of tyranny. This wasn't explained clearly, but it never is, what centralization of power actually means. The power in these bigger communities went further and further away from the people. From 1996 and on, no communities have control over their income – that is regulated with the community income equalization.

This powerful centralization process put rural areas in total oblivion. Main focus for these new big communities was of course at the county town. Suddenly the trains stopped to drop off
passengers in their old parishes. This would also contribute to more urbanization since all service (for what you've paid your taxes) was available in the big cities.

Between 1950-1970 there was a radical change in Sweden – from being mainly a rural nation to a modern and progressive nation of the big cities. This is probably the most revolutionary move performed by the Swedish elite when it comes to social engineering. Through the changes done environmentally they also succeeded to change the average swede him/herself to something that very old people hardly recognized any more. Remember though, this is only a little part of what is social democrats big project.

In the election 1956, only Högerpartiet and SKP gained votes. Folkpartiet and both parties in the government lost voters. At the time for this election, the housing crisis was already a fact which was on many voters mind. Despite the criticism, and loss of voters, they still were very strong in the big cities. At 44.6 % of the votes, this was Erlanders worst election. Social democrats at this point had a very firm grip of the power. The coalition with the farmers continued
but uprising crisis were clearly notable.

Bondeförbundet had lost in several elections by now. The question was why and several different explanations were presented. Their voters turned to Högerpartiet. The democratic transformation and urbanization was one of the excuses made for loosing votes. Instead of taking on the interests for farmers and rural areas, they changed their name to Centerpartiet, C, since they wanted to attract voters in the big cities. This way they also didn't have to represent big real estate owners. Treason of C is not something new, it has old ancestry.

The pension issue lead to a total collapse in 1957. Erlander announced he couldn't reign himself since the bourgeois/non socialists could not come to terms. A pure social-democratic government had to negotiate with all non socialists regarding the pension issue. This suggestion was turned down and Erlander announced new elections.

In 1948s election, C, which now had left the coalition, went strong ahead. SAP did the same as well as Högerpartiet. FP and SKP lost. Erlander didn't have enough mandate to get through with
their suggestions. ATP-reform, SAPs pension reform was finally approved in 1959 when FPS Ture Königsson put down his vote.

C and FP tried to keep distance from Högerpatiet, which lead to heavy losses for Högerpartiet since many bourgeois voters wanted to support the parties ”in the middle” in efforts to make Erlander loose his government. This only gave Erlander another victory since C and FP didn't gather enough votes.

5.6 Bilderberg

The left-liberal and US-friendly media celebrity Herbert Tingsten went to the first Bilderberg meeting at Hotel de Bilderberg in Oosterbeck, Netherlands in 1954 along with the jew. Martin Waldenström.

This person was member of “Näringslivets skattedelegation” 1936-1955. (Why on earth he was invited and not Tage Erlander is a mystery. The first known meeting Erlander went to was in 1962. Maybe he participated as an observer earlier – who knows – maybe a reader knows?) At
this meeting, there were not many Americans. Listen how van Zeeland (Belgium) and Gaitskill (Great Britian) along with others treat americans like trash.

More about Bilderberg meetings can be found here:

https://www.intellihub.com/overwatch/bilderberg

Participants can be found here:


Documents here:

http://theglobalelite.org/leaked-bilderberg-documents/

Marcus Wallenberg have been there since 1957 up until today.

The meetings were quite intense and usually lasts about three hours – before break. One before lunch and one after. Language was minimized to two, french and english in order to not waste too much time with more translators. Erlander
probably spoke English since he controlled it pretty well. All they had to do was to press button number two for French translation and button number three for English.

Next year, was Herbert Tingsten the only participating Swede. It wasn't until 1957, Wallenbergers were recruited. Marcus Wallenberg attended for the first time along with IMF's Per Jakobsen. The year after, Marcus Wallenberg brought the first bourgeois politician, Erik Boheman from FP. He was recruited by FP shortly prior to the meeting and had been active at the State department. Under the motto Semper Vigilans he received the Serafimer orders medal.

In 1962, quite many Swedes participated when the meeting was held in Saltsjöbaden, Sweden. The Swedish delegation consisted of Erlander, SAPs secretary Sven Aspling, minister of Commodities, högerpartisten and the leader, Gunnar Heckscher, Fps Bertil Ohlin and Hubert de Besche, who formed the EFTA-treaty in Sweden.

There was also a mysterious nobility man, baron Erik Leijonhufvud. Very odd a person from the nobility to show up at this Bilderberg-meeting. The reason for this was probably;
spending summers at Hotel Utö, the very same island where Gunnar Lange had his summer cottage. I can picture the two of them drinking whisky during warm summer nights.

Topics covered at the Bilderberg-meeting in 1962 was mainly about future EU, UN, NATO as well as Africa. Introduction of EU was part of the plan to implement the Kalergi-plan.

Projects as UN and NATO were already completed. The reason for discussing Africa depended on the Kongo-crisis. UN-troops had, with Dag Hammarsköld’s approval, crushed the independent, west-friendly and capitalistic Katanga and then agree to the Congolese communists to rage freely. Many white Belgians had to flee the country. UN supported a communist dictatorship to crush a libertarian province, who is the only example in world history, where negroid africans managed to sort out their economy completely themselves with no aid. Even Swedish UN-troops attended in UNs criminal actions. Sweden was already a a lapdog as member of UN since 1940s (see chapter 3). Still, the Swedes wanted to give UN more and more authority, while other countries reminded
about the failure League of Nations. Sweden didn't want to have countries to quit their membership. The globalists showed a lot of appreciation regarding the work Dag Hammarsköld did in the name of globalism.

Both EFTA-treaty and especially EU-plans needed to be discussed and how to continue to for what is todays EU.

Later during 1960s, Marcus Wallenberg only missed one meeting (in 1968). Diplomat Sven Dahlman, participated in meetings later as well. Many social democrats, like Kjell-Olof Feldt, attorney general Herman Kling and on his own initiative; a very ambitious, future Prime Minister,

Olof Palme. The only politician showing up from other parties is Yngve Holmberg, högerpartiets leader. Same year, made CEO of Eriksson his debut at the Bilderberg-meeting.

5.7 SAPs iron grip on MSM

The election in 1964 didn't mean many changes for Erlander even though they lost a few
decimals. All parties to the right lost votes. The only one gaining was SKP. Many less bourgeois parties gained votes from the bourgeois parliament ones. Among these were KDS (Christian Democratic Association) and the ones in the “middle” and “Medborgerlig samling.” The latter ones, siphoned into other established parties.

In early 1960s, it was more obvious how SAP began to monopolize radio and TV. Not even innocent commercial radio was allowed.

Finnish-swede Jack S Kotschack presented plans in 1959 to break this radio monopoly. Quickly, our government announced immediate needed action if this ever happened. Threats to any advertisers with reprisal followed.

Kotschacks channel was to be named Radio North and would broadcast from a ship – *Bon Jour* – on international waters. This made it very hard for the authorities to stop the broadcasting once they started in spring 1961.

*Sveriges Radio* was founded in 1920s and was, just like socialists and liberals agreed upon, based on the British Public Service-model. Not until the ”pirate-radio” started to threat the monopoly
noone ever heard of commercials before. Radio North did broadcast music, news, sport and commercials 24/24 combined with a lot more crisp energy which attracted listeners away from the regular ”two dryer” channels P1 and P2.

Social democrats realized they had to raise grants to Sveriges Radio in order to compete and soon radio P3 was aired. Even though Radio North didn't have any controversial news which threatened SAPs power, they still were a threat since they couldn't be controlled. Therefor they might send something in the future that SAP decided the Swedish people should not hear. The powers within democracy simply doesn't like democracy.

Lex Radio North in 1962 stopped all ”pirate radio” and Kotschack ended the broadcast one month before the law took effect.

In the 1950s, Public Service also expanded to TV via Sveriges Television – SVT. Same procedure occurred as with Sveriges Radio – SR – monopoly for all programs. Many newspapers vanished during the 1950s since no one wanted to pay for them. Discussion for press support was initiated. Social democrats were not yet ready for
free competitions, on equal terms, not even among newspapers. They didn't like diversity in opinions. No, diversity meant other opinions than social democratic might occur. By implementing press support and make newspapers dependent on the state, all points at issues was secured. In 1965 press support was a fact after decisions in our parliament.

It's important to understand why social democrats seemed so keen to gather all media in Sweden closer in order to make sure they were controlled in a subtle way. Through media domination, treaters like Erlander secured his position as "country father".

In the book The New Totalitarians 1971, by the conservative English journalist Ronald Huntford, who worked for the Observer, reveals how important media was to manipulate the Swedish opinions. In an interview with social democrat, also the manager for TV2/SVT2, Örjan Wallqvist, revealed this aspect in detail. Wallqvist explained to Huntford:

Swedes are intellectually primitive and underdeveloped ... and TV works in this
way: it creates emotions and intellectual life, therefore it creates opinions. Its an opinion-making medium.

This shows just another attempt where social democrats boundless contempt over their own people/voters is displayed in public. Thy look at swedes like a wolf looks at a sheep.

Hunt fords very correct thesis of how Sweden managed to implement the soft dictatorship Aldous Huxley describes in his book Brave New World. The global elite had for years been trying to figure out the best way for soft dictatorship. The more raw and brutal scenario from 1984, George Orwell, which was the experiment performed in Soviet Union, was way too costly and revealing. Global elite hailed Sweden for their success with soft dictatorship; an obedient and well drilled people who trusted everything the stated served/addressed them with. This soft dictatorship and social democratic dominance would reach climax in 1969.

In 1967, Bertil Ohlin left FP. This was the beginning of the end for DYG-gangsta
domination within Swedish politics. His substitute was a much less well known face, Sven Wedén, which was very notable during the election 1968. Another change in 1967 was how SKP now started a process to officially ”distance themselves” from Soviet union. This change happened with C H Hermansson as their leader. He also changed the name from SKP to VKP, (Left Communist Party).

Communists new public policy gave a negative effect when Soviet union crushed Czechoslovakia during Prague spring. They lost a lot of supporters. Eventually, a younger disappointed faction, break out and form Marx-Lenin Fight society.

Others that got favored of this left movement was social democrats and Erlander. Also the bourgeois parties would get an effect from this movement, called 68-movement – though negatively. CP got taken over by leftists and started a transformation toward left or what they called themselves; social-liberals. Olof Johansson, a Marxist-liberal from their youth department, would eventually be their party leader during 1980s.
Soon Högerpartiet was the ones in the parliament who wasn't conquered completely of the left. Still, they moved toward the middle. After the 68-left strong cultural movement they also changed name from Högerpartiet to Moderaterna – M – Moderates.

Erlander was the big winner in 1968s election. They got majority with 50,12 % of all votes. Only during the era with collaboration, they had such success, but back then they had to reign with the bourgeois parties. Now they had complete power on their own with no need to negotiate with other parties. Sweden practically was a one-party-state – unique for a country with a pluralistic parliament system.

5.8 Nazi recruiters or ”rowers”

During the 30s, several small, fascists and national-socialistic organizations and parties were formed in Sweden. After WWII all seized more or less. Among them were what we call rowers, trying to move toward more accepted political views.
Ragnar Linnér was one of the members from Socialistic party and Swedish nationalistic society. What's interesting is that he fought in Waffen SS. After the war, he became active in the union movement and formed Sveriges Socionomers Riksförbund. Even though Tage Erlander knew about Linnérs background, they recruited him to SAP, to become manager at the child welfare department in Stockholm!

Bosse Schön - SAP, commented his background:

*It would be extremely insensitive to expose such a well respected and well merited social democrat for such triviality he committed in his youth.*

Another rower, Ragnar Edman (Eriksson), who was one of the initiators of Förbundet den nya Sverige, is interesting as well. Eventually he left his organization and started a career in SAP. Between 1957-1967 he was appointed as minister of education under Tage Erlander.

Ragnar Edman hinted Erlander about Olof
Palme, who became party leader after Erlander in 1969. This is when DYG-gangsta lost all domination over politics in Sweden.

Except for being directed by Anglo-Saxon powers, cooperation with DDR, SAP saw no problems in recruiting former SS people into their party. Nothing is holy for socialists as long as they are able to stay in power or was it all planned beforehand?

Social democrat Nils Flyg is another example of how communism, nationalism, socialism and fascism are intimate connected. They seem to come from the same source all of them.

5.9 Conclusion

Conservative journalist and SvD-writer, Håkan Hagwall, wrote an interesting article named Erlander socialiserade, Palme bara förgiftade - Erlander socialized, all Palme did was to poison, in Svensk Tidskrift.

It might be fun to know this man is related to Anna Hagwall who wrote the bill about diversity within the media-sector.
She was excluded from SD (Sweden Democrats), a Jewish/Zionist party. This happened also to me, MM (author), when I informed about the deep state in USA during Obama's time as president.

that is how the socialistic ideology works – don't think thyself!

Håkan Hagwall explains in his article that the big project to socialize Sweden was advocated by Erlander, actually Branting lay the foundation for it. Not Olof Palme as many may think. Palme was found as extreme due to his repulsive rhetoric. Sweden was a high taxed country already during Erlander's time as Prime Minister.

The norm among bourgeois is to accuse Palme for the socialization when it in fact was Erlander who implemented and made the most significant changes. Hagwall further states; Its Ms Gösta Bohmans rhetoric that stuck in Swedish anti-socialists. (hur kan detta vara med i en sammanfattning när det inte nämns tidigare i kapitlet?) During the 70-80s the bourgeois already accepted and compromised so many times in the passed, they never dared to question much of anything during these decades. Later
they looked at these “crossroads” they never questioned when facing Palme. It wasn't during Palme's time as Prime Minister, Sweden became a progressive left nation, its more likely it happened during Erlanders era.

Thanks to Erlanders memoirs, he was more left than his own policy. After WWII, most of the industrial and labor were intact. This gave social democrats important years during 1950s. They were at the right place, at the right time, with correct opinion position to start the intensive work to build their socialistic society/community.

Besides higher taxation Erlanders ”strong community” meant ore centralization and more power to the politicians! that is how the performance was created and the imaginary statement it was the state (politicians, authorities and bureaucrats) who created all new jobs, looked after all citizens and made sure the sun rose every morning. A brainwash which up until today still is intact – even though it has started to crackle some.

During Erlanders era, social democrats, not only changed the swedes attitude about the relation between the state and the individual. The
Swedish environment was soon to be different as well. We talk about big and drastic changes. Our great grandfathers would probably not even recognize how SAPs Sweden looks like today.

Conservatives abroad looks with horror at our country. In USA they also have a school system where Christianity nowadays have no place in the curriculum. Germans have Der kinder Gulag, and British people face how Aldos Huxley's, Brave New world is materialized. Sweden though is hailed by UN, City of London and other globalists. The transformation during Erlanders time in power had already damaged Sweden considerably. It would get worse since social democrats weren't done yet with the Swedes.
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Chapter 6

Against God, the family and the nation

After Erlanders time in reign, Sweden had already transformed into asocialistic country. All due to DYG-gangsta. The march toward socialistic dictatorship in the glory of SAP had only started for Sweden. They were now so dominant in Swedish politics, they could be even more radical. This was Olof Palme's mission for our country. When Erlander left as leader and Prime Minister, the DYG domination ended as well. A new gang which fundamentally changed Sweden during 60-70s: Clarté association.

Åsa Linderborg, the communist acknowledged Clarté in their pamphlet:

We live in the yes-sayers (I say) era;
Simplify, obscure and stupidize! Clarté says the opposite;

Aggravate, explain and change! that is how Clarté makes a new generation open
their minds and make a fist.

It's important to understand that Tage Erlander was a member of Clarté but Olof Palme wasn't. It's not the change in leadership making the relevant change. Governments during Erlander's era was characterized by Ernst Wigforss recommendations about functionalism and the right wing within SAP. All this ended as soon as Olof Palme was elected as new leader of the party.

Let us first look at what Clarté actually meant during this period for Sweden and why it's so important to know about the association. Let's go to the left France – and the French journalist and writer Henri Barbusse.

Henri Barbusse was, just like most social democrats a convinced communist and anti-militarist. Barbusse had participated on the French side in WWI and got famous after publishing a book about this awful war. The truth was he was lousy as a soldier and got hurt several times, as many he eventually was dismissed from the army. His purpose with this book was already
back then, anti militaristic and communistic. Shortly after being dismissed from the army, he moved to Moscow and married a Russian woman and became member in the Russian Bolshevik party.  

When he returned to France he became member of the French communist party. The bloody Russian revolution was described by him as ”The most beautiful phenomenon in world history” Barbusse advocated a cultural proletariat – a ”prolekult” as Lenin named it. Barbusse was more or less an agent for Soviet union in France.  

Barbusse also wrote a book named Clarté. Its about a clerk working for the Ministry of defense in France. The clerk discovers that WWI was a fraud against humanity – performed by the imperialistic and ”evil capitalists”.  

Inspired by the book, several associations were established in countries like France, Germany, Sweden and USA.  

Barbusse was the leader of the French department. In the English we find names like; Bertrand Russel, H G Wells, Bernard Shaw and several union leaders, i.e another connection to the Fabian association and other intellectual elites.
who were inferior City of London corporation (see also appendix City of the states).

Toward the end of his life, Barbusse hailed the Russian leaders;

First Trotsky, before he lost against Stalin, but when Stalin won the power struggle Barbusse changed attitude and describes his contempt against Trotsky and called him ”traitor”. Later he wrote the book Stalin, about Stalin. In this book he hails the dictator Stalin and also attacks his camerades in MSM if any of them dared to questioned the idealization of Stalin.

This was thus the stable founder of the association Clarté. Its been said he also was a Freemason with strong connections to the lodge GDOF – Grand orient de France, even though its not proved. GDOFs youth section is named Clarté though.

The Clarté associations were eventually dissolved. In Germany it disappeared shortly ahead of WWII. The associations in England, France and USA was absorbed in other groups, transformed into new groups or simply vanished. In USA the association became part of The Liberator, a socialistic magazine. Clarté was also
dissolved in Sweden but was resurrected shortly before WWII ended.

The Swedish Clarté association as they call themself have since its founding in 1921 had the appeal of Barbusse as a starting point. They demand an International for world peace and a transformation of the households in the spirit of socialism.

The Swedish Clarté association was the only one left in 1944. They continued with the same activities as before. The modern fight against fascism, militarism, imperialism and capitalism. During 1920, -30s, -40s and then 50s it was a stronghold at universities for radical young communists and socialists. Strangely enough we find a young Jarl Hjalmarssoon among them. He was the party leader of Högerpartiet, later called Moderates. This shows how there were a socialistic infiltration in Högerpartiet already during the 50s. Only in Sweden a conservative leader could get away with a socialistic agenda.

It was during the 60s and 70s Clarté was most active and played a major and important role for the social and cultural changes that occurred during this period of time.
During these decades they had a common thing with KFML – Communist association, Marxist-Leninists, (a splinter/juncture group from VPK). Many of their leaders was also in the lead of the united FNL-groups, which was a united front to support Vietnams freedom. Individual members in KFML broke out to form the Rebel movement – KFMLr, an extreme communist movement for students.

Clarté was the node for all left movements which today is called 68-movement. It was Clarté which, behind the scene, created and lead the Swedish version of the international, communistic progressive agenda; peace, hippie, HBTQ, environmental movement, the sexual revolution, abortion advocates, collectivists, värdeliberalismen – value liberators? culture relativism, Christo-phobia, militant secularism, radical feminism, and none the least multi-culti, internationalism and political correctness.

This was the beginning of the revolutionary transformation of the society – through social- and cultural issues. Its often called cultural marxism.

Clarté was a left intellectual association with
strongest anchoring among intellectual students at university level. Cultural marxism is based upon Frankfurt-schools ideas about critical theory, to criticize and attack everything in western culture and value/valued? conservatism. This way there is a weakening of existing natural institutions as the family, the nation and culture.

When the natural institutions weakens, the individual becomes more lonely ad vulnerable. This is when the state becomes the ”savior in distress”.

Many critics of cultural marxism miss the point with this ism unfortunately. Cultural marxism doesn't only strive for valued liberalism and valued relativism. Its final goal is de facto to implement communism including economical terms. This is how Willi Münzenberg explains, one of the founders of the Frankfurt school, what the cultural Marxist agenda really is about:

Organize the intellectuals and use them to make western civilization stink. Only then, after they have corrupted all its values and made life impossible, can we impose the dictatorship of the proletariat.

The goal is to annihilate capitalism longterm
but the value conservatism short term. Considering the association, Clartés founder, was an agent for Soviet union, the thought of it being a subversive organization controlled by Soviet isn't unreasonable. Then add, most of the left extreme communists and defendants of Soviet union were active in Clarté. KFML were strongly against Soviet union, but supported China. This kind of activism, used by Clarté, fits what the former KGB-agent Yuri Bezmenov describes as psychological and hidden warfare.

Video 1 [Pat Buchanan](#) about Political Correctness and cultural marxism

Video 2 [Yuri Bezmenov](#) about Psychological warfare in obscurity and control over western society.

Unions, student movements, academics, activist groups, intellectual, journalists, doctors, all demonstrated, all were revolutionaries, all were supposed to wave the red flags.

Clothing's among students changed as well. In 1950, students dressed in what we today perceive
as proper clothing's, such as costume inclusive the jacket. In 1980 – the transformation had already taken place. Student should dressed like any ”worker”, in jeans and a Ché Guevara t-shirt. Its perceived as ordinary clothing today. Believe it or not but fashion does play a significant role for a country reconstruction and its different values, then as today.

The sexual revolution was also relevant. It appeared with perfect timing. The elite launched it already during the 20s with disastrous results; the population increased. The launch of the pill in 1960 was the sign for a re-launch of the sexual revolution. This time all citizens could be programmed to become more decadent at the same time as population was reduced. Margret Sanger, the globalist, played a significant part in this scenario.

Except previous mentioned members of Clarté, following is to be found as members:

- Jan Myrdal, communist and eugenist, son of the socialists also the eugenists Alva and Gunnar Myrdal. A fool who believes 6 million jews were gassed in Germany but
refuse to see the 666 million white people who's deaths been orchestrated by jews.

● Hans Isaksson, doctor and film writer. A maoist who in free time rejected different movies mainly in the magazines Folket i bild/Kulturfront. He's most well known as a critic to any type of alternative medicine. He wants you to become a slave under the drug monopoly. That is why he attacks alternative treatments. Yet today he's writing in Clarté where he pukes out his hate toward SD/Sweden democrats.

● Ture Nerman, a communist and journalist who acclaimed Lenin. Comrade with the communist Zeth Höglund and the terrorist Anton Nilsson (responsible for bombing Almathea) He often travelled to Moscow to meet with bolsheviks. During WWII he was against Germany and National socialism. He was recruited by a Swedish M16 agent to sabotage the shipments from Sweden to Germany with iron ore. After the war he was open for a
NATO-membership.

● Olof Aschberg, communist banker who financed the Russian coup d'état. Grandfather to the journalist Richard Aschberg and the communist TV-profile Robert Aschberg. Olof Aschberg (Asch) had a close collaboration with Hjalmar Brantings son George Branting.

● The couple Matthis. Sköld Peter Matthis and Iréne Matthis. He's a doctor and son to the communist author Henry Peter Matthis from Djursholm. Sköld Peter Matthis formed the 68-movement all by himself at the demonstration at Hötorget in June 1965. He was also one of the founders of the FNL-movement. Iréne Matthis, radical feminist and psychoanalyst. He was one of the founders of the radical feminist Group 8 which had strong ties to RFSU. Here is the feminists sick view of people.

● Stellan Arvidsson – see chapter 4.
● Nils Bejerot, psychiatrist, scientist and communist. Father of the Swedish drug policy. An interesting person to study for those interested in the Swedish version of "the war on drugs". He got a scholarship from WHO and had close ties to the Carnegie institute.

● C H Hermansson, communist and party leader of VPK.

● Stig-Björn Ljunggren, political scientist, chronicler and social democrat within the right wing.

● Marita Ulvskog, social democrat – earlier active in the FNL-movement as well as KFML. She's a EU-parliamentarian today, with an EU-critical profile while voting for the Lisboa treaty.

This is only a few examples. The war on value issues took a serious stand. But with Palme, the left dared to challenge not only the social and cultural questions but also economical and pure
political issues.

6.2 Olof Palme

Lets start with an excerpt from the book _I händerna på en blodsofferkult:_

*Extreme unusual connection regarding Olof Palme's family, on both sides of his parents. The question readers ought to ask themself is if its coincidence or what, making one crypto Jewish family; educates Hitlers most prominent scientific race researcher, other top nazis, partly provides a chief attorney to the most powerful industrial conglomerate behind the nazis, partly forms the communist party in England as well as in India, partly conduct the club in England out of which the notorious KGB-spies* vart leder stjärnan? originated, partly placed one of their women in the Finnish communist party and finally have another family member as the Swedish Prime Minister? Since its well
known in Freemasonry, the spy-world and even in politics and its performers, to pass on the legacy to the children (nepotism) we ought to ask ourself if Olof Palme made it himself to a top position within politics in Sweden or if there was a pre-destined plan all along for him, to become the Prime Minister and from there conduct his destruction of our society?

Olof Palme was born in 1927, the great grandson of Christian Adolf Palme, who was county secretary in Kalmar. His grandfather was Sven Palme, most known to make Finlands cause his personal cause. He was a left liberal politician and CEO of the insurance company Lifförsäkrings AB Thule which he too over and transformed into the biggest one in Scandinavia. Sven Palme was also a lieutenant and married to the Finnish noble family daughter Hanna von Born.

Due to von Borns strong family ties in Finland, Finland, the cause of Finland also became the cause of Sven Palme. For his efforts,
he received the Finnish Cross of Freedom, Frihetskorset. The same award was rendered to his son Gunnar Palme, father of Olof Palme. Gunnar Palme would also inherit Lifförsäkrings AB Thule from his father. He married into the Latvian nobles when he took Elisabeth von Knieriem as his wife. The Knieriems had strong kinship to the Russian empire elite. As a child, Olof Palme spend a lot of his time in Latvia with his relatives. Olof Palme himself would marry into the danish born Swedish noble family Beck-Friis when he married Lisbeth. As seen, theres an obvious pattern of marriages within noble families. Olof Palme's father died when he was only 6 years old.

Already as a child, Olof Palme spoke french, German and Swedish. He was ill frequently and got help with his homework from home and went to private schools. He went to the Beskowska school just like Hjalmar Branting and other children of the elite. Later on he attended Sigtuna Humanistiska läroverk, another elite institution and graduated with very high grades. After school finished he started to write in the newspaper Svenska Dagbladet. In 1944 he started his
military training within the cavalry and reached second lieutenant in 1946. At the end of 1940s, he went abroad to USA to study at Keynon College.

Its most important to understand that Palme's family was a Jewish left elite family. He got his socialistic ideas from his wealthy parents. As mentioned several times earlier, the elite would love to have socialism in order to not have the competition from a growing middle class. Palme's grandfather is a typical example of a quite well known left politician. Palme's left ideas was implemented already from childhood. While in USA these ideas were reinforced yet more.

He participated in radical debates at Kenyon college and wrote a notable essay where he strongly criticized Friedrich Hayeks libertarian book The Road to Serfdom. Olof Palme's candidate thesis was mainly tribute to The United Automobile Workers Union (UAW). After graduating from Kenyan college he travelled around in North America. During his travels he met his largest source of inspiration – UAWs leader Walter P Reuther. Both Palme and Reuther would later be leading figures in the Bilderberg group.
Here, too, its important to understand the background: UWA is one of the strongest unions in USA, based in Detroit. With all facts of hand we notice how UWA destroyed the economy in this city. UWA was formed as a department under American Federation of labor (AFL). Do you remember who established AFL? No less than Freemason Samuel Gompers. He's behind the Luciferian May 1st-demonstration, inspired of Europes socialist immigrants to USA.

Walther P Reuther himself was son to a German soldier who immigrated to USA. He was very active in the union movement during the 30s in Detroit. 1946 he became UWAs leader. This is when he became Palme's source of inspiration. Finally Palme met his idol in Detroit and interviewed him during several hours.

Those who have studied the Bilderberg group know those union bosses been as dominant as multinational corporations, bankers and media moguls. LOs chairman Arne Geijer was a frequent top name as well as Walther P Reuther at the Bilderberg meetings during 60s.

In 1960s, Olof Palme, Arne Geijer, Walter P Reuther and others, were the ones who phrased
that nationalism was the biggest threat against their socialistic goal of international globalization. It took a few years though for them to get that far with their agenda. After his meeting with Reuther, Palme continued his journey throughout North America. He saw the social gaps, as well as the racial gaps as something poor in the American system. His concentration on these poor aspects made him even more convinced of his own socialistic ideology superiority over capitalism, libertarianism and the American project of liberty.

Even at this point, Palme wanted to fight what he calls capitalism and racism. After a trip to Asia, he added imperialism. A debate between social democrat Ernst Wigforss (DYG), Right wing (Högerpartiets) Jarl Hjalmarsson (Clarté) and Fps Elon Andersson about tax politics affected him a lot. Already during 1940s, Palme became member of social democrats, but it wasn't until 1950s he started to be more active in the party. During this time he travelled and made contacts in Europe.

After Palme returned to Sweden, he went to law school at Stockholm University. In addition
to a combat course in the military, where he became a lieutenant, Palme started to actively engage politics via the student union and via the defense staff. In the 50s he climbed quickly in SAP, via the government offices, the cabinet office, ABF and other organizations. In 1958, he became member of the parliament. In the parliament he quickly turned into Tage Erlander's favorite. Palme was his protege. During the 60s he utilized his international contact. He probably was a member in the Committee of 300 during one of his travels. This would lead to the first Bilderberg meeting being held in Sweden in 1962.

After that meeting, Palme and his social democratic colleague, Ulla Lindström formed the government authority NIB (the International Aid/Assistance Committee, later named SIDA. Ulla Lindström was, besides being a politician, very active in the UN. NIB had pretty much the same mission then as SIDA have today – aid.

Since 60s, aid-politics have been an excellent tool to support dictatorship and other rebellion terrorist groups but also to help the depopulation agenda, mainly through, vaccines, homo-
propaganda and abortions. A very practical way for UN, Bilderberg and WHO to destabilize the third world. Ulla Lindström would later become chairman of Rädda barnen, an organisation with similar function.

During 60s we found Palme walking from authority to authority, as well as from ministerial post to ministerial post. Except an active role within aid-politics he also engaged within communication politics. 1965 he became minister of communications. His mission was to expand Public service part within radio and television. Messages from the state just had to reach as many as possible. He disliked alternative channels and counteracted ”commercialization”. One way was to create a journalist education which in the long term casted journalists in the same way they reported news. This is how the new formation of the university for journalists, out of the old Institute for journalists has to be viewed as. There were two of them – in Gothenburg and Stockholm.

In 1967, Palme became minister of education and met the more extreme wings of the 68-movement. After,
demonstrating with the FNL-movement - side by side with Soviet unions north Vietnamese ambassador, Nguyen Tho Chan, 
- showing his strong engagement for the cause of radical feminism, 
- strongly insisted, the decadent movie not to be censured

he rather quickly became the favorite of the 68-movement and the more extreme leftists. Palme managed to take advantage of the 68-movement and became very popular within his party and among the extreme leftists.

UPPERPNING! Ta bort en av de sista meningarna. In 1968s election, social democrats won with 50,1% - and could rule on their own.

Tage Erlander made sure to have Palme take over the leadership for SAP in 1969. Another prime example of social democrats attitude toward democracy.
The designation of Palme as leader for SAP lead to a number of strikes. It started with the LKAB-conflict in 1989 and continued with a number of mass strikes during the 70s. They followed the same guidelines as Walther Reuther advocated in Detroit – with extremely high demands. Since the corporations, mostly owned by the state, critics were appointed toward the government but also against LO and unions in general since they were controlled by the social democrats. Though it seem to have damaged social democrats and LO – they managed to get greater maneuverability for coming reforms – as wished since long ago. The source for these protests is to be compared to false flag operations since many did suspect it to be started by social democrats themself.

Palme's first challenge during the election in 1970 was his first one. After the 68-movement Högerpartiet changed name to Moderaterna – M since everything reminding of ”right” was something negative. On the surface it seemed as
if the strikes hit Palme's government but in reality they were a breach for socialism. Kramfors-manifest was a taster for what Palme had promised the voters.

- expanded social security (more spendings and more control),
- lowered retirement age (more spending and more control),
- increased equality (more spendings and control) and as a mail in your mailbox; more feminism and gender nonsense.

Practically it all turned out as a dental insurance. In other words, it was just an act. It all followed their plan – the small steps of tyranny.

Social democrats lost their majority but with a little help from VPK, who gained in this election, and Palme was able to continue to reign. M backed while C and FP both gained some. After the election, Thorbjörn Fälldin took initiative to an alliance between M, C and FP.

Along with all support from the protesters, Palme took initiative to implement new regulations on the labor market. The polls showed
that social democrats decreased since the population weren't totally stupefied yet. Social democrats had been ruling a long time simply by splitting up the bourgeois parties. This would be harder in the future. Strikes with their enormous demands from LO and Palme gave a backlash during the 70s.

The tax reform in 1971, implied Sweden to be the country with absolute highest tax demands a ”democracy” ever known of before – it reached over 80 %. Palme's tax reform contained

- heavy increased taxation,
- extremely progressive tax politics,
- increased employment tax roll,
- more specific point taxes and increased VAT.

One third of the population, the richest took the biggest slam of these reforms. More than half of their money disappeared at once with these new taxes – 60%. The middle class lost almost half – 49%. Regular labor forces also suffered when their union bosses demanded higher wages for themself. The result was that major labor
forces lost after their taxation even though they got substantial wage increases. All except the politicians lost – which was the purpose.

Palme was criticized a lot abroad regarding his tax politics and marveled over the experiment conducted. It was called ”fiscal drag”. Palme dealt with this in his own rhetorical way; he called the criticism ”fishing pull”.

Palme the jew wasn't quite ready with his lunacy.

Strongly, cheered by union bosses, LO, Bilderberg and Club of Rome, he implemented even higher taxes on labor in 1972. General pay roll tax increased from 11.9% to 28,3%. This i when Palme wanted to squeeze everything out of the ”evil capitalists”. It was important to punish and confiscate from the ones who employed the workers which ”forced” them out on strike. Workers and leftists cheered along but finally some of them understood they were barking up the wrong tree.

When I talk to the elderly, they often tell me how there were work for everyone when they grew up. They don't quite understand
what happened. How could it go so wrong? Often they keep whining on ”the evil capitalists” who wants to employ workers cheaper elsewhere. Often they look back in the mirror of the years 1971, 1972, 1973, as the years when the factory closed down, industrial bankruptcies, corporations closed down. This affected many areas infrastructure later on since the local grocery store had to close down, trains didn't stop in their villages and the smaller hospitals vanished as well.

MetalHeadViking

The truth is, Sweden never managed to recuperate after the tax reform way back in 1972. One behind this fiscal policy, except Palme and his minister of finance, Gunnar Sträng, was Alva Myrdal. With the intellectual left success in mind from 60s and 70s, via 68-movement, the government dared a politic containing ”increased equality”. It was nothing but a struggle of ideas at parliamentary level.

The tax reform in 1971 was the start of the
industrial escape out of Sweden. A trend that continued internationally during the 70- and 80s. During the 70s, Olof Palme attended meetings with the Club of Rome besides the ones at Bilderberg.

Club of Rome, goals and missions are to

- un-industrial the world – mainly in west,
- create new environmental regulations, prohibiting the third world to get their own industry,
- form the foundation to the new modern malthusian (Tesen att:befolkningen v%oxer exponentiell men m%ongden f^daaritmetiskt. Vilket %or en om^jlig kombination.) environmental movement,
- create and exagarrate completely fictive environmental catastrophes in order to force a New World Order – NWO.

Everything has to be exaggerated and exploited; climate scam, ”peak oil” water shortage, lumbering, meat consumption, and so on. Most of todays environmental crisis are
actually fictitious and have specific purposes to Club of Rome. The goal is depopulation of the human race. The elite are obsessed with genocide.

During the 1970s went leaders like Nixon to China. That is when industrial jobs went elsewhere. India and China became industrialized. China started their one-child policy and India two-children policy. In the rest of the third world aid and support continued as usual. As industrial jobs disappeared to the east, union bosses played their role for the closure of the jobs in western countries. Completely in accordance to the mission of Club of Rome, who's founder was Freemason Aurelio Peccei. Him and Olof Palme were both members in Committee of 300 and Palme also got invited to Club of Rome's meetings.

In the video below, former M16-agent, Dr John Coleman reveals Club of Rome's actual power position and true agenda: Club of Rome and the Committee of 300 (short version – full version may be seen here).

Palme profiled himself as an environmentalist, but Palme's fiscal policy effected the country negative. LO proposed a totally insane
suggestion: Allan Larsson and Per-Olof Edin composed the Larsson-Edin model.

After convincing Gunnar Sträng and other members during the so called Haga-negotiations, LO passes their suggestion. A suggestion which lead to even more shutdowns of factories, unemployment and devaluations.

In 1973, it was Olof Palme's turn to invite all international mafia to a Bilderberg meeting. Participating swedes were:

● Anders Björgerd, a top engineer mostly known for his work at ASEA, which later was sold to ABB,
● Gunnar Sträng, minister of finance,
● Marcus Wallenberg from the Wallenberg clan,
● Krister Wickman, riksbankschef=?

During the 70s and responsible for the massive inflation and devaluation of the Swedish crown.

● Nils Svensson, another top engineer,
● Hugo Lindgren, a name which created rumors among Swedish NWO-researchers. It doesn't seem to be much information
6.4 Open and hidden scandals

During election time in 1973, Palme needed some help. How lucky that Janne Olsson was on leave, just weeks ahead of the election and choose to start a drama event with hostages at the Kreditbank, Norrmalmstorg, Stockholm. This gave Palme the opportunity to act as a real statesman when the nation was in crisis. When everything was over and no one got hurt, Palme was the hero.

Social democrats lost in the election in 1973, but stayed in power. VPK gained as well as M and C. F backed. Despite a weakened mandate for Palme it was enough to continue in reign. Reforms to implement the extreme socialism could hereby continue.

The catastrophe Palme's fiscal policy lead to was defended with the international situation – created by an oil crisis in 1983. Palme refused at any cost to admit their/his? faults. He continued to reign with even more expenses – this time with
the general parental insurance.

Palme made sure to connect the Swedish currency, SEK to a monetary collaboration (The currency snake - the predecessor to the European Monetary System)

Due to Palme's monetary policy, Sweden requested to devalue the krona (SEK) 10 % against the German D-mark. Only 6 % was accepted. Not only did Palme try to ruin the Swedish economy but also gives away its sovereignty.

Under Palme's government, regulations continued in the labor market. One example is the labor market reform – MBL (the Co-determination at Work Act). Ingemund Bengtsson, another socialdemocratic Bilderberger, impelled MBL. The debate about employee funds escalated since LO proposed another insane suggestion:

*We want to deprive capital owners the power they exert by just their ownership. All experiences shows its not enough with influence and control. The ownership plays a significant role. I Want to refer to Marx*
and Wigforss: we can't change society without changing the ownership.

This is what Rudolf Meidner wrote in L Os magazine when he proposed the suggestion about employee funds. The communist strategy can't be much more distinct and clear.

The debate got inflated but social democrats weren't able to pass it before the election in 1976. Palme and LO transformed Sweden to a more polarized country during the 70s. It became more and more important have the traitor Palme removed from our government. At the same time Palme had culture leftists full support.

At the same time scandals followed each other. The IB-issue surfaced in 1974, which lead to protests against the government, followed by the brothel skein. The attorney general, Lennart Geijer was sacrificed in order to protect Palme's pedofhilia interests. Worth mentioning is; social democrats actually pushed to legalize pedophilia. (The Government has quite recently attempted to impose a law where pedofili is allowed, march 22 2018. A normal person pukes at the social
democracy in Sweden).

Once again, Lennart Geijer was one of the leading characters.

Even more hidden scandals took place during this period behind the scenes. Palme, together with Alva Myrdal, made sure to expand their activities with **MK-Ultra** and give the authorities authority to conduct personal encroachment on the population without their knowledge.

In 1975, NATO executed operation Gladio in Sweden, via an extreme terrorist group named Baader-Meinhof – a leftist group. They had the west German embassy invaded by Baader-Meinhof. This was another hidden scandal since Palme politically profiled himself as enemy toward USA and NATO. Besides showing his open support to the communists in Vietnam, 1968, he showed his disgust against USAs attacks in Vietnam 1972. He compared these with the big genocides of the history? Palme was in many ways dualistic and a hypocrite. At the same time attacking USA and NATO verbally, he cooperated intimate with the same powers. Bilderberg, Club of Rome and Committee of the 300 are some examples.
Palme's obsession with racism, anti-imperialism and feminism made him practically dysfunctional. He visited Fidel Castro at Cuba in 1975. Palme never shed any tears over the genocide and mass murders that el Che and Castro exposed its population to. The oppression carried out by Ho-Chi-Minh in Vietnam and the genocide performed by communists in Cambodia, obviously weren't as bad as the bombings USA did. It wasn't only ”right”-dictators as Pinochet and Franc he criticized, he criticized Soviet union and Husák also for sure. Palme gave his full support to Sandinistas in Nicaragua among other terror organizations (El Salvador, PLO and so on).

At the same time he accepted international peace ovations for his work for peace, Bofors produced weapons full time, selling weapons to the third world.

It this kind of hypocrisy and dualism its hard to understand for a normal person with conscience.

Kindness and evil are understandable but when evil disguise itself to be good – that is something different. That is why the powerful
elite use this kind of performance. In order to be playing with the boys and gals in Committee of 300, you must know how to con people.

The 68-movement were successful thanks to Palme's government. Significant regulations and laws, concerning social issues were implemented: demand for free abortion and a multicultural Sweden, just to mention two. The consequences today are obvious from these decisions. The changes in 1975 made the socialistic transformation of Sweden a lot more visible.

Housing policy, which started during Erlanders era, would now develop into the so called million-program. These policies are today multicultural criminal ghettos. It was early in 1965 when Palme, in a radio speech, demonstrated how important it was for him to carry out this transformation of Sweden. He was chasing racists already then and turned every stone he could find. This brainwash and programming toward the swedes were lead by Palme himself. 68-movement still chases "racists" and each one with some prejudice against immigrants, "lonely children" are being chased – thanks to Palme.
Palme felt, just like todays establishment, it was/is the swedes responsibility to make sure immigrants fits into our environment and not the other way around. He performed his personal anti-racial crusade toward anyone who didn't think like him.

He targeted the private lives, working and living spaces of the Swedish population. That is were he could find prejudice and that is were he could fight them. When media and the rest of the establishment accepted his message, fascism of opinions were a fact. That is what we live with today!

Palme reckoned it was a cause of the establishment to give reprimands to all citizens which were prejudicial. In principle, tell people whats right and whats wrong.

Prejudice always begin from the roots in everyday life. It grows at work and in the neighborhood.

Listen for yourself: Radio speech about immigrants, 1965 (in Swedish [here](#)).

The self-inflicted economical damages, that Sweden inflicted upon themselves during the 70s, never ended. The krona -SEK – devalued heavily
against the German D-mark with another 3 % in 1976.

Scandals eventually caught Palme in the election of 1976, when social democrats lost power. For the first time in many decades, Sweden was reigned without social democrats. The turnout was 91,76% participation, which still is a record for a democratic country. Both communists in VPK as socialists in SAP backed. C backed as well while F and M increased.

6.5 Non ruling social democrats

When Torbjörn Fälldin, C, became Prime Minister 1976, Palme had the nerve to claim, after he and SAP violated the Swedish economy, the bourgeois new government, were served ”a fully set table”. that is how good he thought his staff had handled our economy. Unfortunately there were no big difference with this shift of government.

The new government only managed to lower some taxes. They removed the Swedish krona out of the European monetary collaboration.
Otherwise, not many changes were notable in politics. Spendings continued to rise, though less than before, but urbanization and all agendas Palme and SAP implemented, continued. Hard terms for companies and the urbanization continued during both of the bourgeoisie mandate periods – at the end of 1970s and the beginning of 1980s. There was really no changes in practical politics – nothing strange since all other parties were derivative of social democracy.

The only thing Swedes accomplished was a softer version of socialism. The bourgeoisie government were very fragmented and weak, which was easy to use for social democrats. Jewish owned and controlled media and newspapers, including radio and television owned by the state, cheered on the social democrats. Media climate was so left, it started a counteraction: Timbro was formed in 1978 in order to raise a more enterprise friendly advocacy. This was also meant as support to the fragile bourgeoisie government.

During this time as opposition, Palme got more committed to UN. During Iran-Iraq war he became UNs mediator. During the hostage crisis
in Iran 1979 (a diplomatic crisis between Iran and USA), Palme seemed to actively undermine the sovereignty of USA and force/lock Americans to Hague courts and thereby also Committee of 300s regulations.

After a tumultuous term of office, it was time for a new election in 1979. It turned out to be a lame election campaign with very little contention. Both communists and socialists gained votes but the three bourgeoise parties all together won again even though C and F backed. M was a success in this election. For the first time they reached over 20%. This was enough for Thorbjörn Fälldin from C to once again form a new government.

This time, Fälldin tried to repair SAPs previous destruction of the Swedish economy through some austerity. This made the government very unpopular which SAP soon took advantage of. Due to the fragmentation in the government, it was very hard to form a policy which could have repaired damages done by Palme's previous governments. Before the election in 1982, social democrats moved their positions forward since they approved L Os
controversial suggestion about employee funds. This created big debates. SAP also raised LAS (Law About job Security). This election in 1982 became crucial in many ways. The disappointment over Fill-ins failures created a sense of impatience, who eventually punished themselves.

6.6 Social democrats horny with power

SAP won the election in 1982. SAP and M increased, VPK remained at same levels as before while C and FP lost votes. Swedes had to take their responsibility and the krona devalued heavily in order to have Palme's expensive reforms being financed. Palme defended Keynesianism and inflation at any cost, despite all problems that followed a weak currency. Everything got a lot more expensive as international confidence in our currency over and over was at stake.

Erik Åsbrink, the jew, recommended a
devaluation as high as 16 %. Erik Åsbrink is married today with the communist Ylva Johansson and is recruited by Goldman Sachs.

SAPS victory in 1982, meant that the employee funds were also introduced, which practically meant a confiscation of property – of private owned companies. Beyond a lot of regulations for stocks, this package also contained income tax as well as profit sharing tax. This hit hardest for small and mid-size companies which were family owned or entrepreneurial. Many mid-size companies were forced to dismiss their employees and move abroad and relocate their operations. Many small business were forced to close down. Bigger enterprises like H&M, Tetra Pak and IKEA were also strongly effected. In 1983, there were massive demonstrations against these forms of employment.

Even LAS and its priority rules ruined the human capital since younger people was shut off by these rules. Big unemployment was created this way and the total economy was effected. Issues on the labor market that were obvious already in 1982 worsened by all new taxes and regulations that Palme's new government
implemented.

In order to cover all losses, due to SAPs policies, Kjell Olof Feldt, minister of finance, opened up to take a lot of loans. After taxes to break and subdue the people and printing new bills in breakneck speed there was only one alternative left in order to keep the destructive politics: take massive loans. Living on borrowed money. Ever since the 80s, when Kjell Olof Feldt started his loan-policy, the never ending national debt became an evil spiral. A spiral no government want to deal with or get out of!

With social democrats back in power, Palme sent his minister of finance, Kjell Olof Feldt and UN ambassador, Anders Ferm (S) to the Bilderberg meeting in 1983. The following year, 1984, Sweden followed up with a substantial entourage when the meeting was held at the posh hotel Saltsjöbaden. An exclusive area for all sail enthusiasts with wonderful, stunning view over the sea. Among the participants this time were noticed: Peter Wallenberg, from the Wallenberg-klan, Olof Palme, Prime Minister, Sten Gustavsson & Kai Hammerich – SAAB and Scania, Lennart Johansson from SKF, Assar
Lindbäck, national economist, Curt Nicolin from SAF, Clas-Erik Odhner from LO, Stig Synnergren from our kings staff, Hans Werthén from Electrolux and Anders Thunborg, minister of defense.

It's of special interest to find our minister of defense among the participants since Sweden, shortly after the meeting, initiated a long-term military cooperation with Saudiarabia. This initiative came from Olof Palme, and what's most relevant is; the royal Saudi family are Jews just like Palme. Anders Thunborg is also interesting when we look at foreign policy. He was active during the submarine crisis, in which Palme and SAP were accused to be involved themselves as Soviet union's little helpers. Which was absolutely true!

The reason for so many top engineers from Sweden to participate at these Bilderbeg meetings can be attributable to Palme's mission for Commission of 300 and Club of Rome: to transfer technology knowledge from west to Soviet union. At this time Soviet union were ruled by Jews – bolsheviks – and still is today. Remember the soviet leader, Mikhail
Gorbachev was a member both in Club of Rome and Committee of 300 – just like Olof Palme. Both Gorbachev and Palme gave priority to environmental issues as the major question in the future. Miljöpartiet seem like useful idiots when the pattern of this puzzle gets visible. Bilderberg was dominated by elite from western countries, but as soon as one figures out that Club of Rome is much more powerful with members from the east-block attending their meeting, one suddenly realize the whole Cold War was just a bluff from the start. Mikhail Gorbachev also confirm this in Mikhail Gorbachev Exposed.

Many people in Sweden were very disappointed with social democrats and their insane politic. In polls prior to the election in 1985, SAP lost a lot of support. SAP with Olof Palme in the lead and M's Ulf Adelssohn created an interesting ideology debate. Adelssohn moved back M toward the right after pressure from their libertarian MUF – M's youth organization). The turned up ideology pitch between right and left frightened a lot of voters. Bengt Westerberg, FP, used this as being the only alternative in the middle, between the two. All parties backed down
as result in 1985 except FP which advanced sharply.

Even though social democrats and Palme lost, they still got enough votes, 44.68% and stayed in power. Palme viewed this as one of his most important victories despite a lousy politic, they stayed in power.

6.7 Conclusion

Already under Tage Erlander, Sweden was an extremely socialistic country. Most people do remember Olof Palme as the more extreme representative of socialism, almost targeting communism. Palme brought Sweden socially as well as economically to the verge of total ruin. Something we still haven't recovered from. On the contrary we continue in the same direction and let our national debt grow at record pace via private debt. Taxes are lower now for certain but Sweden still is the top taxed nation in the world.

It's important to understand this painful transformation of Sweden was conducted from above. To fully understand what Palme was
doing, one have to understand what Bilderberg, Club of Rome and Committe of 300 really wants to accomplish. Only then do you understand why all industries are closed down, why the environmental movement were formed – why they turned western countries to a decadent social dump during the 60s and 70s.

Devaluation, inflation, mass regulations, tearing down industries, 68-movement, fascism of opinions and all this crypto-communism all belong together. Palme's excellent, theatrical dualism to have the sheep flock follow him, was very successful. Even today there's Swede's who long for the misery created by Olof Palme. A cult was built around him.

Not only being just another member of Bilderberg, but he also was member of Committe of 300! Not everyone can be there. Not even Carl Bildt – since he's just a messenger boy. Palme on the other hand was one of the top elites. The ones who carried out their agenda more openly.

Already in 1981, former M16-agent John Coleman revealed that Olof Palme would win the election in 1982 – all decided by the elite. Palme carried out important missions for the global elite.
Nothing should stop him from doing so. None can tell for sure if the election in 1982 was manipulated but its obvious the elite put their fingers in the game to secure Palme's return to power.

**On 30th April 1981, I wrote a monograph disclosing the existence of the Club of Rome identifying it as a Committee of 300 subversive body. This was the first mention of both of these organizations in the United States. I warned readers not to be fooled by the feeling that the article was far-fetched and I drew a parallel between my article and the warning issued by the Bavarian government when the secret plans of the Illuminati fell into its hands. We shall return to the Club of Rome and the role of the Committee of 300 in U.S. Affairs later herein. Many of the predictions made in that 1981 article have since come to pass, such as the unknown Felipe Gonzalez becoming Prime Minister of Spain, and Mitterrand being returned to power in France; the downfall of Giscard d’Estaing**
and Helmut Schmidt, the return to power of Swedish nobleman and Committee of 300 member Olof Palme, the nullifying of Reagan's presidency and the destruction of our steel, auto and housing industries in terms of the post-industrial zero-growth order handed down by the Committee of 300. The importance of Palme lies in the use made of him by the Club of Rome to deliver technology to the Soviet Union on the forbidden list of the U.S. Customs, and Palme's world-wide communications network employed to train the spotlight on the phony Iran hostage crisis, while he shuttled back and forth between Washington and Teheran in an effort to undermine the sovereign integrity of the U.S. and place the phony crisis in the realm of a Committee of 300 institution, viz, the World Court at The Hague, Holland.

Dr. John Coleman (Dr. John Coleman, The Story of the Committee of 300)

Now the reader might understand the vastness
of it all. Palme never were one of us – he was one of them. As previous leaders of SAP, Palme was related to the upper class and the nobles. Why socialists wants to be represented by the elite should start a bell to sound in every humans mind. But no! Not quite yet its sounding within the Swede's – how about the regular international Mr Anderson?

Swede's let themselves get conned by the elite, by authorities and most of all – the noble social democrats. They were lured as useful puppets in the class struggle against the entrepreneurs – their employers – because the entrepreneurs made more money and never got deluded by the communistic call.

At the end – workers had to take the toll since they also got higher taxes and inflation – it just took a little longer time to hit them. They were also affected when entrepreneurs were forced to close down industries, factories, and relocate the jobs to distant countries. Despite all these betrayals and what the unions caused, 40% of the Swede's continued to vote for SAP. They continued as members of LO, even though they were responsible for all lost jobs. The most
importance mission for the Swedish worker was to squeeze these evil entrepreneurs since they made too much money. If one has to be less productive - all has to be less productive. Lets us rather close down the factory than let the owners make more money. Is this the Swedish illness of envy? No its more like pure stupidity!

This is confirmed since many swedes are ready to forgive their elite and at the same time demand to give the same elite more power and capacity. When Englands king George III raised taxes to 20% in the colonies it lead to the American revolution. When tax pressures reached over 80% during the 70s in Sweden, half of the population was prepared for even more tax raise. Its obvious the Swede's wants to be slaves and it has been further attenuated by open borders and mass invasion by parasites.

This comparison makes me think of a quote by Niccolo Machiavelli:

It is just as difficult and dangerous to try to free a people that wants to remain servile as it is to enslave a people that wants to remain free.
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Chapter 7

Consolidation of treason

In this chapter, we are discussing how SAP consolidated their power. Previous chapter introduced the social changes that transformed Sweden during Olof Palme's governments. Palme's extreme socialistic economical policy would eventually afflict Sweden very seriously. As long as possible all problems are postponed with various political and economical actions. Despite these problems, social democrats didn't learn their lesson. Faithful toward the (no longer existing) welfare state, they got blind for all common sense and their critics. Instead they turned toward each other and accused one another
for not being enough faithful to socialism and the welfare state.

Olof Palme's 1927-1986 legacy to (official date of his death – author Claes Hedberg, claims he died in Moscow in 2018) SAP and also Sweden, was this insane economical policy. A policy which culminated with the so called 90-crisis. But in 1986, it wasn't quite time yet. Sympathies for SAP increased after the so called murder of Olof Palme – it was no murder – more likely a retirement and a hiding of the room of sculls at the Freemasons. See more in the magazine DSM, no1, 2018.

Luckily for all Swedes, this happened after an election and not before. The Swedish state continued to borrow money under Kjell Olof Feldt, and our National bank continued to print bills – everything done so no Swedes would notice anything. Palme's economical policy and LOs insane regulations would soon hit hard. The legacy that Ingvar Carlsson, SAP's new leader and Prime Minister of Sweden, inherited was in total chaos.

The period after Palme was turbulent for SAP. Everyone blamed everyone else. The socialistic
welfare state which was based on loans and debt had to take the consequences and pay the price of their actions – temporarily.

This brought a reluctant sobriety among social democrats. Kjell Olof Feldt, Ingvar Carlsson and various union-bosses accused each other for the deregulations and the economical issues that followed. None took responsibility and pointed at the real crook – Olof Palme - whom by now was canonized.

Palme's missions for Bilderberg and Club of Rome was swept under the carpet. It was politically impossible to put blame where it belonged – with Olof Palme. At the same time, no one within the socialdemocratic movement wanted to admit the total failure of the welfare state. This thought didn't occur in any minds.

Instead the different socialists blamed each other and still does. They all insist, there's nothing wrong with the socialistic way Sweden was built upon. Instead the issues was the responsibility of the Minister of finance or the Prime Minister, or some other social democrat who wasn't good enough.
Let's start with the events that started before Ingvar Carlson took over as Prime Minister.

7.1 The November revolution

Here's a quote from Wikipedia 2018-01-10:

“The November revolution is the informal name of the decision our National bank took to deregulate the Swedish credit market November 21st 1985. This meant, among other things, that the banks could lend unlimited money without the National bank impeding obstacles.

Economist Lars Jonung, wrote about the November revolution: ”This so called November revolution marks the most significant reconstruction of the National banks money-political strategy during postwar time”.

“The decision to deregulate the credit market was formal made by the general council of the National bank and could
therefore according to rules surpass the Swedish government or the parliament. Minister of finance, Kjell-Olof Feldt was informed prior to the announcement of these plans”.

It's important to point out that the debate in Sweden, which was mainly done by leftists, all the time blamed capitalism, deregulations and the free market. At the same time they refused to see the real circumstances: our National bank and the socialdemocratic expansive money and financial policies.

A leftist debater who was given a lot of space in Public Service – SVT - as well as in the magazine Aftonbladets cultural section is Dan Josefsson. He cherished the globalist, pedophile, economist, John Maynard Keynes. Keynes is mostly known for how ideas which caused the most modern economical crisis. Yes, Dan Josefsson was a friend of the no longer existing welfare state and Keynesianism. Theres always a reason why some gets a lot of room in public spaces to angle questions about economy and the
As earlier described, Keynes ideas are almost identical to the ones applied at the School of Stockholm. Josefsson is like a megaphone for City of London, Rothschild's wishful thinking about economical policy. He's also the one who knows how to fool people just by mixing the truth with half-truths and lies.

The leading Swedish socialists pushing Keynes idéas was Kjell-Olof Feldt, Erik Åsbrink and the National bank manager, Bengt Dennis. Bilderberger Feldt and others have been discussed in chapter 5, page 80. Åsbrink is and have always been a Jewish crook which lately raised in ranking and now is part of the Goldman-Sachs mafia. Dennis was appointed in 1982 as manager of the National bank by Olof Palme – the Bilderberger after SAP regained power. That is why Dennis should be classified as an S-targeted National bank manager, not only for the monetary policy he did, but also being handpicked by the socialists. Theres not one trace of market liberalism among these individuals. On the other hand they have the ability to exploit the population to win elections.
Sweden didn’t do too well during the 80s. Even though the people didn’t sense it – social democrats did. What was agreed upon with the November revolution was to release the banks possibility to lend money in 1985. This is called to deregulate the credit market. Soon it would not be possible any longer before the bubble would burst due to the economical problems SAP created during the 70s. After all inflation, all devaluations, all increased spendings, heavy raised taxes, all the social democrats did was to buy some more time with the increased debt.

What should have been hard times for the swedes was perceived as good times. Swedes borrowed to keep up their standards. But why did they have to borrow so much? Why did the Swedish people got so deep in debt? The explanation is once again in previous years economical policy: high taxes, heavy deregulations, devaluations which weakened the Swedish krona as well as their purchasing power. This snowball which was set in motion already during the 70s should have been stopped already during the 80s. Instead they made sure the population would participate in the big party of
debts. That's what's called manipulation.

If you compare the needed structural changes and deregulations in other areas, they simply could have let the credit market loose. That way it had been possible to stop the citizens debt-party and most likely all private crashes. These purposes weren't good enough. Åsbrinks Jewish friend, George Soros, was allowed to play along and speculated in the Swedish krona during the early years of the 90s.

Still to this day, Ingvar Carlsson claims he didn't know of the November revolution and insists Olof Palme didn't so either. How Carlsson could have known what Palme knew is weird. Carlsson probably didn't know, but it was convenient at the time for him to say it.

In 1987, the Bofors-business did stain the canonization, the saint-like declaration of Palme. The Soviet spy, Stig Bergling escaped out of prison. The year after SAP was affected of Ebbe Karlsson. Despite all the scandals, SAP managed to make sure it was a boom, low unemployment and that all finances of the state – yet so far – was OK, due to the debt-party. This was enough to win the election in 1988 for SAP. Ingvar Carlsson
could continue as Prime Minister of Sweden. M lost after an ideology disloyal and compromising Carl Bildt took over the party. In many ways he did fit in the party – but in many he didn’t. The positive growth within M which took place when Ulf Adelsohn was in the lead, and the libertarian MUF affected the mother parties ideology had an abrupt ending when Bildt took over the reigns. Bildt’s worst rivals was to be found within MUF. Ms transformation was notable in 1988 when they took initiative to implement the climate scam based CO2-taxes.

When the Marxist, Olof Johansson, assumed the post as party leader for C, all bourgeoisie parties had been overruled by second-raters and unreliable individuals. Carl Bildt at M, Olof Johansson at C and Bengt Westerberg at FP. Lars Werner and his communists stayed at 5 % as usual.

For the first time there was a newcomer in the Swedish parliament. Miljöpartiet, MP, had their breakthrough and managed to get into our parliament. Chernobyl and the ”seal deaths” in Kattegatt was the two main reasons. They got approximately 5 % in 1988 years election.
7.1.1 Ingvar Carlsson

Ingvar Carlsson was born in 1934, in Borås. Unlike earlier Swedish leaders there is not much information about his background. His father, Olof Carlsson, was a storeman – so we can assume they voted for social democrats. The mother, Ida, was a housewife. As young, Ingvar Carlsson was mostly interested in soccer. Yet today he's a supporter of the local soccer club, IF Elfsborg. After a knee injury, he was forced to quit soccer. That is when his interest for politics began. At the age of 18 – he became member in SAP and later on leader of their youth section SSU.

During the 1950s he studied at Lunds University. After graduation he climbed quickly within the social democratic hierarchy. He married Ingrid, the librarian in 1957 and was appointed secretary in Erlanders preliminary cabinet. In 1960, he travelled, just like many previous social democrats to USA. He studied at the Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois,
a neighbor university to the jesuit Loyola University Chicago, LUC.

After his studies in USA he returned to Sweden and continued to climb up within SAP. During the election in 1964 he got elected into the parliament. Just like Palme, Carlsson was one of ”Erlanders boys”. Thus it was natural for Carlsson to follow Palme to the top of the party.

In 1969, when Palme got the Prime Minister post, Carlsson immediately was appointed as Minister of education just like Palme under Erlander. 1973, he was appointed assistant/deputy Minister of the interior and thereby member in the parliamentary consulting Minister staff. During the 70s, Carlsson also was appointed as Minister of education and responsible for the fast urbanization in Sweden. After the victory in 1982s election he was Palme's vice Prime Minister as well as Minister of environment. He also worked with question of the future under Palme's era. He succeeded Palme in 1986. His reign didn't mean much of a change for Sweden.

During 1980s, Sten Andersson – the Soviet spy – as well as minister of foreign affairs, cultivated actively his contacts with terrorists in
Palestine. Sten Andersson invited Yassir Arafat to Sweden and made sure he was welcomed with open arms by the social democrats. Former SÄPO-boss Olof Frånstedt wrote about Sten Andersson and confirm he was a spy for the Soviet union.

Regarding foreign policy, Carlssons government turned out to be of classic socialdemocratic cut. SAP pushed for a boycott of South Africa – and supported the terrorists in ANC actively at the same time. Namibia was also added to this boycott after pressure from social democrat Bernt Carlsson, who worked intensly during 70s- and 80s within UN as the socialist international to spread socialism throughout the world.

In modern time, Sweden sponsored ANC with at least SEK 1-1,5 billion from our Swedish taxpayers. Sweden (read social democrats), moved in when the jews of the Baltics, after the fall of Soviet union no longer could continue their aid to ANCs terror activities in South Africa.

Birgitta Karlström Dorph operated as a currency smuggler. Even if we today know what
offenses were committed and still are committed in South Africa, by the black population against the white, this woman had the nerve to be interviewed in TV and brag about her accomplishments. The average difference between men and women's 5 IQ-points, can hardly be more clearly manifested. SVT later removed the program – it should be in their Open Archive.
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Maybe they're ashamed but who knows? In an issue of the Magazine Neo is an interview with her.

I suggest you to study South Africa in the alternative news – they give penetrating reports about current situation in South Africa.

Just as Palme, Carlsson supported aid to brutal dictators and extreme terrorist organisations, which Public Service presented as ”freedom fighters”. This is something happening today as well through the criminal aid organization SIDA.
No matter what you think about Carl Bildt, M, at least he supported the Estonians fight for freedom when he went to Estonia. Our minister of foreign affairs, Sten Andersson, the soviet spy, went to Estonia to support Soviet union!

While there, he claimed Estonia as an occupied country! He completed his freedom-hostile tour to declare, when in Lithuania, that Lithuanians for an independent Lithuania was a minority of the population! Sic!

Ingvar Carlsson toasted with DDRs Erich Honecker. The spy, Sten Andersson cultivates the contacts with the communist regime in Poland. Prime Minister Carlsson went to Poland to meet his communist friends.

Social democrats craze for brutal regimes had no limits. This is like a red thread throughout SAPs history. If not a brutal dictatorship, at least it's some brutal terrorists being praised and / or defended.

A conclusion of this insanity is provided with a simple picture given below. A picture where two socialists, one from Sweden and one from
Zimbabwe walks hand in hand as in a multicultural Pride-parade through the airport in Harare.

This was Ingvar Carlssons first visit to an African country. SAP clearly wanted to show their solidarity and brotherhood with Robert Mugabe – which finally have been dismissed. It wasn't enough with the aid – they also had to see in place how well the dictatorship went on with the Swedish money.

As Ingvar Carlsson walked hand in hand with Robert Mugabe, the Fifth brigade stood honorary guard. For those who doesn't know, this brigade was specially trained by the communists in North Korea. This brigade was Robert Mugabe's brutal
military arm who slaughtered approximately 30,000 people. They targeted political dissidents and suspected dissidents. It was often enough to be related with the opposition to be slaughtered. That is what social democrats support.

SIDA, SAP, Swedish authorities, practically all knew already in 1983 that Robert Mugabe was a brutal dictator. When Rhodesia in 1980 was passed on to the historical books, Robert Mugabe became president of Zimbabwe – former South Rhodesia. Mugabe described himself as a Marxist-Leninist and was greatly praised by the Swedish social democracy. Aid money was poured into Mugabe's dictatorship and practically financed genocide in Zimbabwe. The author as well a connoisseur of Africa, who also have the blog Ethno Press: [http://www.ethnopress.se/](http://www.ethnopress.se/) wrote the excellent book The African war of Sweden.

Jan Cedergren of SIDA, former manager of the aid office in Zimbabwe, wrote in 1983 in SIDA's magazine Report something which should have made the readers pinch their arms. Cedergren shows openly SIDA's diabolic mission:
“In the hunt for so called dissidents, government forces have moved forward in the southern parts of the country. As usual, civilians have come to a halt. In the background, glimpses of traditional distrust between Mugabe-faithful shona group and Nkomo-faithful ndebeles, are to be noticed”.

Nilsson poses a question regarding Cedergrens reasoning.

“Come to a halt? Traditional mistrust? It was a question of systematic genocide, terror against a whole territory of the country, against a whole group of the people”.

Cedergren continues to reveal how they think within SIDA. Its obvious aid for genocide is in order only as long as part of the money goes to schools and health care. Heres a couple of astonishing quotes from 1983:
“It's never been considered to cancel the assistance. Such a dramatic decision should be a question for our government. Swedish governments have so far been reluctant to use aid as a political pressure tool.

Its SIDA's board and the governments issue to evaluate which domestic political situation that would justify the abolition of our aid and which interests would benefit out of such. The latest development doesn't indicate such a current situation”.

SIDA, SAP, Olof Palme and Ingvar Carlsson were very well informed about what was going on in Zimbabwe. It's obvious they wanted to support socialism around the world. Considering Olof Palme also belonged to Club of Rome, their malthusian plan for heavy depopulation played a important role.

In his analyze of Cedergrens article, Nilsson makes following statement worth quoting:
"I think, after reading Jan Cedergren's description of the current situation in Zimbabwe and his point of view how Sweden have to behave, as some kind of statement from the Swedish aid organization. That is how SIDA interprets the world. A government in Africa commits serious abuse toward its own people. Humans are being murdered in the ten of thousands. This country gets SEK 125,000,000 in assistance from Sweden. This gift should not be touched by the situation since the Swedish aid is only of noble purpose. To find Swedish money be part of the total picture allowing a repressive government both offering education and health care and at the same time murdered its citizens – a thought that obviously never struck the minds of the aid-administrators”.

When Ingvar Carlsson walked hand in hand with Robert Mugabe he knew very well what was going on. This is not the only episode from the 80s and the social democrats. As late as in 2007,
the socialdemocratic Center of Palme published the book Mission Solidarity. The book was financed by SIDA and was written by Birgitta Silén, aid manager of the center.

Nilsson points out how this book so obvious tries to whitewash Sweden's (read socialdemocratic) development work in the African continents southern parts. They had consciously retouched away the most important country of them all - Zimbabwe. The country is just briefly mentioned.

Readers of this book would not know that Mugabe was among all these assistance takers.

This is what Nilsson writes about social democrats rewriting of history:

“The aid industry does their best to erase the memory how Sweden participated in the creation of the political monstrous Robert Mugabe.

When its time to make financial statement of the role Sweden had in the construction of the independent African states, its interesting to see how Zimbabwe
is described in new written history books. In 2007 the book "Mission Solidarity was published. Its part of the series Folkrörelsens solidarity work with South Africa. Author is Birgitta Silén, aid manager at Center of Palme in Stockholm. SIDA funded the release.

Its about the Swedish engagement in the fight against apartheid in South Africa. In that context, the support was to the so called frontier-states, the countries bordering South Africa - a very big and important part. Angola was properly treated in the book, there is 20 references to the country in the index. Botswana gets 6 hits, Mozambique 26, Namibia 41 and Zambia 11.

What about Zimbabwe? The most important frontier-state of them all? In Birgitta Silén's book about Sweden's fight for solidarity in southern Africa is Robert Mugabe retouched away as an unwanted political bureaucrat in an old Soviet May 1st photo from the Red square in Moscow.
He's not there. Zimbabwe is just briefly mentioned in the book under the title ”Solidarity after 1994 – Skåne and Zimbabwe”. That is all. The ones in the future looking in this book, written by the manager of aid at Center of Palme, will not have a clue that Robert Mugabe was part of history when it actually happened”.

It's obvious how social democrats are trying to ”put the lid on”. They're writing wrong history/disinformativ history just by ”forgetting” this important part. This applies to both domestic and foreign historical events. Anyway – read Bengt Nilssons book “Wars of Sweden in Africa.”

Another individual working in SIDA was the social democrat Birgitta Dahl. Under Carlssons government she was appointed as minister of environment. Her main merits was to stubbornly deny the genocide in Cambodia. A genocide performed by the communist Red Khmers on order by dictator Pol Pot. During the 70s, Birgitta Dahl questioned this genocide several times in newspapers as well as in radio. She was active in
the left extreme FNL-group and chairman for the Swedish committee for Vietnam. This is what she said in a debate on the program OBS-Kulturkvarten – Public Service Radio:

“All of us know, well probably the most it that is written and said about Cambodia are lies and speculations. It was necessary to invade Phnom Penh. It was necessary to get food production going quickly which would take great sacrifices of the population. But that is not our problem. The problem is, we don't have the knowledge, direct witnesses to reject all lies that is being spread about Cambodia”.

She wasn't able to even question herself why Pol Pot denied all from entering the capital. She didn't suspect there was anything else going on but evil propaganda against her socialist friends in Cambodia. When he was finished, Pol Pot, the bloody genocide lessen the population by 25 % in Cambodia. Suddenly Birgitta Dahl went all quiet. She became a Minister during 80s and in the 90s
she was appointed as floor man in the Swedish parliament!

When her earlier statements finally caught up with her, she excused herself of being critical over the media coverage of a socialistic government. Moreover, she had never expressed her support for Pol Pot. Surely she had not explicitly paid tribute to Pol Pot, but it's obvious she defended him and his politic. To twist it around, her being a critic of media coverage is particularly pitiful. Not surprisingly, does Birgitta Dahl work in the criminal organization UNICEF – a similar organization as SIDA, with a lot more money.

7.2 War of the Roses

Toward the end of the 80s, market started to react against the insane socialdemocratic politic as well as the National banks crazy monetary policy. Job alerts increased, workers were fired from their jobs and the unions started a long series of strikes. Behind the scene, there was a war going on, The war of the Roses between
different wings within LO and social democrats. The bourgeois pointed at the employee funds, being a major cause of the economical problems, and the government acted even more desperate. They implemented a new tax system which practically meant higher VAT, raised employer fees and raised taxes in other areas. Confiscation of employee pensions, approximately SEK 260,000,000, money the government promised to pay back a few years later. The government was also forced to get a broad agreement within the parliament and agreed to suggest cuts mainly in the case of subsidies. In some parts of this extreme unpopular budget, they managed to get Bengt Westerberg -FP – along. Him getting along with social democrats, mainly consisted of raised taxes and the new taxation system. The big confiscation/theft was pushed through with a little help from the Marxist Olof Johansson, C.

LO with Stig Malm as leader criticized many parts of the budget and threatened to govern his May 1st speech against the government. Minister of finance, Kjell-Olof Feldt, got into trouble with LO and the unions but it was within the party they mostly didn't agree with each other.
The insane budget was to be pushed through but problems didn't end. Economical problems got worse and the War of the Roses continued at an unabated rate. In 1990 the government was forced to invite SAF and the unions for calls ...

Calls that turned out to be a conversation where our government managed to make everyone unhappy with everyone. Carlsson and his government wanted to implement investment fees as well as peace obligations during negotiations. This wasn't approved by neither SAF nor the unions. After a first approval, opinions showed a strong resistance against the proposition. LO switched and started even higher protests. The War of the Roses between LO and the social democrats turned into full bloom?? The discontent against social democrats desperate suggestion was attacked from both left and right wing. Carlsson made it clear to the parliament that he would resign if they didn't vote for the proposal at the voting. Not even such threat helped Carlsson. The proposal was voted down and Carlsson turned in his resign to the floor man in the parliament.

The War of the Roses ended with Carlssons
resign in February 1990. Still there are remaining discussions with all the demands so far away from reality up until today within LO and social democrats. Disputes also existed between union-bosses – Stig Malm who later attacked Allan Larsson.

Allan Larsson was one of the writers to the employment funds and one of the two men behind the economical catastrophic Larsson-Edin model.

The conflict was as deep between Ingvar Carlsson and Kjell-Olof Feldt within SAP. When the government resigned, Feldt announced he'd leave politics for good.

After the government had resign, Carl Bildt got the mission to create a new such, by the floor man. The parliamentary situation could not allow such thing. The bourgeois parties were too small, even together, and they could not find any support from the red-green parties. Bildt wanted a new election but that never happened. The floor man handed over the mission, once again to Ingvar Carlsson to form a new government. M started protesting but received no hearing for their opinion. FP thought it was just an act to first
resign and then just days later become Prime Minister again. Both C and MP regretted the parliamentary situation and didn't vote. VPK supported social democrats new government with the same Prime Minister. That was enough to let Ingvar Carlsson once again form the government.

In Ingvar Carlssons new government, no one else but the union-boss Allan Larsson was appointed as minister of finance. The crisis would continue all throughout 1990. The war between LO and SAP continued, everyone against everyone. This was the legacy after Olof Palme's insane economic policy. The socialists were tied down by ideology and could not let the market be left in peace.

Even though 1990 was a tough year for Ingvar Carlsson and SAP, 1991 turned out even worse. Allan Larsson pushed through a new budget for sure, with the help from FP. A budget which meant price controls, more regulations and increased taxes. The situation would get even worse when Kjell-Olof Feldt published his book Alla dessa dagar … in the government 1982-1990, where he practically admitted how social democrats bluffed their way through the election
in 1988. Carlsson did find it very disloyal to publish such a book just months before the election in 1991.

When the real estate company Nyckeln cancelled the payments, it started the crisis of the 90s. At the same time the bourgeois parties mobilized before the election.

After the election in 1991, Carlsson was finally forced to resign from the government. MP had internal strifes as well. This resulted they had to leave the parliament. Communists lost many votes and so did also C and FP. The big winners were M. They clearly marked against Ingvar Carlssons government policy. KDS – Kristdemokratiska samhällspartiet managed to get into the parliament for the first time. The new party, Ny demokrati, NyD – New democrats – also managed to get into our parliament.

M formed government along with FP, C and KDS. Our new Prime Ministers name was Carl Bildt, M. Both VPK and SAP voted against the new bourgeois government, but when NyD choose to put down their votes, we had a bourgeois government.

Ingvar Carlsson concludes the turbulent
periods for SAP in his book Så tänkte jag – politik & dramatik, So I thought – politics and drama. In this book he reveals the constant fractional fights that characterized SAP and LO to loose the election in 1991. Carlsson mainly complained about Feldts publication shortly ahead of the election which he feels made them loose powers. He also expressed the disappointments over the disagreements with LO. Feldt expressed his disgust at the political proposals he was forced to submit. Something which eventually lead him to resign.

LO wrote their own answer to Ingvar Carlssons book. Union-boss Per-Olof Edin, one of the responsible persons for the Larsson-Edin model, joined, in writing this book: Så tänkte vi på LO – och så tänker vi dag, This is how we thought in LO - and this is how we think today … which attacked both Carlsson and Feldt. A book totally far away from reality which, of course was praised in the cultural section of the newspaper Aftonbladet.

Despite the Larsson-Edin model and the employment funds, LO had the nerve to renounce all guilt for the big economical difficulties
Sweden experienced during the 80s and 90s. They'd rather have more of the old SAP-policy which lead to insane devaluations and economic crisis and increased taxes. SAPs insane politics weren't enough insane according to LO.

As we earlier wrote, LO was recruited into the Bilderberg group already during the 1960s. Another LO-boss, Claes-Erik Odhner went frequently to these meetings during the 80s. It was never in the interest of LO to represent the Swedish workers. They did everything to sabotage for the workers as well as the whole Swedish economy.

7.3 The Swedish connection to EU

During the 80s, social democrats were already eager followers to the Marxist European Union – EU. Still their loyalty were toward the Soviet union. That is why it weren't time to connect Sweden with EU. Ingvar Carlsson travelled around Europe in 1988 to Madrid, Brussels, Bonn and London, to explain why SAP really wanted to initiate collaborations with EU but a membership
was unfortunately still not possible. When the Berlin wall fell in 1989 and the collapse within the Eastern block started, it wasn't possible for SAP to keep Sweden out of the EU. The economic issues Sweden experienced in 1990 spurs SAP even more to get a membership in EU. Another argument brought by SAP to join the EU was they wanted to effect Europe into a more socialistic alignment. This was the official reason for Ingvar Carlsson to start negotiations in 1991 for a Swedish membership in EU.

July 1st 1991, Ingvar Carlsson applied for our country to become members in the EU in a letter to the Dutch Prime Minister Ruud Lubbers in Hague. At the time Lubbers were appointed president of the EU:

“Mr. President,

On behalf of the Government of the Kingdom of Sweden I have the honor to announce that Sweden hereby applies for membership of the European Economic Community in accordance with Article 237 of the Treaty establishing the European
Economic Community.

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Ingvar Carlsson”

Of course they'd approve Sweden's application. After all details were investigated, it would be a referendum at November 13th 1994. Unlike Per Albin Hansson's accession of Sweden's membership to the UN, the Swedish people were allowed to tell their two cents since the Swedish elite estimates they had enough on their feet to get their saying through. With heavy propaganda the elite managed to get 52.3% of the voters to say yes to a membership in EU.

By now the Swedish people had left their children and grandchildren destined for foreign rulers. Things prior to this election which had been hidden in the dark would now be much more transparent. Sweden might still exist in some form but its sovereignty today can really be called into challenge. Unfortunately, this time it was the Swedish people themselves who agreed to it.

During negotiations in 1991, the National bank...
tied the krona to the European monetary unit ECU. The intention was to increase confidence in the greatly weakened Swedish krona. This turned out to be a fatal decision by Bengt Dennis, head of the National bank.

7.4 A few years in opposition for SAP

At the 1991 election, VPK stopped calling themselves communists. From now on they called themselves Vänsterpartiet, V. Beyond that, not much had changed in Swedish politics. Carl Bildt, M, was handed a country, still bleeding of the crisis. It wasn't over when he became Prime Minister and reached climax later on.

During the 80s and 90s, Bilderbergers started to ”kidnap” the Swedish bourgeois. The Swedish leftists had always been dominating even the ”middle”, but now the right wings was conquered, even though it was infiltrated already. The whole thing started in 1984 when a broader group was invited to the Bilderberg meetings. Nils Lindbäck, the economist was invited as well.
as CEOs of SKF and SAF. It's not only LO and several social democrats joining the Bilderbergers nowadays. Important bourgeois opinion makers got invited during the 90s: Bertil Torekull, from the newspaper SvD and Hans Bergström from the newspaper DN. If Carl Bildt had not lost his virginity earlier, he sure lost it during his first Bilderberg-meeting in 1992, in French Èvian-les Baines. Carl Bildt became a regular guest like Palme used to be. In 1993, Carl Bildt was the only participating Swede.

Climax for the crisis happened in 1992, with some help of the Jewish oligarch George Soros. Bengt Dennis got the insane idea to raise interest rate to 500%. George Soros was quick to exploit this opportunity - which increased his fortune substantially. Then another insane decision was taken. The Swedish krona got a variable exchange rate. Instead of starting a discussion of going back to the gold hallmark, they choose to defend the Swedish krona and left it to its own destiny. That's what we can thank the jew George Soros for.

Bildt's government was totally
puzzled/bewildered. Vice Prime Minister, Bengt Westerberg, FP refused to cooperate with NyD. Therefore collaboration with SAP was a must. Bildt was in Ingvar Carlssons lap. The Prime Minister could not pass anything without the oppositions approval. So, SAP hardly turned over power. When Black monday happened October 19th 1987, and stock market crashed all over the world, Carl Bildt, together with minister of finance, Anne Wibble FP, was forced to turn to Ingvar Carlsson and SAP once again.

In 1992, the government together with SAP implemented raised taxes on petrol/gas, (CO2-tax), on tobacco, travels and increased VAT as well. The government had to compromise in many questions and SAP had used, practically veto in all suggestions for eventual privatization. All together the losses for the Swedes turned out to be SEK 160.000.000. A lot of it ended up in Soros, the jew's, pockets. The krona fell 10-15% against the German D-mark and the USD. Once again, the purchasing power weakened while the National bank continued the Keynesian monetary policy. Frankly, both M and SAP stole from all ethnic Swedes.
Even though Swedish export, forest industry and car sales were good, went as on rails, all swedes got poorer. The thief, our National bank wasn't satisfied. In 1993 they found out to have a inflation target of 2 % with a variation of 1 %. The goal was inflation between 1-3 % and to steal another 1-3 % of the Swedes income. This is another example of the small steps toward tyranny.

It wasn't until 1993 that Bildts government was able to lower some taxes with help from NyD. This government also included a long list of several new authorities. M, FP and C was already left liberal parties. KDS was probably the only ones which differed from other parties. Bengt Westerbergs and FPs refusal to cooperate with NyD made things harder for Bildt who got dependent on SAP. In all, Bildt was the manager for a very weak government which in crisis were dependent on the social democrats.

7.5 Once again in power: SAP

The left extreme MSM-establishment loathed
KDS and NyD enormously. They were two conservative parties, which the extreme opinions establishment started a dirty campaign against. Before the election in 1994, KDS changed their name to KD. They were severely affected by the slander campaign prior to election day. They hardly remained in the parliament after all intensive attacks form the establishment. These attacks were based on old disagreements since the jew hated Luther revealed their pitiless. See his writings On the jews and their lies. NyD had it even harder since they no only suffered from disagreements within the party but was also subject to internal sabotage. The major problem for NyD was their founders, two very strong personalities with different visions even though their common goals were the same in important questions. Ian Wachtmeister saw how entrepreneurs were affected by the violence of the state, taxes and regulations wanted to implement a sound climate for entrepreneurs. The other one, Bert Karlsson, was more interested in jesting and clowns. Two big front-figures in a small but very fast growing party. It was impossible to handle, and only a matter of time before the split was a
fact.

Ian Wachtmeister didn't want to waste his time to lead a party that really wasn't interested in doing any serious changes. Him resigning was expected.

Bert Karlsson introduced Harriet Colliander as new party leader. She did everything to sabotage the party. If this was done on purpose by Bert Karlsson is hard to tell. Karlsson's real ambitions and ideology home-residence within NyD can really be a challenge to question. Vivianne Franzén tried to save what was left. She had a hard time though. Colliander was forced to resign at an extra party congress – a decision which was annulled. Franzén put a lot of work into figure out many issues and this drained the energy out of the party from what was left of NyD. MSM weren't late to exploit the situation - like vultures chopping on the pieces. Franzén managed to secure the party leadership but NyD didn't manage to stay in the parliament.

The election periods hottest moment came when Gunnar Hökmark, M, revealed SAP's plans to increase taxes with SEK 80.000.000. Hökmark managed to lay hands on an internal letter from
SAP which he rather wisely published. Social democrats denied it of course and insisted they planned to only increase taxes with SEK 3,700,000. For sure there were increases, but ”only” SEK 70,000,000 SEK! 19 times the promised SEK 3,700,000.

Video: **Taxpayers – the Iceberg**

But Swedes, the most brainwashed people in the world, dived once again for their scam. SAP regained power 1994. Ms trust was severely damaged during their time in power since they practically were lap dogs to SAP while they played the old myth; they could fix the economy, even though it was their financial policy creating the financial crisis during the 90s.

NyD was kicked out of the parliament, KD barely managed to stay there. Both C and FP backed but M increased some. The big winners in this election were the red-green rag-tag. Social democrats increases their votes a lot. V changed from brutal communism to brutal feminism got more votes as well. MP returns to the parliament (ironically enough, with a strong critical point of
view for the membership to come in EU – wow – times are changing).

As hungry for power as the Social democrats was FPs party leader Bengt Westerberg. He was prepared to sell his soul to the devil to sit in the government. After the election, SAP and FP started negotiations which did not result in any coalition government. In his frustration, the FP chose to vote against SAPs newly elected Carlsson government. All other parties dropped their votes except, SAPs faithful doormat, V, which of course voted for the new government.

The ferry Estonia sank days before the new SAP government took office. Since then, SAP has very effectively been trying to put the lid on. All initiatives have been effectively stopped to find out what was going on. In fact, SAP knows very well what happened and why. Estonia carried sensitive, stolen Soviet union military material and was sunk due to the fact it was no longer a passenger ferry but a war because, with its load of military equipment, Estonia was no longer a passenger ship. but a warship. Mona Sahlin in particular was very active in this cover up. The government back then is therefore guilty of mass
murder.

In 1994, Carlssons new government, with his new minister of finance, Göran Persson, ended up once again in conflict with the unions. But thanks to partnerships with C, SAP is able to implement the tax increases that Carlssons government had on the agenda.

In 1995, the Minister of communications, Ines Uusmann was sent to Borgenstock in Switzerland to attend the Bilderberg meeting. One year later she would make herself famous over a very strange statement:

“about how the internet would not be any success and that this was a short trend that just then had become very popular”.

The question is if she was a bit lost and misunderstood what the rulers were trying to explain to her. May 12th 1996, she wrote in SvD:

“I don't dare to have any definite opinion, but I do not think that people in the long run wants to spend as much time
as it actually takes to surf the net. Sitting, surfing the net takes a lot of time. What is it good for? Maybe its just something new at this moment? Everyone talks about the internet but maybe its transitory and later on the focus becomes more specified”.

7.5.1 EXPO

The EXPO foundation was founded in 1995. The organization has some of its roots in the RSR (National Association to Stop Racism), which was a national organization founded in Södertälje in the 1980s. This type of organization, usually attracted people who, in some way, had a connection to SAP or some other leftist-extreme movement and thereby easily was exploited by the state. Organizations that supported this type of movement were primarily organizations with contributions by the state, but the state itself often provided direct support. First and foremost, in the 1980s it was about public opinion. When SAP in the 1970s, implemented multiculturalism and the bourgeoisie didn't fulfill their mission as
opposition regarding social and cultural issues, it resulted in reactions. Sweden didn't have any equivalent to Enoch Powell who strongly criticized the mass immigration to England. Powerful reactions in the beginning of the 80s could lead to extremism. This was an act by the establishment itself and reached its climax in the beginning of the 90s. Since RSR didn't organize any street actions, as the leftists were accustomed to, some chose to initiate a Swedish branch of AFA (Anti-Fascist Action). Contradictory choice of name because if Sweden has some fascists, its within the organization AFA. AFA in Sweden was formed, according themselves, when RSR never conducted some counter-demonstrations. They couldn't stand patriots carrying out praise-demonstrations to king Karl III (November 30th 1991).

RSR would eventually dissolve. During the 1990s the network Against Racism took over. This group never made any secret of their connections with extreme and violent leftists.

EXPO was formed parallel to the network. EXPO was, and is yet today more of an intelligence organization. People usually
associate them with the communists and the most left-wing extremist movements. This is however wrong because the interesting and more powerful connections is with SAP – and EXPO is more of a replacement for the organization IB (an Information-Agency).

The social democrats indoctrination school ABF has since the beginning opened up a large space for EXPO. As you understand its not only a service of intelligence for the so-called anti-racist movement but first and foremost for SAP.

EXPOs main front figure when it was formed was the communist journalist and author Stieg Larsson. Larsson, who in turn spent much of his time since the 70s, in England and not the least in City of London. He worked very closely with Scotland Yard where he became acquainted with Graeme Atkinson, who coordinates the AFA movement across Europe. The links between EXPO and AFA are also no secret whatsoever. Larsson wrote articles in the British “anti-racist” newspaper, Searchlight, which was printed by a group founded by the communist MI5 agent Gerry Gable. EXPO today, pays tribute to Searchlight as its primary source of inspiration.
Larsson would eventually return to Sweden to form EXPO in 1995.

Jan Guillou who was an agent of the Soviet KGB, and who knows quite a bit how intelligence service works, explained already in 1996 that EXPO worked as a classic intelligence agency. Already in 1997, journalist Per Landin criticized EXPO since he thought they too easy marked people as right-extreme.

Sometimes it seems enough to have a former work-mate who has been a cousin of a defecting NyD to end up on EXPOs black list.

Just like all other leftist-extreme organization with strong connections to leftist-extreme movements and SAP, EXPOs main source of “income” is money from the state.

Theres various government agencies, state-funded groups, state-funded institutions, which support EXPO financially. Some examples are: The Cultural council, the foundation All of Sweden and the General heritage foundation. In addition to this, EXPO receives money from the departed Stieg Larsson's literary works.

From the beginning, EXPO has had a unique and privileged status among the established
media in Sweden. They have always been used as source to false news/fake news. The goal is to silence people with criticism of the regime, which in one way or another, is perceived as a threat to the social democrats hegemony. Its the same way as Searchlight has a silent alliance with the english labor party in England. In the same way, EXPO has a silent alliance with the social democrats and thus has been able to effectively manipulate a large part of the Swedish population.

Do you remember how SAP already during Brantings era took orders from City of London in early 1900?

7.5.2 Carlssons change of work

In August of 1995, Ingvar Carlsson announced his retirement as party leader for SAP as well as his position as the Swedish Prime Minister.

After the Estonia catastrophe, many possible successors disappeared. That is why the rather newly appointed vice Prime Minister, Mona Sahlin was considered the most likely choice of
successor. However, in October 1995, her Toblerone-business put an end to these plans. Since then, she has been shown to be the devil herself when she stopped the investigation that would have shown Estonia was intentionally sunk. Estonia, on behalf of Sweden, shipped stolen military material and was therefore an easy target for the Russians.

Instead, it was Göran Persson, minister of finance, who took over after Ingvar Carlsson. In December 1995, it was announced that Göran Persson was to become Carlssons successor. It took longer time than anticipated, but at SAPs party congress Göran Persson was elected, in March 1996, as party leader and took over the position as Prime Minister. A turbulent 10-year period for the social democrats was over.

After his time as Prime Minister, Ingvar Carlsson was to lead the UNs Rwanda commission. Here, Carlsson would thus attend the UNs apologetic report of the genocide in Rwanda. The reports conclusion:

“The UN could have done more and even prevented this genocide”.
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That the UN was the cause of the genocide was swept under the rug. Ingvar Carlsson was also appointed to lead the investigation of the Gothenburg riots.

Together with a Guyana globalist, Shridath Ram-phal, Ingvar Carlsson led the Commission on Global Governance. An international organization whose pronouncements were, and are, to create a central government for the NWO. Ramphal and Carlsson stated in the report, the more unarmed free citizens in all countries, the harder to create a world government under UN. This report shows they were more keen on disarming free citizens than disarm the states:

“**Militarization** today not only involves governments spending more than necessary to build up their military arsenals. It has increasingly become a global societal phenomenon, as witnessed by the rampant acquisition and use of increasingly lethal weapons by civilians - whether individuals seeking a means of self-defense, street gangs, criminals, political opposition
groups, or terrorist organisations”.

The report is part of the contents at Vatican treaties and documents.

The report was heavily criticized by, among others, the conservative American newspaper The New American and the conservative American society John Birch Society.

Various right-wing groups in the United States used the report, as evidence that there was a plan for the socialist globalists to set up a world government. The main purpose of this government would be to disarm the people of the world in order to more easily suppress them under global Marxism.

Ingvar Carlsson has done some good – at least.

7.6 Conclusion

Ingvar Carlsson inherited Olof Palme's disaster. Carlssons ten years became a time when everyone blamed everyone. There was no clear talk about Olof Palme's role for the downfall of the economy. Per-Olof Edin, Allan Larsson,
Kjell-Olof Feldt, Ingvar Carlsson, Stig Malm, Bengt Dennis, the National bank, LO, SAP, everyone was arguing/fighting with everyone. But worst of all, all these socialists insisted that the only solution was more Keynesianism, state control, government regulations, high taxes, market controls and so on.

You could call them totally ignorant, but that is not the truth. In the background there was the deep Swedish state and it was not prepared for the coming changes. It ran the same race it always did and not even during the fiery 1990s crisis, it didn't want to admit that the regular socialist ordination didn't help the economy. It exterminated it further. Socialists regard the market and the people as something they must tame and force down on the ground. In addition, the reactions are only getting stronger the more brutal ordinations by the state and the socialists.

The devaluation of the Swedish krona continued even after the 1990s crisis and the debts of Sweden and the Swedes increased. When the worst ebbed out, the Swedish elite would become more cautious and longterm in defeating the Swedish economy. It wasn't the National bank
any longer to alone determine when the value of
the krona would be devalued and the swedes
purchasing power would deteriorate. After the
1990s crisis, it would instead be a combination of
many interventions and this started after the
social democrats' election victory in 1994, with
Göran Perssons plan.
So it was, the minister of finance Göran
Persson, who had a plan just like Stickan in
Jönssonligan (well known movie-series in
Sweden) and just like Stickans plans it went to
hell.
It is Göran Persson and his plan, first and
foremost, as the root of todays large debt
settlement of the Swedish people and the bubbles
that are inflated.
Ingvar Carlsson led SAP from 1986-1996, i e
for 10 years. Even if he was not the Prime
Minister of Sweden, between 1991-1994, it was
still SAP that decided because SAP was totally
infiltrated by the Freemasons but also the other
political parties got infiltrated. Bildt had also
become a Bilderberger along with other
politicians. In addition, childishness of certain
parties who cannot cooperate with other parties.
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Now it was Bengt Westerberg - FP, vice Prime Minister, who at any cost wanted to avoid cooperation with NyD. A party he considered as right-extreme.

For the most important issues, Bildt had to turn to Carlssons party. The most important reforms that took place during Bildts government only took place under the terms of SAP. SAP had not left the government offices as Carl Bildt and SAP wanted the population to think.

Even during Carlsson's time as leader of SAP, we see the pleasant craze for brutal dictatorships, which is SAP's credo, as well as using authorities to ensure that Swedish taxpayers' money goes to these dictatorships to satisfy their thirst for blood.

The short and turbulent periods of government in which Fälldin and Bildt sat as Prime Ministers have not disrupted SAP's machinery. SAP has never relinquished its power.

Elections are, and have always been a game for the galleries.

Carlsson also made sure that Sweden became a
member of the Marxist EU. In the 1980s, SAP was cautious and did not want to support the Soviet union. But with the fall of the Berlin wall, there were no more obstacles. SAP wanted to push the EU in a more socialist direction. It is therefore not strange that the EU is picking commissioners from their favorite country, Sweden.

The already ideologically conquered bourgeoisie looked upon the EU as a possible way out of socialism in Sweden. This assessment was, however, grossly inaccurate, since we also got more regulations for entrepreneurs, among other things, cucumbers must be grown straight instead of bent, each bank and insurance company must comply with the same regulatory letter, all seeds must come from Monsanto (owned by Bayer) etc.

Fortunately enough, Monsanto have had their first downfall in a french court.

After joining the EU, the Swedish government has become even more aggressive. There have been more labor market regulations, environmental regulations and bureaucrats since we joined the EU, not less.
When Ingvar Carlsson is done with Sweden, SAPs treason of our country is consolidated. The power is now being handed over to a psychopath with dictatorial complex.
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Chapter 8

The dictator of Sweden

In the previous chapter, all the crime and the treason that was committed during Ingvar Carlsson's time was dealt with. Olof Palme's early socialist experiment had taken the market to react. But the solution offered by the social democrats, under Persson, became a even worse fraud. A fraud that affects Sweden's population long into the future. Dictator Persson drove through his will - whether the people wanted it or not.

During the 1994 election campaign, Anne Wibble, minister of finance, launched the bourgeois government's economic plan. Some
sensible cuts and savings were proposed in the heavy public sector. The social democrats' response to the plan became the Persson plan. Heavy tax increases were introduced and the savings made had the sole purpose of saving the state's continued expansion. The Persson plan didn't want to save Sweden, the Swedish people's economy, but to socialize more.

Göran Persson implemented his plan during his time as minister of finance. His stated goal was to sanitize Sweden's finances. But he only succeeded in balancing the state's expense at the expense of the private economy of the Swedish people.

After SAP's election victory in 1994, today's bubbles started to build up. They can be traced back to the Persson plan.

The reader must by now understand that SAP is always more interested in

1. at any cost, save the state, via short-term savings,
2. continue the state's expansive waste and
3. suck out the taxpayers of Sweden even more.
Göran Persson's leadership was no different. Instead of basically changing Sweden's economic system, after the 90s-crisis, the problems are postponed into the future when today's children and young people have to take over the burden. The coming economic crises will be worse, and the foundation for this scenario was laid by Göran Persson.

8.1 The Persson plan

After the 1994 elections, the social democrats returned to power. Ingvar Carlsson, once again became Prime Minister and Persson became the new minister of finance. With this, the Persson plan could be implemented thanks to a comfortable position for the Carlsson government with a little over 45% of the votes. In addition, they could lean on both V and C to implement their budget. But already the first phase of the Persson plan would be a complete failure! The 1990s crisis was over, but Persson's plan effectively prevented a natural recovery. Instead,
the situation deteriorated.

A mass unemployment rate of well over 10% was the result of high taxes. At the same time, the unions whined over minimal and harmless cuts which did not lower the expenses. The regulations that were introduced meant that Sweden ended up, in terms of the business climate, compared to communities such as Honduras and Pakistan. In the international prosperity league, Sweden got to the bottom of all comparable industrial countries.

Minister of finance, Göran Persson was not quite ready. He would re-launch the Persson plan as Prime Minister. Ingvar Carlsson didn't last long after the 1994 election, which he probably didn't feel too bad about. After all, it was Persson who had ruined Sweden's possibility to return to a stable economy and Prime Minister Carlsson had to face all attacks that should have been directed against the minister of finance. At the end, it's always the Prime Minister who is responsible.

Ms Lars Tobisson, one of the few conservative moderates, called Persson's bluff. During the previous term of office, Tobisson dealt with the contacts between M and NyD, which was clearly
disliked by FP's Bengt Westerberg. Lars Tobisson had carefully studied how Persson, under Ingvar Carlsson's government, messed up the Swedish economy in 1995. During that year, the social-democratic government constantly changed its forecasts to more gloomy figures.

In January 1996, Tobisson didn't tailor the words. During the last party leader debate, he put Ingvar Carlsson against the wall. At the same time, he called Persson's coming bluff.

Instead of dealing with the structural errors that plagues the Swedish economy, the social democrats considered suggestions that instead would exacerbate the problems. Such is the relapse in fund-socialism that the AP-fund should buy more shares. The latest Persson plan also includes other examples - increased income tax, and energy tax, reimbursed levels in the social insurance and most remarkable of them all: a disclaimer to the municipalities that, despite the autumn speeches about no more loans and stop expenses, they could continue their credit-
based operations in their communities. How this will give jobs in the individual sector is incomprehensible.

Several tax increases on both income and energy tax, theft from the pension funds and on top of that the municipalities got this disclaimer to wasting money on credit.

After Göran Persson took over as Prime Minister he would also get a scolding from Lars Tobisson.

The government declaration states the goals how to reach sanitation of its finances, but not how they should be achieved in a time of economic recession and increased unemployment. It says nothing how this growth will come to fruition for more companies and new jobs.

Persson did hide his strategy and the only thing to report was the usual tax increases and mass regulations which made it more difficult - especially for the smaller companies.

Even long into summer of 1996, the debate continued. Lars Tobisson was in no respect perfect but he was the only real opposition more
or less, to the disastrous SAP government. Ie it was only Tobisson in person who openly attacked the Persson plan.

The other bourgeois were pretty lukewarm. The childish FP was still annoyed that they were not included in a government led by SAP. C, under the Marxist Olof Johansson agreed to some demands from SAP.

Carlsson took office in the fall of 1994, they had no problems to make quick decisions. Together with the V, they re-regulated the labor market at once. The tax was raised at an unprecedented rate. To date, the tax increases are 19 times greater than Ingvar Carlsson wanted to admit in the election debate, closer to 80 000 000 SEK. Then it ended. When taxes were raised and the labor market was re-regulated, the government began to construct what up until today covers most of our national policy.

When you talk about the 90s, you usually hear about Göran Persson's ”cuts” and ”austerity”. The truth is that when it comes to economic policy, there are different types of austerity.

The fact is; under Göran Persson there were never any real cuts nor any real efficiency taken.
On the contrary, the spendings of the state expanded and taxes were increased like never before! The state grew! The government's expenditures has grown! Official spendings rose during Göran Persson despite the so-called "cuts".

The reason is, there's two different ways of implementing political austerity:

The first austerity is to simplify for the private sector. The state and the non-governmental sector are seen as a burden of the productive private sector.

The second austerity is to try to preserve the welfare state through the recession (economic downturn). There will only be temporary or insignificant cuts to try to preserve the burden on the productive private sector.

Thus, the goal of the first kind of austerity is to permanently reduce the burden of the public sector. The second kind of austerity is only about temporarily reducing some of the state's expenditure. In such a way that its possible to continue to expand expenditures and, consequently, the burden on the productive private sector. Guess which Göran Persson
chose? Yes, the latter, of course!

The following two videos from economist Sven Larson explains the whole lot:

Video 1 Austerity: Theory and Practice. Part 1

Video 2 Theory and Practice. Part 2

The so-called cuts affected some citizens, this cannot be compared to the greatly increased tax burden on all citizens under Persson's government. Without this enormous tax burden more swedes could have become independent of the state. For example, pensioners would have retained their paid pensions.

Even better, they would have been retired and made tax deductions. But that didn't belong to Persson's plan. He increased the tax burden on all Swedish workers by as much as 47%! Something that would, in the end, mean a lowered standard of living for every working Swede. This in turn created more homeless swedes and poor retired people. Today there's over 300 000 poor seniors living under subsistence levels. Meanwhile, migrants, paperless parasites, have free
healthcare, medications and dental care

No matter what Persson did, all figures remained red! But Persson would eventually do something that put Sweden into such economic problems that in practice, Sweden is transformed into a developing country. I.e., a really poor country for real!

Prime Minister Persson kept coming back to how bad it was to end up in debt. He often told about his visit to the USA. The Americans laughed at him because he had put Sweden in debt and one row of red figures after another showed the incompetence of Persson and of SAP, as the defendant of Sweden and the Swedes.

Persson wrote a book (a ghostwriter) with the title The one in debt is not free. The book's title is clear as crystal if you look at it from the perspective of the state. The goal for Persson was to centralize the power of the state, i.e., Persson! He completely ignored the individual citizens and especially the ethnic Swede. In order to save the state and the economy of the collective, he happily put the Swedish households in debt. Persson's fraudulent procedure has facilitated an indebtedness without equal to the Swede. One
financial crisis after the other comes as a beads on a rosary. Currently today, not the least, when this is written, we have the housing crisis. Today, its the banks that owns most of the private housing. This at the same time as the Swedes in practice live out of hand in mouth with borrowed money.

Göran Persson transferred the financial problems of the state, created by SAP, to the citizens. This was not a new social democratic idea because already during Palme's era, hyperinflation was introduced. Already in the 1980s, it was so bad that Swedish households debt was set at 100% of the Swedes' disposable income (see 8.1 below)

This constant increase in Swedish household debt actually decreased during Carl Bildt's reign, 1991-1994. But it remained at around 100%. Which in itself is very bad! But when the Social democrats returned to power in 1994, Göran Persson would begin the process of extending the Swedish household debt to OVER 100%!

Perssons solution would mean that the Swedish households' indebtedness would reach up to 164% of disposable income in 2012! This is
the legacy that Swedish citizens have acquired from Göran Persson. Under Reinfeldt, M, just as under Bildt, the household debt didn't increase any more. But still it remains at 164% of disposable income! Something that should put every thinking Swedish in pure horror.

In 2017, under Löfvén, the household debt is 185%. In the given link about financial facts, this scary scenario is explained by the fact that the assets have increased and interest rates are low. But it doesn't take any greater measure of intelligence to understand that the value of assets very quickly might drop. That's what financial crises are for. The villa you bought for 3 million can suddenly only be worth 1.5 million. Then the banks require it to be sold. But you will be required to pay the entire loan with interest for all future.

Just imagine what a SAP government under Löfvén means? Especially considering the planned tax increases that the social democrats always have. Because that's exactly what the social democrats used to do. The tax burden on the Swedes has been heavier and heavier, by the
social democrats, with the effect that the Swedes have to choose between lowering their standard of living or debt. And this is what facilitated the hefty increases of the Swedish household debt.

With this put into perspective, one understands why the small businesses have had such a hard time. It is also understood why the rural areas are dying and why no growth and why no sensible growth occurs. There is simply no savings! Without savings capital, there will be no
investment and without investment there will be no jobs and without jobs there will be no growth. Nothing is done!

The consumption the National bank encourages, with its artificial low interest rates, means that the Swedes are encouraged to consume (which is the basic idea of socialism) and therefore take on more debt. This means that the Swedish-born have maximized their consumption. There is no room for saving! This has led to the households' dramatically higher debt levels. People take loans to buy cars, to buy housing and to educate themselves. The Swedish people are now indebted over the ear! We can thank Göran Persson and his social democrats for that!

Prior to the 1998 election, the Persson government had not yet turned any red figures into black ones. The criticism against him was intense. But SAP was prepared to hand out a big bone to chew. After a demonstration, in central Stockholm, where about 10,000 people demonstrated against the property tax, SAP and C promised to lower it. This turned out to be a
fraud. Instead of lowering it they changed how to calculate this tax. The property tax INCREASED after the election!

Another way to attract voters was to distribute more in child support to the family household. After greatly taxing Sweden's all families with children, they returned a fraction. At the same time, the invading parasites, with large litters of children, increased through their children and got more than they ever had. This way SAP conquered more power over the family. Despite throwing bones to voters to chew on and other scams, SAP collapsed in the election.

They lost almost 9% of the voters! They dropped from 45.3% (1994) to 36.4% (1998). Another party that also lost a lot of voters was C due to their cooperation with SAP. Olof Johansson fled the sinking ship and handed over responsibility to Lennart Dalèus. Which unfortunately was a copy cat of Olof Johansson politically.

FP who never really criticized SAP, also lost in this election. Party leader Bengt Westerberg, who had the ambition to reign with SAP, was now replaced by Lars Leijonborg. M went a little
forward. Instead, the big winners became V and KD. During the mandate period, the left party leader Gudrun Schyman was subject to ”rumors”. She was a drunk and had been seen in several embarrassing situations, including once in a movie theater. The media that would otherwise be quick to publish all the details of politicians' scandals chose to put the lid on. Instead, Schyman got the advice to take some ”time off” and deal with her alcohol issues. This way, the media raises V to over 11%. Are people really stupid?! KD, filled a void that existed within Swedish politics and at the same time managed to bring out the dissatisfaction with the government to their voters. They also gained over 11%.

MP had more difficulties to bring out their messages and backed some, but nevertheless barely remained in parliament. NyD failed in a last attempt to re-enter the parliament – shorty after the election the party was shut down.

Despite Göran Perrsons great failure in 1998s election, he continued to govern.

However, SAP could no longer lean on the small left-wing central parties. Instead, it would
be MP and V who would give Persson support for SAPs socialist politics.

8.2 Göran Persson

The zionist, Göran Persson was born in 1949, the youngest of five children (his parents were Karin Persson, born Jonson, and Thomas Persson. Information about Göran Perssons ancestors is brief but we know that his cousin Mikael Sjöberg also was a high ranked social democrat. His cousin works today as director-general of the Employment Service – AF. In 1969, Göran Persson graduated Ebersteinska gymnasium (high school). He did his the military service at P10 even though he wasn't fit for battle and served as an office boy. If it was due to Perssons deficiencies in intelligence and physics or it was due to a conscious attempt to not have to serve in the military forces – he might not even remember himself today.

Persson also studied sociology at Örebro university. He never finished his studies because he became mediator for SSU, in 1971. Soon
afterwards he became a student secretary at ABF and towards the end of the 70s he appointed with the school board in Katrineholm municipality. During this time he met his first wife, Gunnel Persson (born Claesson).

When SAP lost the election in 1979, he was elected for the first time into the parliament. He only remained there over one mandate period. During the 80s he once again engaged in municipal politics. In 1985 he became municipal councilor in Katrineholms municipality. It is now he shows he is a man of power who likes to centralize as much power as possible for himself. Not rarely he obtained power to get his his own way by simply being a bully. Something the party leadership noticed and in 1989 Ingvar Carlsson picked Persson into his government. Since Persson had a great deal of experience with the school system in Katrineholm municipality, he was appointed as minister of schools.

At the 1991 election, he was re-elected into the government, but he lost the position as minister of schools since SAP lost the election. However, Persson continued to deliberately climb within SAP. In the end, before the elections in 1994
turned up as a candidate for the position as minister of finance. It was now the Persson plan saw the light of day. The tax increases that were promised before the election became higher after the election.

During his time as minister of finances, he left his first wife, Gunnel and remarried the radical feminist Annika Barthine, also engaged within SAP.

It was planned for Ingvar Carlsson to resign after the election. Mona Sahlin was said to be the crown princess. But that option disappeared with the Toblerone-issues she was involved with (more on this in the next chapter). Chabad jew Jan Nygren and Ingela Thalèn, both said no thank you to replace Ingvar Carlsson as party leader and then to become Prime Minister. Many of the other possible candidates had already died in the Estonia disaster. That is why Göran Persson became the natural choice.

In 1996 Göran Persson was appointed party leader for SAP and five days later he also became Prime Minister. Persson called the jew Erik Åsbrink to become minister of finance - a socialist villain who now works for Goldman
Sachs.

It’s not strange at all since Åsbrink supplied banksters in the take over of the private housing. This was done through the growing housing bubble and the households constantly growing debt.

Along with the National bank manager/CEO, as well a Bilderberger, Urban Bäckströms help, Persson and Åsbrink managed to make the National bank more ”independent” from the government.

The decision may seem necessary considering the severity of SAPs policy and its effects on the Swedish krona. But even though the so called open political influence, was eliminated, the economic policy that the school of Stockholm and Keynesianism weren't removed. In practice, nothing changed with a ”independent” bank.

Just like Federal Reserve in USA, our National bank is a quasi-governmental operation. The only thing that is been changed is they're even more secretive now. We don't know whom is appointed as members of the board or how the manager/CEO is appointed. On top of this, Sweden no longer print their own
money. This is done by the American company Crane Currency – for bills, and for coins the Netherland company Koninklijke Nederlandse Munt as you can see below:

Från: Mikael
[mailto:mikael@syntes.be]
Skickat: den 13 mars 2018 11:43
Till: Registratørn
<Registratørn@riksbank.se>

Subject: Production of coins and bills.

Hello,

I wonder which company is printing our bills and coins?

Kind regards
Mikael Möller

Hello,
The National bank have an agreement with the dutch company Koninklijke Nederlandse Munt, the dutch coin company. The new coins are made in the Netherlands. Bills are manufactured by Crane AB at the moment.

Kind regards

Information, National Bank

In addition, bill handling is now done in Malta. This means in fact that Sweden is no longer a sovereign country but governed by the bankmafia.

Well, Malta is just the location but that is no the whole truth, I e theyre allowing City of London through De La Rue to print Swedish money. The following announcement from 2018-09-19 can be found at the National banks website:

The National bank has signed an agreement with British bill manufacturer De La Rue to print Swedish bills. The
contract is valid for three years with a possible extension of up to four years. De La Rue is one of the world's largest manufacturers of bills with many central banks as customers, such as the central banks in the UK and Iceland. The Swedish bills will be printed in UK.

"Were happy it didn't take long time to get a new manufacturer contracted”, says Ann Fridell, manager for analyze and development of payments. ”De La Rue is a well reputable company with great experience and many years in business for over 200 years – it feels safe when there printing our Swedish bills”.

This spring, National bank, terminated the contract with Crane AB since they decided to close down the printing in Tumba and move the business to Malta. According to National bank rules, the manufacturing has to be on northern or central parts of Europa.

Its not unreasonable to assume that Crane was
printing up a large stock for Sweden when the
terminated.

To the minister of enterprise, Göran Persson
was to nominate his good friend as well union-
boss, Björn Rosengren, who in 1999 would attend
the Bilderberg meeting in Portugal. Rosengren
made himself known as a strong critic of
nationalism. In 2000, another chabad jew, Leif
Pagrotsky, minister of foreign affairs, participated
Bilderbergs meeting in Belgium.

8.2.1 Pensions: How to turn red figures into
black

The red figures and poor opinion polls
followed Persson into the 90s. Still there was yet
another thing Göran Persson had to push through.

It was the bottomless betrayal against the
Swedish pensioners. It wasn't enough with the
households debts due to the artificial low interests
and insane increase of taxes. To stop the sinking
ship from taking in more water, and turn red
figures in the economy into black ones, he
committed the theft of pensioners money!
Earlier they implemented the so-called "pensioners break", i.e. ... pensions are decreased, to raise when times are good – which never happens, at least not in Sweden. A theft defended by SD in 2014 through their economist Oscar Sjöstedt. Totally ignorant when it comes to economy and insurance issues, he neglected the letter I wrote to him where I criticized his actions. He gave me a "walk over"! that is what politicians know best how to do.

After the 1998 election, Persson began the process of implementing the so-called pension brake. It was in 2000, Göran Persson stole SEK 260.000.000 from pensioners money! Here's a quote from the Swedish Pensioners' Association (SPRF) about the pension brake:

Around 2000, a total of approximately SEK 260.000.000 was transferred from the Swedish National Pension Fund (AP-fund) to the treasury. The background was a parliamentary decision based on the principle-proportion in 1994 of the new pension system. Such transfers were justified by the fact that the design of the
new pension system placed lesser demands on the buffer-fund, partly because of the restrictions on pension increases that the compliance index could entail. Further motives were some redistribution of payment responsibility between the fund and the treasury, something that the treasury was compensated for by introducing and raising separate employer fees. A pronounced condition for future transfer was that it would not jeopardize a reassuring fund strength.

In 1998, the parliament made a definite decision on the introduction of another restriction on the pension increase, named automatic balancing (the brake). This decision placed entirely new and greater requirements on the size of the buff-fund. Strangely enough, at the same time, a decision was made to weaken the fund by fulfilling earlier intentions to transfer funds to the treasury. They started with SEK 45 000.000.000 during two years and then raised the total to approximately SEK 260
Below a quote from a seminar on the pension brake on mathematical statistics, KTH. The reader was Ole Settergren, the head of the investigation:

*It was not difficult to get them to accept the proposal. Every member of the parliament realized that they would not have to take responsibility and they easily could blame a mathematical algorithm.*

The truth, however is that today's pensioners were there during the *Erlander era,* and voted for this system. They started to seize the pensioners' money already back then. The only thing Göran Persson really did was to confirm the theft with an accounting maneuver. Because it was during Erlander's time that the APF-system was implemented. It was also when the employer tax was introduced.

It is the irony of it all. The young working guys and girls swallowed SAP's promises of
security in the 50s and 60s. They relied on a collective system where some socialists would distribute the money fair. We know at this point that socialists are villains and quite consequentially lower pensions.

We also know where the stolen money ends up; to parasites, transported here by the jew Soros himself, with some help by the jew Bonnier and Hjörne – married to a Jewish woman. Together the two latter ones control all media in Sweden, direct or indirectly.

I personally know of only one newspaper trying to stay away from being a lap dog of the Jewish media-mafia – DSM. Theres another one, Nya Tider, but they're dependent on support from the state, which means they're limited how to report news. DSM, is totally independent. Unfortunately the owner of this magazine is old and now retired.

The last number of DSM was issued this summer 2019. EXPO though, gets support like many other leftists trash magazines.

The fact is that power makes most people corrupt and the more money and power you give to a politician, or a person hungry for power, it
will eventually be exploited.

Today's pensioners actually need to realize they have been deceive ever since they were young and voted on SAP. They must swallow their pride, and realize how much damage their blind faith in the state and a number of socialists, actually have costed them.

Their children are now among the most indebted in the world after this social democratic betrayal. What future do parents leave their children? What future does the pensioners hand over to their grandchildren? Slavery!

Has there been a deathly silence in the pension issue? No, I myself, participated in the background in the debate. My biggest effort occurred as an editor of the Statistics Society magazine Qvartilen. I brought in a series of articles on the pensions and the pension brake by KG Scherman, former director-general of the Swedish National Insurance Agency. These articles was then put together into one print of the Qvartilen, magazine of The Swedish statistician community. Many moaned over my efforts. KG Scherman tore SAPs pension proposal to shreds. Theres plenty of social democrats among
statitians. You should know by now this social democratic motto: ”take from the people and make them dependent of the state”.

Note: KG Scherman wrote this already in 2007. He knew already back then, this new system wasn't for the Swedish pensioners. What he didn't know back then was the immense migration of parasites to be allowed to cross our borders.

With all debt the grown up population accumulated today, thanks to social democrats Jewish/zionist history, there's no big chance for Sweden to stay as a modern well functioning country.

8.3 The man of power

Göran Persson had the fastest turnover of ministers Sweden ever had. He did not hesitate to appoint ministers with no knowledge. In that way, he was able to concentrate power to himself. One striking example of this was when Persson appointed Bosse Ringholm to the post as minister of finance in 1999.
Ringholm had failed in school, both in mathematics and in English, but became minister of finance. Ringholm was also a rabid socialist and a former SSU-chairman who gave his support to the communist regimes in Vietnam and Cambodia.

Persson's leadership style was quite brutal and he took advantage of all the opportunities given to practice his ruling technique over others.

He merged all ministers with the government office, and automatically they had less to say about things since he was the ruler. Power was centralized with the Prime Minister. The consequence was that Persson himself was able to control and influence the appointments of positions within the various departments as well as the distribution of the budget within the different units of the department.

Göran Persson, the socialist and traitor, was a warm-hearted supporter of the EU and declared early on that Sweden should join the Euro. In 2001, Persson became the EU's chairman, when Sweden were hosting the EU. In connection with this he would represent the EU in North Korea. However, this should not be seen as any
coincidence, because Sweden was the first country of the West to recognize North Korea. Sweden is the only country in the West that early (on the order of the Illuminati?!?) established an embassy in this communist dictatorship.

Perssons meeting with dictator Kim Jong III is a chapter in itself. That is when a strong headed dictator, Persson, meet a soft dictator, Kim Jong, with socialism as the common denominator.

**Video:** [Chairman Persson – Visiting North Korea](#)

Shortly after his return from North Korea, it was time for Göran Persson to invite to another Bilderberg-meeting in Stenungsund, a posh hotel by the sea just north of Gothenburg.


There were no Swedish media-coverage and
the few demonstrating at site were mentioned as "right wing-extremists".

Compare this with the EU top-meeting in Gothenburg a couple of days later, which media gave full coverage. That is when the most disgusting Swedish trash and rock-throwing leftists showed their very worst side – to the whole world!

Suddenly there were loads of professional demonstrators at site and media followed the whole spectacle when the rock-throwing leftists completely crushed the downtown area of Gothenburg.

There was a lot on the agenda of the global elite in 2001. They were interested in taking part in the lucrative opium market in Afghanistan. Göran Persson was keen to bring in more revenue and he didn't mind participating in a drug war to get his share of the drug money. This is the real reason why Swedish soldiers are in Afghanistan.

Even the euro was on the agenda and Persson had been very clear from the beginning about that issue. What applied to arms trade during Olof Palme's time applies now. Following the 9/11 terrorist attack in the USA, Sweden joined the
opium war in Afghanistan. They expanded their cooperation with NATO and participated in various foreign political atrocities.

With all these criminal acts and frauds, Prime Minister Göran Persson finally turned the economic figures from red to black. He could even afford to hide unemployment numbers with subsidized jobs just before the 2002 election. It would not have been easy; The IT bubble burst and Ericsson was forced to notify many.

Persson got help from Public Service to strengthen the SAP brand during this term of office. With a little help of PR and black figures, Persson raised support for SAP before the election. In the 2002 election, a heated debate between Göran Persson and Bo Lundgren - M, about taxes and unemployment. Lundgren challenged Persson on many points. But the Public Service had prepared a big bang against M who shook the whole party.

The so called Election booth report did great harm to M in a country where ”anti-racism” was the new religion of the state. It did hit M hard but not all members were sad about this. Maybe this was the time when there was an opening to sweep
out what was remaining of the old conservatism within the leadership in the party. It came to realization and we got Fredrik Reinfeldt – another racial and traitor – possibly a negro as well, as the tabloid Aftonbladet claims.

Lars Leijonborg, FP acted with more shrewdness;

They demanded language tests for immigrants which should be forgotten very quickly after election day. What was most important to them was to get as many votes as possible.

Of course, M dropped big. Voters went to FP, they gained about as much as M sunk. Persson succeeded in his campaign to once again deceive the Swedish people. SAP ended up at 39.85%. On the night of the election, Green Persson explained that SAP was and would remain the dominant political force in Sweden, already at 40%.

Otherwise, there were no major changes. KD and V lost some. The center increased slightly while MP increased a few decimals.
The situation however was still unclear after the election. There was a possibility for a government build on the parties in the middle but the negotiations collapsed. Persson and his SAP continued to reign and destroy Sweden.

Another Bilderberger within Perssons government as Anna Lindh. A personal favorite for the elite since she was a warm supporter of globalism and not the least EU. Mainly she was active to push for Agenda 21.

She was also a hypocrite of rank! Today we know that Sweden also participated in the war in Iraq with a result of 50.000 dead children – plus all adults. At the same time Sweden, after lies from USA, helped out to bomb Iraq, She had the nerve to criticize USA and their war in Iraq. A war which her government participated in. This woman, a helper to genocide, was honored with both a statue and to name a park.

In 2003, there was a referendum about the Euro in Sweden. The traitor Anna Lindh was standing on the barricades to promote Sweden to join the monetary union. If SAP had something to say, Sweden should, at any cost have the Euro. This referendum was a big failure for them, and
Persson especially, considering Anna Lindh was murdered during the campaign prior to the election. Despite SAP using every tear they could get from the Swedes, they didn't make it. For the first time, Swedes dared to say no. The dictator Göran Persson didn't get it his way this time.

In 2003, Göran Persson also ended his relation with Annika Barthine and married the zionist, Anitra Steen, also CEO for Systembolaget – our state controlled liqueur company.

The year after, Sweden was hit with another catastrophe, the tsunami in Thailand. In 2004 or four bourgeois parties initiated a alliance. Slowly but sure, people started to get tired of the dictator Persson.

In 2005 however, he was re-elected as party leader and SAPs self declared Prime Ministerial candidate.

In 2006, FP would suffer a data breach scandal and they backed off a lot. All the better, it would be for M that had now cleared out all conservative-minded people. KD had a hard time arguing with its new leader Göran Hägglund and lost some votes. C went ahead some. After tax evasion, Schyman resigned as leader of V. She
was replaced by the communist Lars Ohly who managed V to lose votes. The MP would, increase some decimals.

All together the bourgeois alliance managed to get enough support to oust out the dictator and SAP.

Immediately after the election, Persson explained that he was resigning as party leader and instructed the party to seek a new party leader. SAP had lost support again and ended up at around 35%. The alliance emerged a winners in the election and the new Prime Minister was Ms Fredrik Reinfeldt.

Following his resignation in 2007, as SAP's party leader, Persson became consultant to JKL (if you read on their website you get the impression of a company engaged in consulting). At JKL, he primarily collaborates with BAE systems and exploits the many contacts he has in the weapons industry. With the hidden information he has, it's not so strange that he now works as an advisory consultant.

It is unreasonable to demand a state official with sensitive information to not be allowed to take such jobs? If so, guys like Åsbrink,
Rosengren, Persson Jan Nygren and others certainly be without jobs – better than in the future get convicted for corruption and espionage

Persson has his own company where he stacks his consulting fees from JKL and for his speeches. He doesn't have a salary but lives out of his pension from tax payers in Sweden. When he needs more money he just uses his company for dividends and this way he will never lose his pensions paid out of the tax payers pockets (a habit many politicians and state officials now applies to).

In 2008, Persson was appointed as chairman of the state-owned Sveaskog. He has also been involved in the fight against so-called ”racism” in order to approach his political opponents. These are mainly opponents of globalism and socialism. He also engages in the climate scam.

8.4 Conclusion

Göran Persson may have been the most brutal and ruthless leader ever elected by Swedes to the post as Prime Minister. This was also the reason
why he should take over.

No other leader in the passed have gotten away with the lies, betrayals and brutal over runs of the Swedish population, as he has. Yet today, there are many brainwashed Swedes who see him as a leader. Compare all the communists who still pay tribute to the murderer Lenin. But unfortunately, most of them are totally ignorant about the betrayal and theft that Persson committed during his time as Prime Minister.

With open arms he welcomed the expansion of EU in 2004, and thereby all organized crimes that followed.

Göran Persson worked hard for all of the Bilderbergers requests – against all Swedes own interests. The theft from the pension funds has no counterpart in modern times. Not to mention the large increase in Swedish household indebtedness. After the 1990s crisis, Sweden had a chance to start over again. The crisis was the markets response to SAPs economical policy. But instead of freeing the Swedish population, Persson to continued in the same socialist path with tax increases, new bubbles and a population put into debt.
Swedes will probably never be able to recover from this indebtedness. Persson has put the Swedes in perpetual debt. In the end, when the bubbles will burst and the market reacts, Sweden might very well be transformed into the banana monarchy that many already have declared Sweden to be. Compare to UK, which still pays interests for over 300-year-old war loans.

Person was talented when it came to get his own will. That was his strong bully-like personality. He had this ability to run over the people and get away with it. He was practically a dictator, chosen by unsuspicious ”blue-eyed Swedes. They swallowed each lie SAP served them.

The NO-sayers victory in the Euro referendum election in 2003 was really Persson's first major defeat and this defeat can be seen as the beginning of the end for Persson. In 2006, people were tired of the dictator. Then another socialist alliance personality was elected when Fredrik Reinfeldt, M, came into power – out of the ashes, into the fire.

Fredrik Reinfeldt copied SAP's policy. But now with different stripes for the public to be
seen. None of the threats Persson frightened the people with were fulfilled after the 2006 election. On the contrary, status quo retains no significant changes in the economic policy. Sweden is currently one of the countries with the highest tax burden on the entire planet.

After Göran Persson’s time as Prime Minister SAP started a ”long walk in the desert”. The leadership for the party would eventually end up in another traitor hands – chosen by the Bilderbergers.
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4. Sveriges Pensionärers Riksförbund: Återbetala pengarna till AP-Fonden!
Chapter 9

The Futuristic Party

In the previous chapter, we discussed how SAP's dictator Göran Persson ruled Sweden with iron hand. We also described how SAP solved the 1990s crisis by creating new bubbles that are still growing today. Following the dictator Persson, SAP would be exempt from the direct power for eight years.

When SAP 2006 had the direct power, Stefan Ingves was appointed new manager of the National bank. Stefan Ingves is an economist belonging to the school of Stockholm, and thus, consumerism and modern Keynesianism were not threatened in the event of an election. He was/is
also a member of the General Meeting of the European Central Bank and sits on the Board of Directors of the Bank for International Settlements in Basel (BIS) as well as chairing the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision.

After SAP's 2006 election loss, M returned to power. With Fredrik Reinfeldt and Anders Borg, not much happened. The only difference was that Swedes were no longer forced to consume more than before. But still as much (2010-2012) Consumption without growth. Despite this, there was a major international economic crisis in 2008-2009. Stefan Ingve's strange reaction was to introduce negative interest in 2009. Everything to sustain the consumer. Brainwashing also continued to spread the myth about Sweden as a small export-dependent country. With M had an opportunity opened up to change – it didn't materialized.

Göran Persson was desperately struggling to retain power. Here's a few of his "remedy" ordinations:

- early sick leave
- government subsidies for temporary jobs
contributions/grants without quid pro quo

But a gap had begun to appear. A gap between people who lived on grants from the expanded state and people who worked and were productive. The result was that 5% of the electoral votes went directly from SAP to M. Not even LO could prevent this. M was not late in showing this conflict and using it for their own sake. Thus, all or most functional-socialist from SAP was minimized. On the other hand, Reinfeldt's government became a den to abide in for these functional-socialists.

On election night, Göran Persson resigned as party leader. The party was instructed the party to seek a new party leader who could lead the party before the 2010 election. In January 2007, the nomination committee suggested Mona Sahlin.

She was unthreatened, since there was no one who could or wanted to succeed Persson.

This was the consequence of Persson's centralization of power to himself. In March 2007 Mona Sahlin was selected to become SAP's new chairman.
9.1 Mona Sahlin

Mona Ingeborg Sahlin, born Andersson, March 9th in 1957. Daughter of Hans Georg Andersson and Siv Ingeborg Rentorp, both from Halmstad. Her mother became the manager of folkets hus in Beckomberga, Stockholm. H G Andersson chaired in Nackas labor municipality. He was an active SAP-politician and known as a "housing-expert in Ingvar Carlssons staff. A sister to Sahlin was staff-manager of SAP´s Hyresgästförening – tenant association. Its easy to say; Mona Sahlin was born into social democracy.

The family moved a lot because the father worked at various community homes for youths. But in the 1960s, the family would end up in Järila in Nacka and stay there. In the early 1970´s, she was actively involved in the FNL movement and also within SSU. In the mid-1970´s, she became chairman of SSU in Nacka. There she would also meet the Chilean and socialist immigrant, David Pena, with whom she would be have her first child, Ann-Sofie.
SAP’s Minister of Finance, Gunnar Sträng, and co-ordinating minister, Thage G. Peterson (who was a good friend of Hans Georg Andersson) stated early on that she was acting prominently for the party. She would do street work as a dishwasher, clerk and editor until the late 70s. The latter was at the School of Letter - strongly connected to SAP.

Mona became chairman of SSU's Stockholm district in 1980. Thus, her political commitment would only increase. With the social democrats and Olof Palme's election victory in 1982, at the age of 25 year, she became the youngest member of the parliament. That same year she married Bo Sahlin and she would have three children with him. Bo Sahlin was also a SAP politician.

As a member of parliament, she was active in various socialist societies. In the parliament she did not do that much. It was first under Ingvar Carlsson, she obtained a more prominent role within the group at the parliament, as a member of the party's executive committee and as minister of the labor market.

At the 1991 election, Mona Sahlin, together with Ingvar Carlsson, would become SAP's
poster name. She also participated in the TV debates as much as Prime Minister Carlsson. However, she failed completely. But in spite of the failure, her position got a more prominent role within the party. Shortly after the election, she became party secretary. As Carlsson resigned out of the limelight, Mona was prepared to become SAP's new party leader.

During the election campaign, in 1994, Mona Sahlin started one of many horrible quotes to come, denouncing her political character:

\[
\text{If you are a Social democrat, you think it is cool to pay taxes. For me, tax is the nicest expression for what politics stands for.}
\]

After the social democrats' election victory in 1994, Mona Sahlin was elected vice Prime Minister of Carlsson's new government. Shortly thereafter, Mona lobbied hard for Sweden to give up its national sovereignty to the EU. As a typical social democrat, she was a power hungry, low-talented traitor.
Carlsson announced, barely one year after the referendum for membership in EU, that he would leave his post as party leader. Mona Sahlin was, with all certainty, on her way to become the new party leader and at the same time Sweden's Prime Minister. She was the only one who ran for office.

But in the fall of 1995 her stinginess surfaced: the Toblerone-business. Then it was revealed, among other things, that during her time as Minister of Labor, she had been guilty of manipulations as well as lousy judgment.

In just a few months she managed to conjure away SEK 53,173 of paid taxes. In addition, Mona Sahlin ”borrowed” SEK 25,229 from the Government Offices without any notice. Except Mona Sahlin of course, because she was also administrating her crooked dealings. In total SEK 78,403 disappeared in a few months – in the middle of the burning crisis of the 90’s.

She used the money to buy goods, for car rentals and tens of thousands in cash. Among the goods she purchased was diapers and Toblerone-chocolate. The latter named the scandal. In 90’s there were more information, more scandals, like paying black for a child sitter, she didn't pay
her TV-license, not paying for a bicycle and 98 unpaid parking fines – 38 of them went to bailiff as well as her bills for kindergarten.

It's claimed she didn't steal tax payers money to pay her debts. She stole for her own consumption – all according to communistic and socialisms motto! Her debts could easily been covered by her salary as a minister. We're not talking about a homeless person, low-income employee or unemployed person. We're talking about a minister who didn't manage her monthly costs on a real high salary. On top of this she thinks it's "cool to pay taxes" - which only shows her contempt over ordinary hard working, well-behaved Swede's, carrying our society on their shoulders.

She excused herself in several ways:

... uncertain routines at the Cabinet Office ...

There was/are distinct rules for how to use governmental credit cards. It's even documented thoroughly and specific of how this type of
spendings has to be handled. Excuses from Mona Sahlin continued:

... *I took an advance on my salary – most people can do that ...*

Nope – most people cant do that! What an arrogant disgusting feminist she turns out to be. All this during a time when many Swedes suffered from the bad times, created by SAP. Everything under the socialistic motto – *I consume, you pay.*

Vice Prime Minister, Mona Sahlin, chose a "time out" - I.e a vacation to Mauritius along with her family, security guards and one assistant. Tax payers paid for it all! Before she left she couldn't hold her tongue:

*You're calling for flawless politicians with a flawless past. Are they for real? Well you answer that.*

Mona Sahlin was/is very low-talented – she couldn't figure out the answer herself. Once you
realize the **female IQ averages** five units lower than men, one isn't surprised. Half of the females have a lower IQ compared to the average female. Its within this group Mona Sahlin belongs.

On November 10th 1995, Sahlin held a press conference where she was planned to explain or excuse herself. Instead she announced:

- her resignation as vice Prime Minister
- her resignation from the parliament
- she's no longer available as Prime Minister candidate
- she's no longer available to be elected as leader of the party
- Talk about a total collapse!

It was Göran Persson who became leader of the party. Mona Sahlin kept her position as member of the party’s executive committee.

The elite treated her, despite her criminal actions with silk mittens. A preliminary investigation regarding fraud was closed very quickly. A very hard criticized such. Surprised?

During her absence from the political scene (she was still in VU) she never disconnected
totally. Marcus Wallenberg invited her to the 1996 Bilerbergmeeting in Canada. Two months since she resigned as member of the Parliament, she went with Wallenberg to CIBC Leadership in Toronto, Canada. This shows how the elite still valued her and was treated the way she was. Always protected and always get help. Don't you dare to stand in the way for Wallenberg, and, or Rothschild.

Back in Sweden she decide’s to become an entrepreneur. That didn't work out well either. During the first year, 1996, the turn over with one employee was SEK 1,494,672. She rewarded herself with a salary of SEK 1,160,671 which left SEK 334,692 for external costs. Result: loss already after one year in business, probably due to how much she cashed out herself. She consumed a major part of the capital for her own salary. Sahlin requested the company in liquidation – better than bankruptcy, causing even more costs. We must thank the Gods, she never became Prime Minister thinking of how she handled being an entrepreneur. Journalist Göran Skytte gives his two cents about Mona Sahlin here: https://www.svd.se/nar-mona-sahlin-s-blev-303
After this short but very embarrassing sojourn as entrepreneur, she returned to party politics in 1997. This time she engaged of all her heart in “anti-racism”. Her activities with SSU got more intense. SAP detected a new threat toward their position in power and Mona wasn't late to cover up for this escalating conflict. After SAPs election victory in 1998, under Göran Persson, Mona Sahlin was allowed into the government once again. It only took her three years to return to the limelight. Göran Persson appointed her as Minister of Labor Market just as his precursor, Ingvar Carlsson.

However, the scandals would not cease. Her problems with parking fines and parking errors became so extensive the Registry Office chose to arrange a very own parking space, just for her!

Same year, her company filed for bankruptcy. Göran Persson rewarded her to become Minister of Enterprise. Sic!

In 2002, it was that time again … despite her good salary, she ended up in bailiff for SEK 30,000. Still, her political career wasn't disrupted at all. She could continue as Minister in
our government.

Next year, another two unpaid bills was turned in to the Head of Enforcement Office. In 2002, she had car issues; She didn't pay tax for her vehicle nor for the inspection of it.

Video Mona Sahlin cheats

It's hard to imagine this type of disgusting arrogance, this particular politician have/shows.

She, as Minister of Integration, showed off SAP's bizarre agenda, to cheer Islamists, by meeting Mahmoud Aldebe of the Muslim Brotherhoods mosque in Söder, Stockholm. She turned up, wearing a veil. This was her way of clearly showing SAPs multiculti project as Minister of Integration. A project where the Swedish society has to show respect for and adapt to the imported nobility and their cultures. All according to Olof Palme's multiculti proposition 1975:26. She was very clear with these questions during her time as Minister of Integration – ie showing her contempt for Swedes in general – but specially for patriots. In 2000 she says, in the newspaper Göteborgsposten – GP:
If two persons with equal merits apply for the same job where there are few immigrants, the person named Mohhamed should get the job.

Mona Sahlin discriminates Swedes in favor of non-Swedes. Her determined hostility against Swedes got more and more obvious. Applicable to the multicultural culture, she was even more clear about the purpose of SAP's project. She declared following in P1 Morgon 2001.

Swedes must be integrated into the new Sweden, the old Sweden will never return.

During 2002 she kept going on and on about her hostility. When visiting the Turkish Youth Association she said:

I think that's what making so many Swedes jealous on migrant-groups. You have a culture, a identity, a history – what do we have? We have midsummer eve and
other corny things.

In tabloid Expressen she expressed:

*I hate everything that is genuinely and typical Swedish.*

Sahlins contempt toward Swedes and Sweden permeated her. No wonder why she's always been protected by the establishment. An establishment which talks about their employees as if they were replaceable units, who looks at her as ”brave” instead of an idiot, since they have the same emotions about Swedes as Mona Sahlin. One must know its only Sahlin who shows her contempt as openly.

In 2002 there was another election victory for SAP and Göran Persson. Mona Sahlin continued as Minister within several fields – integration and sports, as well as gender equality and democratic Minister. Believe it or not, for some time she also was acting as Minister for Energy.

Before the EMU-voting in 2004, the traitor, Mona Sahlin engaged intensely for the Euro.
The year after she left all of her assignments. Instead she was appointed permanent community-buildings- housings- and energy Minister. She would remain there until Göran Persson lost the election two years later.

During this period, Mona Sahlin was very active in destroying Sweden. But it wasn't just Mona. When she lost her assignment as Minister of Integration, she was replaced with another socialist, the gay Jens Orback. He would also show the socialists' purpose of mass immigration and multiculturalism. In an interview in SVT, 2004, he makes the following statement about the Swedes' future:

Video Jens Orback ”Maybe we will be a minority sometime”

During this time criminality increased heavily among all intruders – another proof of SAPs failure. Eventually their and Göran Perssons grip of power be crushed. SAP did a bad election in 2006 and ended up with 35% of the votes. Persson announced his resign and who was there to take over? Since many said no thank you, it
was obvious Mona Sahlin was the only one interested.

Before she was initially appointed as party leader, it came to light that Mona had helped her daughter, Ann-Sofie, to an internship at the Swedish Embassy in Washington DC. Of course, the authorities made sure to keep important connections in the own sphere of the authorities. The job was given informally to Mona's daughter, no one else was given the chance, even though this is contrary with the rules of the Foreign Ministry! The Consulate General of the Washington Embassy, Pontus Järborg, said:

*This was a little more ad hoc – for sure ...*

Despite all reoccurring scandals, Mona Sahlin was elected SAP's party leader in 2007. She would now lead this party, as the largest opposition party, in the parliament.

Many had shown their strong support for Mona Sahlin, like Nalin Pekgul from S-Women, SSU, Wanja Lundby-Wedin from LO, the Brotherhood-movement with links to the Muslim
Brotherhood and Stefan Löfven from IF Metall. Her horror and contempt for Swedish nationalism was so intense, the first thing she did as a party leader for SAP was to make a debate in TV4 against SD (Sweden Democrats) party leader Jimmie Åkesson. A debate that attracted very much attention, and for which Mona later got criticized. She really messed up this time. Spewing out her hatred for SD (SD is very equal to S) at the same time as she spit out bunkum's.

During 2008, SAP showed a clear and long-term strategy to associate with MP (the Environment Party). In order to be able to continue to dominate Swedish politics, SAP needed support. Now they applied a futuristic, urban, green, progressive worldview entirely in Den Nya Världsordningen NWO-en sammanfattning Agenda 21.

In other words: SAP now regards MP as its future support party. After all, the Communists are only an old remnant of the 20th century who still remains in parliament. Instead of leaning back and receiving support from VPK, they now leaned back and got support from MP. The MP, however, was not naturally loyal to SAP in the
same way as the Communists. Therefore, it was time to start tying the bands long-term as well as strengthening them.

This wasn't all painless. The Communists got upset when they didn't get invited to join. Mona forgot that many still believed in the old way to deal with conflicts. She then decided to incorporate the indignated Communists in this "joint-venture", something she'd regret later.

In 2008, SAP invited US left-wing economist, Jew Paul Krugman, to learn SAP economic policy. Krugman's ideas created a few months later a worldwide economic crisis.

In 2008, the Futuristic Party SAP invited US left-wing economist, Jew Paul Krugman, to learn SAP economic policy. Krugman's ideas created a few months later a worldwide-exciting economic crisis.

2009, Social Democrats futuristic vision became more clear – still subtle. Here's a promotion video they used in 2009 – An election hut in the future.

SAPs contacts with USA continued when Mona Sahlin participated at a Progressive Governance-meeting in Vina del Mar. At this
meeting it was discussed the need of a progressive state. Listen to the speech of Vice president Joe Biden.

The 2009 European elections were a major failure for SAP, and Mona Sahlin. The dissatisfaction within the party was great, but it was too late to change leader and there were no one interested to succeed Mona Sahlin. However, the pressure on Mona had increased significantly. Not since 1979, during Palme's time, has SAP lost two consecutive elections. They wanted to make sure that it didn't happen again.

2009, was certainly not Mona Sahlins year, not only did she lose the election, but her scandals continued. Once again, it was about her car that got a driving ban.

In the 2010 election campaign, she pushed a lot for anti-racism and her infantile resistance toward SD. Alternative media, however, would reveal email contacts between SSU and EXPO. These showed how SAP mobilized to combat SDs progress during the election. Their goal was to prevent the SD from entering the Parliament.

Under Mona Sahlin's leadership, SAP would make a terrible result and they ended up at just
over 30%. Fredrik Reinfeldt's M-party did really well. They were now close to catch up with SAP. They ended up just a few decimals behind with approximately 30% of the votes.

FP, C and KD all lost some and ended up at around 7%, 6% and 5% respectively. V also made a poor choice and ended up at just over 5%. MP did their best election ever and got just over 7%.

One of the big news after the 2010 election was SD's entry into the Parliament. With just over 5%, they managed to over the bar at 4%, thereby threatening the Social Democracy machinery, its institutions, the corporatist media, the trade fascist labor movement and other establishments with strong or vague ties to Social Democracy.

They put more energy avert SD compared to M.

Despite her monumental loss, Mona Sahlin refused to let go of any power. Despite constant scandals, despite constant failures and despite an obvious incompetence, obvious to us all, she wanted to be in charge.

Finally, the party had had enough and made sure she left. In November 2010, she announced that she would leave and the party was commissioned to find a new party leader by
March 2011. Håkan Juholt would eventually take over after Mona Sahlin.

After Mona resigned as party leader, she continued to engage politically. She became a board member of **EXPO**.

It consisted of Charles Westin, Mona Sahlin, Kerstin Brunnberg, Robert Hårdh, Cecilia Stegö Chilo, Robert Aschberg, Peter Christensen and Daniel Poohl.

Since the late 1990s, she maintained a very close friendship with Carl Bildt (M), who worked day and night to find a new job for her. Here we see the "big" difference between Social Democrats and Moderates – i.e. none at all! In 2012 he lobbied very hard Mona Director General in ILO (International Labor Organization). That didn't work out, so another try was made to support her to apply to the post as General Secretary for the Socialist International which turned out as a failure also.

At the end, Carl Bildt had to create a job for his good friend, as "National coordinator against violent extremism" at the department of Justice.

A mission which lasted until summer 2016. Mona Sahlin could continue to live as a parasite
Due to the extensive tax debts that the Swedish hostile SAP-leader Mona Sahlin has accumulated, the enforcement officer decided that her state pension, SEK 56,000 per month, must be taken out. In total, this amounts added up to more than SEK 600,000 which therefore was to be paid by the taxpayers.

The tax debt originated from the tax violation that Sahlin committed with her declarations/income tax return in 2015 and 2016.

9.2 Håkan Juholt

Håkan Juholt was born 1962 in Oskarshamn. His father, Willy Juholt, was a Social Democrat and member of the municipal council in Oskarshamn.

His mother, Suzanne, born Källström, was daughter to an artist. Both of them originated from Påskallavik. Juholts party affiliation is not a surprise to anyone.

He became, through the student council, politically active early in high school. After
school, Juholt worked as a journalist from 1980 to 1994 for the S-labeled newspaper Östran, at the same time he was active in SSU. As a journalist, he traveled to Poland to support the trade union Solidarity in the 1980s.

Only in 1994, with Ingvar Carlsson's and SAP's election victory, was he elected to the Swedish Parliament. He would then participate as a delegate at the OSCE and NATO.

You can read about Juholt and his background at the blog, Det opåverkade sinnet – see article Håkan Juholt, Vitryssland och nätverket.

After Mona Sahlin's great election failure in 2010, a new search for a party leader began. Håkan Juholt became SAP's new party leader. But from the day he was elected, March 25th, 2011, it didn't take long before he resigned.

During his short time as party leader, he made a big fuss about not wanting to stand next to Jimmie Åkesson during the first live TV debate. He and the communist, Lars Ohly, simply didn't show up for the debate. Their behavior was so childish and irresponsible that you lack words.

His first time as party leader was like a honeymoon with MSM and the establishment.
But he made mistake after mistake and in October 2011 it was revealed that he cheated for SEK 160,000. So Juholt succeeded in beating Mona Sahlin when we talk cheating. The tradition of being a cheat and fraud is deeply ingrained in Social Democracy. In this case, it meant the beginning of the end for Juholt, who cheated taxpayers of SEK 160,000.

Video Håkan Juholt the cheater

In January he continued to cheat and enough is enough, even if you're a party leader. On January 26th, 2012, he declared at a press conference in Oskarshamn that he resigned as party-leader for the Social Democrats after just under 10 months.

Many have discussed whether it was a coup against Juholt and disagreements within different wings in SAP. Books have even been written about this. These theories are just like smoke on the water because Håkan Juholt was considered as a temporary solution from the very beginning. It was never intended that he would lead the party into an electoral movement. SAP already knew about Håkan Juholts cheating when he was
appointed as Sahlins successor. Very little happens chance by chance.

There were no one in mind as new leader of the Social Democrats and Håkan Juholt was only there temporarily to fill the void after Mona Sahlin. When time was right, he had to go and let the real candidate for SAP step forward. SVT-documentary “Kampen om identiteten” is recommended. Its a documentary where all this is said in a subtle way.

Juholt disappeared out of the limelight very fast. As usual he could continue with his work in the parliament – just like in good old times. The day after his resignment a new party-leader was already picked. Stefan Löfvén was formally chosen as party-leader at the party-congress on april 4th 2012.

9.3 Stefan Löfvén

Kjell Stefan Löfven was born in 1957 in Stockholm. He was sent to a foster home in Västernorrland before he was one year old. The reason was that his mother could not keep her
both kids. First he was placed in a children's home in Norrland since there were no places available in Stockholm. There was very little information available about this time in his life. Eventually Löfvén ended up in the care of his foster parents, Ture and Iris Melander.

He didn't meet his mother until he was 20 years old. His grandfather, Ludvig Löfvén, whom he never met was an active nazi. He never met his father, Karl Hedberg.

As early as 1970, when he was 12 years old, Stefan Löfvén joined the party where he was inspired by Olof Palme's engagement to globalism. He started a SSU-association, was interested in and played hockey, and went to a two-year economic education in Sollefteå.

He finished his compulsory military service in 1977 at F4 in Östersund. Then he started a 48 week course to become a welder – which he never finished. He also started studies at the Umeå School of Social Sciences, but they never were finished – either. Instead he started to work at Hägglund & Sons in Örnsköldvik in 1979. That is when he met his wife Ulla.

It is important to know that this company,
whose main productions are manufacturing military equipment, was acquired by Asea as early as 1972. Asea (General Svenska Elektriska AB) has an interesting history in itself. An electronics company that was started by a few enterprising engineers in the 19th century. After financial problems, the company became dependent on Wallenberg owned Sveriges Enskilda Bank- SEB. Asea would then, since they worked in electricity and energy, use the pagan sun symbol in the logo.

At the turn of the century, Asea would expand its operations greatly. They expanded to Russia in 1910, where they also had their own factories. Interestingly, the Russian revolution would only mean a temporary interruption to the company's operations in the country. From the 20th century onwards, business enterprises would continue their business undisturbed even in the Soviet Union, one wonders why ...

Swedish Asea would continue to supply Soviet Union with various products – with no major obstacles.

During the 1930’s Wallenberg-group decided
to incorporate Asea to 100 % in order to prevent foreign companies to buy the company. In 1933, when Hitler got into power, Wallenberg didn't think the swastika not suitable as symbol for the company.

This was the company the young SSU-member got employed at. A company, under Wallenberg, who were involved in Swedish energy politics involving various power plants. They sent deliveries to Soviet Union on a regular basis.

Already after two years of employment, Löfvén was appointed as a union contact agent. During the 80s, he climbed in the union hierarchy. In 1988 he experienced when Asea was joined with Brown Boveri to become ABB, with Peter Wallenberg and Percy Barnevik, the Bilderbergers, at the steering wheel. Some parts of Hägglund & Sons was sold to BAE systems. Löfvén remained until he got a central employment with the union, IF Metall in 1995. He had the responsibility for contracts and international questions.

This is where he acts salesman for SAABs JAS Gripen, first in Brasil, later in South Africa
where he together with BAE system are accused of bribing the unions.

Video **Kalla Fakta – The secret deal**

Is obvious, Löfvén had a lot of powerful contacts on very high positions within the power-elite he more than gladly used/exploited during this period of time. Contacts which eventually gave him advantage within politics.

Its not only international contacts Löfvén cultivates, its also domestically, he interacted with the power leaders within politics as well as culture. Already in 2005, when he was elected president of IF Metall, he was close to Robert Aschberg. Aschberg was sought out by citizen journalist Bechir Rabani who paid with his life while he was committed to reveal truth about Robert Aschberg - the TV celebrity and grandson of Olof Aschberg, who helped to finance the Russian coup d’etat.

Before the election in 2010, Löfvén seemed more interested in the opposition toward SD, who wasn't yet in parliament, compared to the alliance who took power from SAP. During the election
campaign, Löfvén and Aschberg joined in several unexpected leads against SD. Stefan Löfvén made sure to increase the support to EXPO who he had close ties/have close ties to, and also been trained by.

During the time that Mona Sahlin, the disaster who struck Sweden and Håkan Juholt showed up as the temporary rescue, Löfvén cultivated his contacts. When Stefan Löfvén eventually became the chairman of SAP, everything was in place. The international meetings with other socialist leaders succeeded one by another. Not least in 2013 when he was to meet Ed Miliband - leader of the Labor Party in England. Then, for example, a visit to KTH was arranged.

After the meeting with Ed Miliband, Stefan Löfvén presented what he wanted to highlight in Social Democracy (we know it is The Fabian Society talking here). The keyword was innovation. He launched the idea of an ”innovation-political council”. Once again one of these miniature steps into the new world order. This step is what we call the futurism. This, if anything should let the warning bells sound. Fascism was also strongly inspired by futurism.
This was certainly a natural step for SAP to take. Increased advanced technology and "innovational" period, was a pre-phase toward a cash-free society, AI – Artificial Intelligence, creating more unemployments and other elements. Everything will run smoothly with zero growth which is Agenda 21’s and 30’s preference, and which is what the global elite is pushing for.

In 2013, Löfvén also started to participate at the Bilderberg-meetings, the first one was located in London. When he got back from that meeting he and Jens Orback wrote an article about the big climate scam.

This article stated clearly a hostile market position and demands Sweden and EU to be in the forefront about the climate threat humanity "faces”. Ie Löfvén and Orback subject themself totally to Agenda 21- and 30s goal about zero-growth. This can only mean one thing. The end of Swedish industry and all of Sweden's productive jobs. What remains is the service-sector. Thus, the Swedish economy will practically turn into a castle built on air. Its also in relation to the Anna Lindh-seminar, Löfvén and Orback brings up the
subject. Anna Lindh was a mouthpiece for Agenda 21.

Today we have ”climate-Greta” who is a young leftist girl. She has become a spook girl who has been lifted up by the elite to frighten young people that our planet will not survive unless we handle the CO2. The president of Brazil, Jair Bolsonaro, calls her, correctly, a brat. Soon they'll use this fact to allow even more invaders to ruin our country since its the young ones taking over politics. This will be the wave of ”climate-refugees”. ”Dead fishes floating with the stream” will allow it to happen since they have no references but viral news and technique making them into zombie-like slaves.

In 2014, SAP and Löfvén won the election and he got the post as Prime Minister. During fall 2014, the National Bank, under Stefan Ingves, introduced zero interest with the purpose to start a massive inflation of the Swedish krona. This move increased mortgage and thereby the Swedish household debts.
9.4 Conclusion

After the election in 2014, Löfvén appointed an Minister of Innovation as well as a Minister of the Future. This wasn't a surprise thinking of how Social Democracy grown up the last decades. Its now Sweden takes the lead for the NWO with a RDIF-chipped population.

It's very innovative and futuristic. These chips will be used to control the population but right now they're advertised for a fast and convenient living. This is what the Swedish people voted for!

Another completely expected thing, was that MP would be in the government. The MP is the support party of the future and will replace V, who is now considered a remnant of the childhood of socialism. This has been discussed openly in the tabloid Aftonbladet and the trade union movement.

Despite the turbulence that occurred during the fall of 2014, Löfvén, in accordance with the plans, retains power and takes MP into the government.

Even though a majority of Sweden did not
vote for a red-green government, it is, with DÖ - December agreement, exactly what happened. In practice, DÖ eliminated all opposition. Parliament's small power has been completely dismissed. As a result, the power of the people has also been abolished. All power now extends directly from Stefan Löfvén and the government. Please note that Göran Persson previously placed omnipotence with the Prime Minister.

This remarkable development should normally have chocked most – its now Sweden turns into a true open dictatorship. If one add ups everything being discussed here – its not impossible to think that Sweden is a Jewish dictatorship covered by a feministic curtain of mist. If one also have knowledge not being told in this book – then its crystal clear. If so – its called the Kazharian/Frankist society, but that is a totally different story. Theres a lot more surprises if you dive deep enough in the Jewish swamp.
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Appendix A

Statistics about Sweden

Below is a diagram over violence with deadly outcome, gathered by BRÅ (Brottsförebyggande Rådet).
There is no statistics over deadly violence from 1950 and onward. How interesting wouldn't that be to compare with the 21st century? Those of us born during 1930s- 40s- and 50s still remember there weren't many murders when being teenagers. Note: Both knowledge and the ability to save lives have increased significantly since 1950. Inter alia through more advanced, technical equipment.

The number of rapes has also escalated since 1975. Below are statistics from 1975, when SAP prepared for today's severe situation.
At that time Olof Palme and Anna Lindh got a bill passed the parliament that open our borders for an invasion of foreigners from many dysfunctional countries.

All members of parliament who voted for this bill should be prosecuted and made guilty as well as compensate the Swedes for what this decision cost the ethnic Swedes: An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. Yes there still are real Swedes - svear /götar – i e Germans.

For those interested – heres a good blog on the subject – Affes stastistik-blogg.
Appendix B

Southern states

There are 3 city states. They constitute one city with three functions, and they decide more or less everything in our world. The reason to divide one in three, originates, believe it or not from Babylon. They are the Vatican (the spiritual), City of London (finance) and District of Columbia (the military), all with their own flags, laws and form of government.

Of these three southern states its the Vatican jesuits that makes up the guidelines. London and District of Columbia are the executors. This order is natural. The ones with power over the human mind has the real power. None of the three works without the other though.

B.1 The Vatican state

The roman-catholic church have approximately 1.2 billion followers according to the Vatican. They're controlled by the hierarchy
within the church, by the pope – who also represents the Illuminati-top, according to Walter Veith in *A new order rises*. This is logic and makes sense with other knowledge.

The gold held by the Vatican state is enormous, worth trillions of USD. Its stocked in Bank of England and US Federal Reserve bank – both controlled by the Rothschild's. The Vatican state is the biggest economic power, the richest, the biggest proprietor of land and estates in the world. They have more material abundance than any bank, enterprise, major fund or government on the planet.

Meanwhile two third of the population have an income of a few dollars a day, more than a fifth of the world's population are malnourished and many starve to death, the Vatican exploits profits from the finance markets. Yes the Vatican doesn't mind fleecing what's left to fleece from their poorest followers.

*The modern Vatican state is the home of the devil.*
B.2 City of London

Like the Vatican state, the financial district of London is a supreme town-state. They pay no taxes to UK, they have their own laws and their own police. This is how it's been since 1694, when King William III of Orange, privatized and left over Bank of England to private bankers. It's not a state bank – it's private owned. Rothschild is the ruler of it today.

The company the Crown is also a private company. It has a council of 12 members, with one chairman. Lord Mayor, who represents 13 of the richest bank-families. It includes Jewish families like Rothschild, Warburg, Schiff and Oppenheimer.

Here is a link for those who want to learn more about the interesting story about City of London.

B.3 District of Columbia

As the Vatican and the cooperation in London a third town state was established, on land
disposed of several catholic colonies, officially in 1790. On an area consisting of four estates, which characterized as Rome, was USA’s government building erected, the Washington State Capitol. This town-state’s mission is to provide military services. As it should be – USA is all over the globe creating wars.

The constitution is veiled, its real content gives the power, the government to a private cooperation, UNITED STATES. This combined to let a private company, The Federal Reserve handle all money in the country, places all American citizens without legal rights and cash strapped.

In plain english – IT'S ALL GOING TO HELL.

Video: There are two constitutions

Here’s more information about District of Columbia Organic Act of 1871:

Afterword

If you've read and followed some of the links, you will understand that the migrant invasion is a well planned move by SAP to introduce socialism in Sweden. You will also understand that Sweden also have its deep state. The twisted political turns that has been described also give an understanding of who's deciding in Sweden – The Swedish deep state that SAP built under so many decades. Politicians are for the most just puppets on a string. They're the current amusement.

All kinds of criminality have exploded – just as planned. The real Swede is supposed to put into a state of apathy and become physiologically unable to fight back. That is how the #me too-agenda and other feminist and Jewish agendas are
to be viewed as. Please note, we, Swedish men and women of today, are ancestors to *Svear* and *Götar*. The deep state will not succeed, no matter how many *Brantings, Hanssons, Erlanders, Palmes, Perssons* or *Löfvéns* they pull out of their magicians hat.

What they have been working on for a long time, which will soon be a financial crisis, which will lead to higher interest rates, unemployment and lower real estate values. The banks will demand foreclosures and you'll have be liable for the debt for the rest of your life since when you file bankruptcy in Sweden – you don't get rid of the debts! Ask those who lost their homes during the last financial crisis.